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Southern California  24113745
KP author(s): Quinn, Virginia P

Spiritual well-being in long-term colorectal cancer survivors with ostomies
Northwest  23749460
KP author(s): Bulkley, Joanna E; McMullen, Carmit; Hornbrook, Mark C; Altschuler, Andrea

124. Buonocore D, Trupp R, Wingate S
American Association of Heart Failure Nurses Position Paper on the Certified Heart Failure Nurse (CHFN) certification
Mid-Atlantic  23643412
KP author(s): Wingate, Suzanne

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease mortality and prevalence: the associations with smoking and poverty--a BOLD analysis
Northwest  24353008
KP author(s): Vollmer, William

126. Busam KI, Sung J, Wiesner T, von Deimling A, Jungbluth A
Combined BRAFV600E-positive Melanocytic Lesions With Large Epithelioid Cells Lacking BAP1 Expression and Conventional Nevomelanocytes
127. Calcaterra S, Glanz J, Binswanger IA
   National trends in pharmaceutical opioid related overdose deaths compared to other substance
   related overdose deaths: 1999-2009
   Colorado 23294765
   KP author(s): Glanz, Jason M

128. Camenga DR, Dunne EF, Desai MM, Gee J, Markowitz LE, Desilva A, Klein NP
   Incidence of genital warts in adolescents and young adults in an integrated health care delivery
   system in the United States before human papillomavirus vaccine recommendations
   Northern California 23965766
   KP author(s): DeSilva, Ajit G; Klein, Nicola

129. Camhi SM, Katzmarzyk PT, Broyles S, Church TS, Hankinson AL, Carnethon MR, Sternfeld B, Lewis
   CE
   Association of Metabolic Risk with Longitudinal Physical Activity and Fitness: Coronary Artery
   Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA)
   Northern California 23438155
   KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

130. Campbell KH, Huang ES, Dale W, Parker MM, John PM, Young BA, Moffet HH, Laiteerapong N, Karter
    AJ
    Association Between Estimated GFR, Health-Related Quality of Life, and Depression Among
    Older Adults With Diabetes: The Diabetes and Aging Study
    Northern California 23746376
    KP author(s): Parker, Melissa; Moffet, Howard H; Karter, Andy J

    Fonarow GC, Fox KA, Gray DT, Harrington RA, Hicks KA, Hollander JE, Krumholz H, Labarthe DR,
    College of Cardiology Foundation/American Heart Association Task Force on Clinical Data Standards,
    American College of Emergency Physicians, Emergency Nurses Association, National Association of
    Emergency Medical Technicians, National Association of EMS Physicians, Preventive Cardiovascular
    Nurses Association, Society for Cardiovascular Angiography and Interventions, Society of Cardiovascular
    Patient Care, Society of Thoracic Surgeons
    2013 ACCF/AHA Key Data Elements and Definitions for Measuring the Clinical Management and
    Outcomes of Patients With Acute Coronary Syndromes and Coronary Artery Disease: A Report of
    the American College of Cardiology Foundation/American Heart Association Circulation. 2013 Mar 5;127(9):1052-89. Epub 2013 Jan 28.
2013 ACCF/AHA Key Data Elements and Definitions for Measuring the Clinical Management and Outcomes of Patients With Acute Coronary Syndromes and Coronary Artery Disease: A Report of the American College of Cardiology Foundation/American Heart Association
Northern California 23369353
KP author(s): Brindis, Ralph

133. Caparosa SL, Shordon M, Santos AT, Pomichowski ME, Dzewaltowski DA, Coleman KJ
Fundraising, celebrations and classroom rewards are substantial sources of unhealthy foods and beverages on public school campuses
Southern California 23764087
KP author(s): Caparosa, Susan L; Shordon, Maggie; Pomichowski, Magdalena E; Coleman, Karen J

134. Carlson N, Mah R, Aburto M, Peters MJ, Dupper MV, Chen LH
Hypovitaminosis d correction and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein levels in hypertensive adults
Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):19-21.
Southern California 24361015
KP author(s): Carlson, Nathan D; Mah, Robert; Aburto, Maria; Peters, Jason M; Dupper, Maegen V; Chen, Lie Hong

An Official American Thoracic Society Research Statement: Comparative Effectiveness Research in Pulmonary, Critical Care, and Sleep Medicine
Northwest 24160906
KP author(s): Mularski, Richard A

136. Cathro H
A practical guide to making patient assignments in acute care
Southern California 23232175
KP author(s): Cathro, Heather L

137. Catlin A
Considering boundaries in nursing: what the staff nurse needs to know
Preterm Birth and Future Maternal Blood Pressure, Inflammation, and Intimal-medial Thickness: The CARDIA Study
Northern California 23319540
KP author(s): Gunderson, Erica

139. Chakrapani A, Avery A, Warnke R
Primary Cutaneous Gamma Delta T-Cell Lymphoma With Brain Involvement and Hemophagocytic Syndrome
Northwest 22863906
KP author(s): Avery, Anne K

A Multi-Institutional Medical Educational Collaborative: Advocacy Training in California Pediatric Residency Programs
Southern California 23348081
KP author(s): Woods, Steven D

Association Between the Chromosome 9p21 Locus and Angiographic Coronary Artery Disease Burden: A Collaborative Meta-Analysis
Northern California 23352782
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

142. Chan S, Cassarino DS
Rapidly Enlarging 'Bruise' on the Back of an Infant
Southern California 24005816
KP author(s): Chang, Stephanie; Cassarino, David S

143. Chand P, Gabriel T, Wallace CL, Nelson CM
Inpatient palliative care consultation: describing patient satisfaction
Perm J. 2013 Winter;17(1):53-5.
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Southern California 23596370
KP author(s): Chand, Pushkar; Gabriel, Teralyn; Wallace, Cathy L; Nelson, Craig M

Association of a Reduction in Central Obesity and Phosphorus Intake With Changes in Urinary Albumin Excretion: The PREMIER Study
Northwest 23810691
KP author(s): Vollmer, William

Efficacy of contemporary medical management for asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis
Southern California 24160784
KP author(s): Chang Jason; Ahn, Joseph E; Landsman, Nicholas; Rhee, Katherine; Chun, Linda J; Patel, Kaushal

146. Chang L, Cassarino D, Sosa V
Diffuse umbilicated vesicles in a critically ill child
Southern California 23677115
KP author(s): Chang, Laura S; Cassarino, David S; Sosa, Valentina

Ten-year results of endovascular abdominal aortic aneurysm repair from a large multicenter registry
Northern California 23683376
KP author(s): Chang, Robert W; Tucker, Lue-Yen; Okuhn, Steven; Hua, Hong T; Rhoades, Ann M; Sivamurthy, Nayan; Hill, Bradley B

148. Chang TI, Leong TK, Kazi DS, Lee HS, Hlatky MA, Go AS
Comparative effectiveness of coronary artery bypass grafting and percutaneous coronary intervention for multivessel coronary disease in a community-based population with chronic kidney disease
Am Heart J. 2013 May;165(5):800-8, 808.e1-2. Epub 2013 Apr 2.
Northern California 23622918
KP author(s): Leong, Thomas K; Go, Alan S; Lee, Hon

149. Chang TI, Yang J, Freeman JV, Hlatky MA, Go AS
Effectiveness of beta-Blockers in Heart Failure With Left Ventricular Systolic Dysfunction and Chronic Kidney Disease
Northern California 23482078
KP author(s): Yang, Jingrong; Go, Alan S
150. Chang-Halpenny CN, Natarajan S, Hwang-Graziano J
   Early stage papillary serous or clear cell carcinoma confined to or involving an endometrial
   polyp: outcomes with and without adjuvant therapy
   Gynecol Oncol. 2013 Oct 14.
   Southern California 24135679
   KP author(s): Chang-Halpenny, Christine N; Natarajan, Sathima; Hwang, Julie M

151. Channual J, Fife DJ, Wu JJ
   The diagnosis: axillary granular parakeratosis
   Southern California 24087786
   KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

152. Chao C, Chi M, Preciado M, Black MH
   Methylation markers for prostate cancer prognosis: a systematic review
   Cancer Causes Control. 2013 Jun 25.
   Southern California 23797237
   KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Chi, Margaret D; Preciado, Melissa; Black, MaryHelen

153. Chao C, Chiu V, Mueller LA, Cooper R
   Exploring the Feasibility of Establishing a Retrospective Cohort of Survivors of Adolescent and
   Young Adult Cancer to Study Long-Term Health Outcomes in an Integrated Managed Care
   Environment
   Southern California 23781402
   KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Chiu, Vicki Y; Mueller, Lisa; Cooper, Robert M

   Use of statins and prostate cancer recurrence among patients treated with radical
   prostatectomy
   Southern California 23464862
   KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Jacobsen, Steven J; Xu, Lanfang; Wallner, Lauren P; Porter, Kimberly
   R; Williams, Stephen G

   Statin therapy is not associated with prostate cancer recurrence among patients who
   underwent radiation therapy
   Southern California 23419526
   KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Williams, Stephen G; Xu, Lanfang; Chen, Jergin; Wallner, Lauren P;
   Porter, Kimberly R; Jacobsen, Steven J

156. Chapman JA, Johnson JA
   On the spot! Peer validation of BP measurement competence
   Nurs Manage. 2013 Sep;44(9):22-4.
   Southern California 23974337
Magnetic resonance imaging-based topographical differences between control and recurrent patellofemoral instability patients
Southern California 23371940
KP author(s): Fithian, Donald

Thrombolysis in myocardial infarction risk score in an observation unit setting
Northern California 23892944
KP author(s): Chandra, Abhinav

159. Chayasirisobhon S
Efficacy of Pinus Radiata Bark Extract and Vitamin C Combination Product as a Prophylactic Therapy for Recalcitrant Migraine and Long-term Results
Southern California 23479241
KP author(s): Chayasirisobhon, Sirichai

Primary nonadherence to statin medications in a managed care organization
Southern California 23697474
KP author(s): Cheetham, Thomas C; Niu, Fang; Green, Kelley R; Scott, Ronald D; Vansomphone, Southida; Shin, Janet; Reynolds, Kristi L

161. Chen AI, Lim BS, Ma JS, Chaya CT
Over-the-scope clip for closure of persistent post-esophagectomy gastric conduit fistula
Gastrointest Endosc. 2013 Nov 12.
Southern California 24238307
KP author(s): Chen, Adam I; Lim, Brian S; Ma, James S; Chaya, Charles T

162. Chen J, Dharmarajan K, Wang Y, Krumholz HM
National trends in heart failure hospital stay rates, 2001 to 2009
Mid-Atlantic 23473413
KP author(s): Chen, Jersey

163. Chen J, Hsieh A, Dharmarajan K, Masoudi FA, Krumholz HM
National Trends in Heart Failure Hospitalization after Acute Myocardial Infarction for Medicare Beneficiaries: 1998-2010
Mid-Atlantic 24190958
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Chen, Jersey

164. Chen JC
Western Thoracic Surgical Association 2013 presidential address: Winning the HITECH challenge
Hawaii 24012307
KP author(s): Chen, John C

Analysis of Mitral Valve Replacement Outcomes is Enhanced by Meaningful Clinical Use of
Electronic Health Records
Hawaii; Southern California; Northern California 23704837
KP author(s): Chen, John C; Pfeffer, Thomas A; Johnstone, Shelley; Chen, Yuexin; Kiley, Mary-Lou; Richter, Richard; Lee, Hon

The Accuracy and Trends of Smoking History Documentation in Electronic Medical Records in a
Large Managed Care Organization
Southern California 23621678
KP author(s): Chen, Lie Hong; Quinn, Virginia P; Xu, Lanfang; Gould, Michael K; Jacobsen, Steven J; Koebnick, Corinna; Reynolds, Kristi L; Hechter, Rulin C; Chao, Chun R

167. Chen Z, Chakrabarty S, Levine RS, Aliyu MH, Ding T, Jackson LL
Work-Related Knee Injuries Treated in US Emergency Departments
Northern California 23969507
KP author(s): Chen, Zhi Qiang

168. Cheng AW, Abbas MA, Tejirian T
Outcome of Abdominal Wall Hernia Repair with Permacol(TM) Biologic Mesh
Southern California 24160785
KP author(s): Cheng, Amy; Abbas, Maher A; Tejirian, Talar

169. Cheng DW, Lu YW, Teller T, Sekhon HK, Wu BU
Letter: scoring systems for upper gastrointestinal bleeding - authors’ reply
Southern California 23281724
KP author(s): Cheng, Derek W; Lu, Yue W; Teller, Thomas; Sekhon, Harpreet K; Wu, Bechien U

170. Cheng I, Kocarnik JM, Dumitrescu L, Lindor NM, Chang-Claude J, Avery CL, Caberto CP, Love SA,
Slattery ML, Chan AT, Baron JA, Hindorff LA, Park SL, Schumacher FR, Hoffmeister M, Kraft P,
Butler AM, Duggan DJ, Hou L, Carlson CS, Monroe KR, Lin Y, Carty CL, Mann S, Ma J, Giovannucci EL, Fuchs CS, Newcomb PA, Jenkins MA, Hopper JL, Haile RW, Conti DV, Campbell PT, Potter JD,
Caan BJ, Schoen RE, Hayes RB, Chanock SJ, Berndt SI, Kury S, Bezieau S, Ambite JL,
Pleiotropic effects of genetic risk variants for other cancers on colorectal cancer risk: PAGE, GECCO and CCFR consortia
Northern California 23935004
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

171. Chi FW, Sterling S, Campbell CI, Weisner C
12-step participation and outcomes over 7 years among adolescent substance use patients with and without psychiatric comorbidity
Northern California 23327502
KP author(s): Chi, Felicia W; Sterling, Stacy A; Campbell, Cynthia I; Weisner, Constance

Chronic comorbid conditions associated with risk of febrile neutropenia in breast cancer patients treated with chemotherapy
Southern California 23468242
KP author(s): Rodriguez, Roberto; Huynh, Julie; Yang, Su-Jau T; Chao, Chun R

173. Chien GW
Reply
Southern California 23490533
KP author(s): Chien, Gary W

174. Ching BK, Khalili-Borna D
Medical coverage of youth basketball events
Northern California 23669085
KP author(s): Ching, Brian K; Khalili-Borna, Dennis

175. Chokkalingam AP, Chun DS, Noonan EJ, Pfeiffer CM, Zhang M, Month SR, Taggart DR, Wiemels JL, Metayer C, Buffler PA
Blood levels of folate at birth and risk of childhood leukemia
Northern California 23576692
KP author(s): Month, Stacy; Taggart, Denah R

Bridging Patient Summaries across the Atlantic
Southern California 23921045
KP author(s): Dolin, Robert

177. Chu B
Transforming care delivery. Doctors, patients, families acting as a team can lead to improved healthcare
Southern California 23947102
KP author(s): Chu, Benjamin

Racial/ethnic differences in receiving biologic dmard treatment among california medicaid rheumatoid arthritis patients
Southern California 22807272
KP author(s): Chu, Li-Hao; Portugal, Cecilia; Kawatkar, Aniket A

179. Chugh R
Management of Pregnancy in Women With Repaired CHD or After the Fontan Procedure
Southern California 23893314
KP author(s): Chugh, Reema

180. Chun LJ, Tsai J, Tam M, Prema J, Chen LH, Patel K
Screening carotid artery duplex in patients undergoing cardiac surgery
Southern California 24211602
KP author(s): Chun, Linda J; Tsai, Jerry Y; Tam, Michael S; Prema, Jateen; Chen, Lie Hong; Patel, Kevin R

181. Chung C, Lam MS
Pertuzumab for the treatment of human epidermal growth factor receptor type 2-positive metastatic breast cancer
Am J Health Syst Pharm. 2013 Sep 15;70(18):1579-87.
Northern California 23988598
KP author(s): Lam, Masha SH

182. Clark NP
Frequency of monitoring, non-adherence, and other topics dear to an anticoagulation clinic provider
Colorado 23494486
KP author(s): Clark, Nathan

183. Clark NP, Cho SE, Delate T, Witt DM
Thromboembolic and bleeding outcomes of low-intensity warfarin thromboprophylaxis following elective total hip arthroplasty
184. Clarke CL, Grunwald GK, Allen LA, Baron AE, Peterson PN, Brand DW, Magid DJ, Masoudi FA
Natural History of Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction in Patients With Heart Failure
Colorado 24129973
KP author(s): Clarke, Christina L; Allen, Lawrence A; Peterson, Pamela N; Brand, David W; Magid, David J; Masoudi, Frederick A

185. Clarke G, Yarborough BJ
Evaluating the promise of health IT to enhance/expand the reach of mental health services
Northwest 23701698
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg; Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H

Efficacy of omega-3 for vasomotor symptoms treatment: a randomized controlled trial
Northern California 23982113
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara; Caan, Bette

187. Cohen PM
Building the right skills for the healthcare workforce of the future
Program Offices 23923279
KP author(s): Cohen, Paul

188. Cohen SP, Deyo RA
A Call to Arms: The Credibility Gap in Interventional Pain Medicine and Recommendations for Future Research
Northwest 23819693
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

Dietary fiber and the risk of precancerous lesions and cancer of the esophagus: a systematic review and meta-analysis
Northern California 23815145
KP author(s): Kubo, Ai; Corley, Douglas

Metabolic Syndrome Is Less Likely to Resolve in Hispanics and Non-Hispanic Blacks After Bariatric Surgery
2013 Kaiser Permanente Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Southern California 24100336
KP author(s): Coleman, Karen J; Huang, Yui-Chen; Koebnick, Corinna; Reynolds, Kristi L; Xiang, Anny H; Black, Mary Helen; Alskaf, Sami

191. Collins LC, Achacoso N, Haque R, Nekhlyudov L, Fletcher SW, Quesenberry CP, Schnitt SJ, Habel LA
Risk factors for non-invasive and invasive local recurrence in patients with ductal carcinoma in situ
Northern California; Southern California 23624751
KP author(s): Achacoso, Ninah S; Quesenberry, Charles P; Habel, Laurel; Haque, Reina

192. Conner DA, Beck A, Clarke C, Wright L, Narwaney K, Bermingham NW
Quality and cost evaluation of a medical financial assistance program
Colorado 23596366
KP author(s): Conner, Douglas A; Beck, Arne; Clarke, Christina L; Wright, Leslie A; Narwaney, Komal J; Bermingham, Neysa W

193. Conti JA
Leading the Way in Women's Health...Through Journalism
Northern California 24051935
KP author(s): Conti, Jennifer Austin

194. Cooke CR, Gould MK
Advancing Clinical Practice and Policy through Guidelines: the Role of the American Thoracic Society
Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2013 May 1;187(9):910-4.
Northern California 23392437
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

195. Cooper--DeHoff RM, Bird ST, Nichols GA, Delaney JA, Winterstein AG
Antihypertensive drug class interactions and risk for incident diabetes: a nested case-control study
Northwest 23752710
KP author(s): Nichols, Greg

Genome-wide Characterization of Shared and Distinct Genetic Components that Influence Blood Lipid Levels in Ethnically Diverse Human Populations
Northern California 23726366
197. Corley DA
Can You Stop Surveillance After Radiofrequency Ablation of Barrett's Esophagus? A Glass Half Full
Northern California 23727498
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

198. Corley DA
Reply
Gastroenterology. 2013 Dec 18.
Northern California 24361430
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

199. Corley DA, Mehtani K, Quesenberry C, Zhao W, de Boer J, Weiss NS
Impact of Endoscopic Surveillance on Mortality from Barrett's Esophagus-Associated Esophageal Adenocarcinomas
Northern California 23673354
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas; Mehtani, Kunal; Quesenberry, Charles P; Zhao, Wei K; DeBoer, Jolanda

200. Coronado GD, Gutierrez JM, Jhingan E, Angulo A, Jimenez R
Patient and Clinical Perspectives on Changes to Mammography Screening Guidelines
Breast J. 2013 Nov 22.
Northwest 24261968
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

201. Coronado GD, Petrik A, Spofford M, Talbot J, Do HH, Sanchez J, Kapka T, Taylor V
Perceptions of Under and Overutilization of Cervical Cancer Screening Services at Latino-Serving Community Health Centers
Northwest 23728821
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D; Petrik, Amanda F; Spofford, Mark; Sanchez, Jennifer J; Kapka, Tanya J

Advantages of Wordless Instructions on How to Complete a Fecal Immunochemical Test: Lessons from Patient Advisory Council Members of a Federally Qualified Health Center
J Cancer Educ. 2013 Sep 22.
Northwest 24057692
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D; Sanchez, Jennifer J; Petrik, Amanda F

2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Ten Strategies To Lower Costs, Improve Quality, And Engage Patients: The View From Leading Health System CEOs
Program Offices  23381525
KP author(s): Halvorson, George C

Fructose intake and cardiovascular risk factors in youth with type 1 diabetes: SEARCH for diabetes in youth study
Southern California  23540682
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

205.  Covarrubias DA, O'Connor OJ, McDermott S, Arellano RS
Radiologic percutaneous gastrostomy: review of potential complications and approach to managing the unexpected outcome
Southern California  23521471
KP author(s): Covarrubias, Diego Antonio

206.  Cox C, Earp BE, Floyd WE 4th, Blazar PE
Arthrodesis of the Thumb Interphalangeal Joint and Finger Distal Interphalangeal Joints With a Headless Compression Screw
Northern California  24275559
KP author(s): Cox, Christopher; Earp, Brandon E; Floyd, Emerson; Blazar, Philip E

207.  Crabtree JH, Burchette RJ
Peritoneal dialysis catheter embedment: surgical considerations, expectations, and complications
Southern California  23856085
KP author(s): Crabtree, John H; Burchette, Raoul J

208.  Crawford B, Skeath M, Whippy A
Multifocal Clinical Performance Improvement across 21 Hospitals
J Healthc Qual. 2013 Aug 27.
Northern California  24001267
KP author(s): Crawford, Barbara; Skeath, Melinda; Whippy, Alan

Underutilization of Lynch syndrome screening in a multisite study of patients with colorectal cancer
Colorado; Northwest; Hawaii  23639899
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Rahm, Alanna Kulchak; Kauffman, Tia N; Webster, Jennifer A; Le, Anh Quynh; Feigelson, Heather S; Williams, Andrew E; Honda, Stacey; Daida, Yeehwa G; Goddard, Katrina AB

The influence of exposure to maternal diabetes in utero on the rate of decline in beta-cell function among youth with diabetes
Southern California 23645121
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

211. Crume TL, Scherzinger A, Stamm E, McDuffie R, Bischoff KJ, Hamman RF, Dabelea D
The long-term impact of intrauterine growth restriction in a diverse U.S. cohort of children: The EPOCH study
Colorado 23836432
KP author(s): McDuffie, Robert; Bischoff, Kimberly J

212. Csintalan RP, Inacio MC, Desmond JL, Funahashi TT
Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction in Patients with Open Physes: Early Outcomes
Southern California 23288740
KP author(s): Csintalan, Rick P; Inacio, Maria C; Desmond, Jamie L; Funahashi, Tadashi T

213. Csintalan RP, Inacio MC, Funahashi TT, Maletis GB
Risk Factors of Subsequent Operations After Primary Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
Southern California 24335588
KP author(s): Csintalan, Rick P; Inacio, Maria C; Funahashi, Tadashi T; Maletis, Gregory B

Medial Patellofemoral Ligament (MPFL) Reconstruction for the Treatment of Patellofemoral Instability
Southern California 24227396
KP author(s): Csintalan, Rick P; Fornalski, Stefan; Raiszadeh, Kian; Inacio, Maria C; Fithian, Donald

Wave competitions around interfaces of two oscillatory media
Southern California 24032899
KP author(s): Xie, Fagen

216. Cullen BD, Weinraub GM, Van Gompel G
Early Results with Use of the Midfoot Fusion Bolt in Charcot Arthropathy
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 23318099
KP author(s): Cullen, Benjamin D; Weinraub, Glenn M; VanGompel, Gabriel M

Risks and Benefits of Anticoagulation in Atrial Fibrillation: Insights From the Outcomes Registry for Better Informed Treatment of Atrial Fibrillation (ORBIT-AF) Registry
Northern California 23759473
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

218. Cunningham ET Jr, Eandi CM, Wender JD
To the editor
Southern California 23314232
KP author(s): Wender, Jon D

Adult Willingness to Use Email and Social Media for Peer-to-Peer Cancer Screening
Communication: Quantitative Interview Study
Georgia; Mid-Atlantic; Hawaii 24287495
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W; Gaglio, Bridget; Williams, Andrew E

220. Dabelea D, Lawrence JM, Pihoker C, Dolan L, D'Agostino RB Jr, Marcovina S, Mayer-Davis EJ, for the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth Study
Southern California 24243743
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

Prognostic Impact of the Presence and Absence of Angina on Mortality and Cardiovascular Outcomes in Patients With Type 2 Diabetes and Stable Coronary Artery Disease: Results from the BARI 2D (Bypass Angioplasty Revascularization Investigation 2 Diabetes)
Northern California 23410541
KP author(s): Krishnaswami, Ashok

Patterns of care and persistence after incident elevated blood pressure
Colorado; Northern California 23821694
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Daley, Matthew F; Reifler, Liza M; Tavel, Heather M; Glanz, Jason M; Chandra, Malini; Greenspan, Louise C; Lo, Joan C; Magid, David J

Comparative effectiveness topics from a large, integrated delivery system
Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):4-13.
Southern California; Northwest; Georgia; Northern California; Southern California; Program Offices 24361013
KP author(s): Danforth, Kim N; Patnode, Carrie D; Kapka, Tanya J; Butler, Melissa G; Collins, Bernie; Compton-Phillips, Amy L; Baxter, Raymond J; Weissberg, Jed; McGlynn, Elizabeth A; Whitlock, Evelyn

Elective induction of labor at term compared with expectant management: maternal and neonatal outcomes
Southern California 24084532
KP author(s): Getahun, Darios T

225. Daugherty SL, Masoudi FA, Zeng C, Ho PM, Margolis KL, O'Connor PJ, Go AS, Magid DJ
Sex differences in cardiovascular outcomes in patients with incident hypertension
Colorado; Northern California 23303353
KP author(s): Daugherty, Stacie; Masoudi, Frederick A; Zeng, Chan; Ho, P Michael; Go, Alan S; Magid, David J

A Behavioral Weight-Loss Intervention in Persons with Serious Mental Illness
Southern California 23517118
KP author(s): Young, Deborah Rohm

227. Dauphinee AL, Doxey JR, Schleicher NC, Fortmann SP, Henriksen L
Racial differences in cigarette brand recognition and impact on youth smoking
Northwest 23442215
KP author(s): Fortmann, Stephen P

228. Davis RL
Georgia 24300403
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Davis, Robert L

229. Davis TT, Day TF, Bae HW, Rasouli A
Femoral Neurogram Prior to Transpsoas Spinal Access at L4-5 Intervertebral Disc Space: A Proposed Screening Tool
Southern California 23839024
KP author(s): Day, Thomas F

230. Dearing JW, Norton WE, Larson RS
Next steps in designing for diffusion of pre-exposure prophylaxis: demonstration projects
Colorado 23253759
KP author(s): Dearing, James W

231. Dearing JW, Smith DK, Larson RS, Estabrooks CA
Designing for diffusion of a biomedical intervention
Colorado 23253765
KP author(s): Dearing, James W

Cognitive Behavioral Treatment for Recurrent Binge Eating in Adolescent Girls: A Pilot Trial
Northwest 23645978
KP author(s): DeBar, Lynn; Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H; Burns, Beryl; Clarke, Greg; Dickerson, John F

233. Dehal A, Abbas A, Johna S
Racial disparities in clinical presentation, surgical treatment and in-hospital outcomes of women with breast cancer: analysis of nationwide inpatient sample database
Southern California 23690143
KP author(s): Johna, Samir D

234. Dehal A, Abbas A, Johna S
Comorbidity and outcomes after surgery among women with breast cancer: analysis of nationwide in-patient sample database
Southern California 23624816
KP author(s): Johna, Samir D

235. Delorenze GN, Horberg MA, Silverberg MJ, Tsai A, Quesenberry CP, Baxter R
Trends in annual incidence of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) infection in HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected patients
Northern California; Mid-Atlantic 23419708
Identification of heart rate-associated loci and their effects on cardiac conduction and rhythm disorders
Northern California 23583979
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos

Automated outreach to increase primary adherence to cholesterol-lowering medications
Southern California 23403978
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Derose, Stephen F

Racial Differences in Estimated GFR Decline, ESRD, and Mortality in an Integrated Health System
Southern California 23499049
KP author(s): Derose, Stephen F; Rutkowski, Mark P; Crooks, Peter W; Shi, Jiaxiao M; Wang, Jean Q; Jacobsen, Steven J

239. Devoe JE, Gold R
Community of solution for the u.s. Health care system: lessons from the u.s. Educational system
Northwest 23657701
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel

240. Deyo RA
Real help and red herrings in spinal imaging
Northwest 23484834
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

241. Deyo RA
Commentary: Clinical practice guidelines: trust them or trash them?
Northwest 23830298
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

242. Deyo RA, Irvine JM, Millet LM, Beran T, O'Kane N, Wright DA, McCarty D
Measures Such As Interstate Cooperation Would Improve The Efficacy Of Programs To Track Controlled Drug Prescriptions
Health Aff (Millwood). 2013 Feb 25.
Northwest 23406570
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

Prescription Opioids for Back Pain and Use of Medications for Erectile Dysfunction
Northwest 23459134
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A; Smith, David H; Johnson, Eric S; Donovan, Marilee Ivers; Yang, Xiuhai; Petrik, Amanda F

Differences in morning and evening fatigue in oncology patients and their family caregivers
Eur J Oncol Nurs. 2013 Sep 5.
245. Difronzo LA
Prolonged Preoperative Chemotherapy for Locally Advanced Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma: Curing Cancer or Simply Improving Patient Selection?
Southern California 24306163
KP author(s): DiFronzo, Andrew L

246. Dillon MT, Inacio MC, Burke MF, Navarro RA, Yian EH
Shoulder arthroplasty in patients 59 years of age and younger
Northern California; Southern California 23571084
KP author(s): Dillon, Mark T; Inacio, Maria C; Burke, Mary F; Navarro, Ronald A; Yian, Edward

Health Benefits and Cost-Effectiveness of a Hybrid Screening Strategy for Colorectal Cancer
Northern California 23542330
KP author(s): Levin, Theodore

Cervical Cancer Rates After the Transition From Annual Pap to 3-Year HPV and Pap
Northern California 24022057
KP author(s): Fetterman, Barbara; Poitras, Nancy E; Kinney, Walter; Lorey, Thomas

2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Common variants associated with plasma triglycerides and risk for coronary artery disease
Northern California 24097064
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos

250. Dobscha SK, Morsasco BJ, Duckart JP, Macey T, Deyo RA
Correlates of Prescription Opioid Initiation and Long-term Opioid Use in Veterans With Persistent Pain
Northwest 23269280
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

Early Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Depression After Cardiac Surgery
Southern California 22635060
KP author(s): Magsarili, Marise C

DNA repair genotype and lung cancer risk in the beta-carotene and retinol efficacy trial
Northern California 23565320
KP author(s): Sakoda, Lori C

253. Dohrenwend PB, Le MV, Bush JA, Thomas CF
The impact on emergency department visits for respiratory illness during the southern california wildfires
Southern California 23599837
KP author(s): Dohrenwend, Paul B; Le, Minh; Bush, Jeff A; Thomas, Cyril Francois
254. Donahue SP, Arthur B, Neely DE, Arnold RW, Silbert D, Ruben JB, POS Vision Screening Committee
Guidelines for automated preschool vision screening: A 10-year, evidence-based update
Northern California 23360915
KP author(s): Ruben, James

255. Donovan JC, Mirmirani P
Transversely sectioned biopsies in the diagnosis of end-stage traction alopecia
Northern California 24021378
KP author(s): Mirmirani, Paradi

256. Dorgan JF, Klifa C, Deshmukh S, Egleston BL, Shepherd JA, Kwiterovich PO Jr, Van Horn L, Snetselaar LG, Stevens VJ, Robson AM, Lasser NL, Hylton NM
Menstrual and reproductive characteristics and breast density in young women
Northwest 23933948
KP author(s): Stevens, Victor J

Screening colonoscopy and risk for incident late-stage colorectal cancer diagnosis in average-risk adults: a nested case-control study
Northwest 23460054
KP author(s): Weinmann, Sheila; Corley, Douglas; Williams, Andrew E; Richert-Boe, Kathryn E; Levin, Theodore

A genome-wide association study of bronchodilator response in Latinos implicates rare variants
Northern California 23992748
KP author(s): Buenaventura, Emerita

Predictors of high sensitivity cardiac troponin T in chronic kidney disease patients: a cross-sectional study in the chronic renal insufficiency cohort (CRIC)
Northern California 24148285
KP author(s): Go, Alan S
Prevalence of HPV types in cervical specimens from an integrated healthcare delivery system: baseline assessment to measure HPV vaccine impact
Northern California 23292130
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Naleway, Allison; Baxter, Roger; Weinmann, Sheila; Riedlinger, Karen; Fetterman, Barbara

261. Durston W
Does adoption of a regional sepsis protocol reduce mortality?
Northern California 24355770
KP author(s): Durston, William

Perceived weight discrimination in the CARDIA study: Differences by race, sex, and weight status
Northern California 23512948
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Effects of Medicare Part D on Guideline-Concordant Pharmacotherapy for Bipolar I Disorder Among Dual Beneficiaries
Psychiatr Serv. 2013 Dec 16.
Northern California 24337444
KP author(s): Adams, Alyce S

HIV Testing and Sexual Risk Reduction Counseling in Office-Based Buprenorphine/Naloxone Treatment
Northern California 24189173
KP author(s): Jones, Emlyn S

Pregnancy Glycemia in Mexican-American Women Without Diabetes or Gestational Diabetes and Programming for Childhood Obesity
Northern California 23504745
KP author(s): Ehrlich, Samantha; Ferrara, Assiamira; Hedderson, Monique M

Effects on skills and practice from a web-based skin cancer course for primary care providers  
Northern California  24204061  
KP author(s): Asgari, Maryam M; Altschuler, Andrea

Germline Genetic Contributions to Risk for Esophageal Adenocarcinoma, Barrett's Esophagus, and Gastroesophageal Reflux  
Northern California  24168968  
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

268. Elder CR  
Integrating naturopathy: can we move forward?  
*Perm J*. 2013 Fall;17(4):80-3.  
Northwest  24361025  
KP author(s): Elder, Charles R

269. Elder JW, Grover CA  
Wound Debridement: Lessons Learned of When and How to Remove 'Wild' Maggots  
Northern California  23623148  
KP author(s): Elder, Joshua W; Grover, Casey A

270. Eldridge RC, Doubeni CA, Fletcher RH, Zauber AG, Corley DA, Doria-Rose VP, Goodman M  
Uncontrolled confounding in studies of screening effectiveness: an example of colonoscopy  
Northern California  24144847  
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

Advancing current approaches to disease management evaluation: capitalizing on heterogeneity to understand what works and for whom  
Southern California  23497125  
KP author(s): Adams, John L

Cystatin C and risk of hip fractures in older women  
273. Eschwege F, Kagan AR
A Tribute to Professor Maurice Tubiana

Southern California 24351781
KP author(s): Kagan, Arthur

274. Escobar GJ
Respiratory syncytial virus infection is linked to recurrent wheezing in healthy premature infants
Northern California 24160662
KP author(s): Escobar, Gabriel

275. Escobar GJ, Gardner MN, Greene JD, Draper D, Kipnis P
Risk-adjusting Hospital Mortality Using a Comprehensive Electronic Record in an Integrated Health Care Delivery System
Med Care. 2013 May;51(5):446-53.
Northern California 23579354
KP author(s): Escobar, Gabriel; Gardner, Marla N; Greene, John D; Kipnis, Patricia

276. Escobar GJ, Masaquel AS, Li SX, Walsh EM, Kipnis P
Persistent recurring wheezing in the fifth year of life after laboratory-confirmed, medically attended respiratory syncytial virus infection in infancy
Northern California 23782528
KP author(s): Escobar, Gabriel; Li, Sherian Xu; Walsh, Eileen M; Kipnis, Patricia

Stratification of Risk of Early-Onset Sepsis in Newborns >=34 Weeks' Gestation
Northern California 24366992
KP author(s): Escobar, Gabriel; Wi, Soora; Turk, Benjamin J; Kuzniewicz, Michael W; Walsh, Eileen M

Long-Term Effects on Cognitive Function of Postmenopausal Hormone Therapy Prescribed to Women Aged 50 to 55 Years
Northwest 23797469
KP author(s): LeBlanc, Erin S

279. Ewald E, Kiesel E
Screening for developmental dysplasia of the hip in newborns
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Am Fam Physician. 2013 Jan 1;87(1):10-1.
Northern California 23317020
KP author(s): Ewald, Eric

280. Exalto LG, Quesenberry CP, Barnes D, Kivipelto M, Biessels GJ, Whitmer RA
Midlife risk score for the prediction of dementia four decades later
Northern California 24035147
KP author(s): Exalto, Lieza; Quesenberry, Charles P; Biessels, Geert Jan

Predictors and Use of Nonpharmacologic Interventions for Procedural Pain Associated with Turning among Hospitalized Adults
Northern California 23688362
KP author(s): Faigeles, Bonnie Sue

282. Famenini S, Cassarino DS
Dermatofibroma-associated dystrophic calcification
Southern California 24224946
KP author(s): Famenini, Shannon; Cassarino, David S

283. Famenini S, Sako EY, Wu JJ
Effect of Treating Psoriasis on Cardiovascular Co-Morbidities: Focus on TNF Inhibitors
Southern California 24281789
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

284. Famenini S, Wu JJ
The efficacy of ustekinumab in psoriasis
Southern California 23545915
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

285. Famenini S, Wu JJ
Infliximab-induced psoriasis in treatment of Crohn's disease-associated ankylosing spondylitis: case report and review of 142 cases
Southern California 23986169
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

286. Famenini S, Wu JJ
Combination therapy with tumor necrosis factor inhibitors in psoriasis treatment
Cutis. 2013 Sep;92(3):140-7.
Southern California 24153143
287. Famenini S, Wu JJ
Partial reversal of androgenetic alopecia with methotrexate therapy for psoriasis
Southern California  24153140
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

Syntactic parsing of clinical text: guideline and corpus development with handling ill-formed sentences
Southern California  23907286
KP author(s): Fan, Jung-Wei X; Yang, Elly W; Loomis, Richard M; Zisook, Daniel; Huang, Yang

289. Farid M, Pirouzian A, Steinert RF
Femtosecond laser keratoplasty
Northern California  23221885
KP author(s): Pirouzian, Amir A

Health care utilisation in the first year of life among infants of mothers with perinatal depression or anxiety
Northwest  23215715
KP author(s): Rizzo, Joanne; Vesco, Kimberly K; Bulkley, Joanna E; Hornbrook, Mark C

291. Fassett MJ, Wing DA, Getahun D
Temporal trends in chorioamnionitis by maternal race/ethnicity and gestational age (1995 - 2010)
Southern California
KP author(s): Fassett, Michael J; Getahun, Darios T

A Primer for Systematic Reviewers on the Measurement of Functional Status and Health-Related Quality of Life in Older Adults
Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2013 Sep. Report No.: 13-EHC128-EF.
Northwest  24199257
KP author(s): Feeny, David; Eckstrom, Elizabeth; Whitlock, Evelyn; Perdue, Leslie A

293. Fehniger JE, Brown JS, Creasman JM, Van Den Eeden SK, Thom DH, Subak LL, Huang AJ
Childbirth and female sexual function later in life
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California    24104776
KP author(s): Brown, Jeanette; Van Den Eeden, Stephen

Factors Associated with the Frequency of Initial Total Mastectomy: Results of a Multi-Institutional Study
Colorado    23490543
KP author(s): Feigelson, Heather S

295. Feldman LS, Brunt LM, Fuchshuber P, Jones DB, Jones SB, Mischna J, Munro MG, Rozner MA, Schwitzberg SD, for the SAGES FUSE Committee
Rationale for the Fundamental Use of Surgical Energy (FUSE) curriculum assessment: focus on safety
Northern California    23860606
KP author(s): Fuchshuber, Pascal

Candidate Gene Association Study of Coronary Artery Calcification in Chronic Kidney Disease: Findings from the Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort Study
Northern California    23727086
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

The importance of histological types for treatment and prognosis in laryngeal cancer
Northern California    23315201
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

298. Fernandez-Parsons R, Rodriguez L, Goyal D
Moral Distress in Emergency Nurses
Northern California    23414814
KP author(s): Parsons, Robin F

299. Fessel J
Political Lancet
Northern California    24332077
KP author(s): Fessel, Jeffrey

300. Fishman PA, Hornbrook MC, Ritzwoller DP, O'Keeffe-Rosetti MC, Lafata JE, Salloum RG
The Challenge of Conducting Comparative Effectiveness Research in Cancer: The Impact of a
Fragmented US Health-Care System
Northwest; Colorado 23962513
KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C; O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen; Ritzwoller, Debra

S
Template for Reporting Results of Biomarker Testing of Specimens From Patients With
Carcinoma of the Breast
Arch Pathol Lab Med. 2013 Nov 15.
Southern California 24236805
KP author(s): Alsabeh, Randa

302. Fitzpatrick SL, Bandeen-Roche K, Stevens VJ, Coughlin JW, Rubin RR, Brantley PJ, Funk KL,
Svetkey LP, Jerome GJ, Dalcin A, Charleston J, Appel LJ
Examining the Behavioral Processes through which Lifestyle Interventions Promote Weight Loss:
Results from the PREMIER Trial
Northwest 24124061
KP author(s): Stevens, Victor J; Funk, Kristine

303. Flaherman VJ, Aby J, Burgos AE, Lee KA, Cabana MD, Newman TB
Effect of Early Limited Formula on Duration and Exclusivity of Breastfeeding in At-Risk Infants:
An RCT
Northern California 23669513
KP author(s): Burgos, Anthony R

First-day weight loss predicts eventual weight nadir for breastfeeding newborns
Northern California 23864443
KP author(s): Kuzniewicz, Michael W; Li, Sherian Xu; Walsh, Eileen M

305. Fleischman RJ, Devine MK, Yagapen MA, Steichen AJ, Hansen ML, Zigman AF, Spiro DM
Evaluation of a novel pediatric appendicitis pathway using high- and low-risk scoring systems
Northwest 24076607
KP author(s): Zigman, Andrew F

behalf of the VISTA Collaboration
THRIVE Score Predicts Ischemic Stroke Outcomes and Thrombolytic Hemorrhage Risk in VISTA
307. Flint AC, Rao VA, Renda NC, Faigeles BS, Lasman TE, Sheridan W
A Simple Protocol to Prevent External Ventricular Drain Infections
Northern California 23467249
KP author(s): Flint, Alexander C; Rao, Vivek A; Renda, Natalie C; Faigeles, Bonnie Sue; Lasman, Todd; Sheridan, William

308. Flint AC, Tayal AH
The search for paroxysmal atrial fibrillation in cryptogenic stroke: Leave no stone unturned
Northern California 23535494
KP author(s): Flint, Alexander C

THRIVE Score Predicts Outcomes With a Third-Generation Endovascular Stroke Treatment Device in the TREVO-2 Trial
Northern California 24072003
KP author(s): Flint, Alexander C

Advanced gastrointestinal endoscopic procedures: indications, imaging findings, and implications for the radiologist
Southern California 23462733
KP author(s): Abbas, Maher A

Vitamin, Mineral, and Multivitamin Supplements for the Primary Prevention of Cardiovascular Disease and Cancer: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Northwest 24308073
KP author(s): Fortmann, Stephen P; Burda, Brittany U; Senger, Caitlyn A; Lin, Jennifer S; Beil, Tracy; O'Connor, Elizabeth; Whitlock, Evelyn

312. Fortmann SP, Burda BU, Senger CA, Lin JS, Whitlock EP
Vitamin and Mineral Supplements in the Primary Prevention of Cardiovascular Disease and Cancer: An Updated Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Northwest 24217421
Enrollment of Patients With Lung and Colorectal Cancers Onto Clinical Trials
Hawaii 23814523
KP author(s): Vogt, Tom M

314. Fox CK, Glass HC, Sidney S, Lowenstein DH, Fullerton HJ
Acute seizures predict epilepsy after childhood stroke
Northern California 23613472
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

315. Frank AT, Zhao B, Jose PO, Azar KM, Fortmann SP, Palaniappan LP
Racial/Ethnic Differences in Dyslipidemia Patterns
Circulation. 2013 Nov 5.
Northwest 24192801
KP author(s): Fortmann, Stephen P

316. Frank C, Kobesova A, Kolar P
Dynamic neuromuscular stabilization & sports rehabilitation
Southern California 23439921
KP author(s): Frank, Clare

317. Freeman JV, Yang J, Sung SH, Hlatky MA, Go AS
Effectiveness and safety of digoxin among contemporary adults with incident systolic heart failure
Northern California 24021697
KP author(s): Yang, Jingrong; Sung, Sue Hee; Go, Alan S

318. Friedman GD, Schwalbe J, Achacoso N, Meng MV, Kroenke CH, Habel LA
Antidepressants and testicular cancer
Northern California 24276357
KP author(s): Friedman, Gary; Schwalbe, Joan; Achacoso, Ninah S; Kroenke, Candyce H; Habel, Laurel

Head Circumferences in Twins With and Without Autism Spectrum Disorders
Northern California 23321801
KP author(s): Collins, Jack; Croen, Lisa A

Ensuring Safety in the Operating Room: The 'Fundamental Use of Surgical Energy' (FUSE) Program
Northern California 24088889
KP author(s): Fuchshuber, Pascal

A cross sectional association between bone mineral density and parathyroid hormone and other biomarkers in community-dwelling young adults: the CARDIA Study
Northern California 23966240
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

322. Fukuchi E, Fetterman B, Poitras N, Kinney W, Lorey T, Littell RD
Risk of cervical precancer and cancer in women with cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 1 on endocervical curettage
Northern California 23733162
KP author(s): Fukuchi, Emily; Fetterman, Barbara; Poitras, Nancy E; Kinney, Walter; Lorey, Thomas; Littell, Ramey

323. Fung MA, Sharon VR, Ratnarathorn M, Konia TH, Barr KL, Mirmirani P
Elastin staining patterns in primary cicatricial alopecia
Northern California 24035210
KP author(s): Mirmirani, Paradi

Adverse Clinical Events Among Medicare Beneficiaries Using Antipsychotic Drugs: Linking Health Insurance Benefits and Clinical Needs
Mid-Atlantic; Northern California 23752219
KP author(s): Fung, Vicki; Price, Mary; Fireman, Bruce; Hui, Rita L

325. Fung V, Reed M, Price M, Brand R, Dow WH, Newhouse JP, Hsu J
Responses to Medicare Drug Costs among Near-Poor versus Subsidized Beneficiaries
Health Serv Res. 2013 Oct;48(5):1653-68.
Northern California 2363197
KP author(s): Reed, Mary E; Price, Mary

Qualitative factors in patients who die shortly after emergency department discharge
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Antibody response to influenza A (H1N1)pdm09 among healthcare personnel receiving trivalent inactivated vaccine: effect of prior monovalent inactivated vaccine
Northwest 24363436
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Henkle, Emily M

328. Gaglio B, Shoup JA, Glasgow RE
The RE-AIM Framework: A Systematic Review of Use Over Time
Mid-Atlantic; Colorado 23597377
KP author(s): Gaglio, Bridget; Shoup, Jo Ann

Consensus-based recommendations for investigating clinical heterogeneity in systematic reviews
Northwest 24004523
KP author(s): Sun, Xin

Some Families Who Purchased Health Coverage Through The Massachusetts Connector Wound Up With High Financial Burdens
Health Aff (Millwood). 2013 Apr 17.
Northern California 23595500
KP author(s): Lieu, Tracy A

Aspirin is associated with lower melanoma risk among postmenopausal Caucasian women: The Women's Health Initiative
Northern California 23483536
KP author(s): Asgari, Maryam M

332. Ganzini L, Rakoski A, Cohn S, Mularski RA
Family members’ views on the benefits of harp music vigils for terminally-ill or dying loved ones
Northwest 24128665
KP author(s): Mularski, Richard A


Page 53 of 184
Risk management options elected by women after testing positive for a BRCA mutation
Gynecol Oncol. 2013 Dec 16.
Northern California 24355485
KP author(s): Garcia, Christine; Wendt, Jacqueline Y; Lyon, Liisa L; Littell, Ramey; Armstrong, Maryanne; Raine-Bennett, Tina; Powell, Bethan

Garcia I, Portugal C, Chu LH, Kawatkar AA
Response rates of three modes of survey administration and survey preferences of rheumatoid arthritis patients
Southern California 23982942
KP author(s): Garcia, Ivett; Portugal, Cecilia; Chu, Li-Hao; Kawatkar, Aniket A

Genome-wide association studies identify four ER negative-specific breast cancer risk loci
Colorado 23535733
KP author(s): Feigelson, Heather S

e-Measures: insight into the challenges and opportunities of automating publicly reported quality measures
Northern California 23831833
KP author(s): Garrido, Terhilda; Kumar, Sudheen; Lekas, John; Lindberg, Mark G; Kadiyala, Dhanaja; Whippy, Alan; Crawford, Barbara; Weissberg, Jed

337. Gaskill JR
Letters to the editor
Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):94.
Northern California 24361029
KP author(s): Gaskill, J. Richard

338. Gaster RN, Pirouzian A
Minimized Endothelial Cell Loss in DSAEK (Descemet’s Stripping Automated Endothelial Keratoplasty) Using A 30-G Needle Insertion Technique
Northern California 23221882
KP author(s): Pirouzian, Amir A

339. Gee RE, Conry JA, Johnson K
Translating guidelines and public policy into optimal health care for women: carrots and sticks
Northern California 23635726
KP author(s): Conry, Jeanne

340. Gee S, Chin D, Ackerson L, Woo D, Howell A
Prevalence of childhood and adolescent overweight and obesity from 2003 to 2010 in an integrated health care delivery system
Northern California 23970960
KP author(s): Gee, Scott; Chin, Debbie; Ackerson, Lynn M; Woo, Dewey; Howell, Amanda

Potential Role of Community-Based Healthcare System Data in Research on Survivors of Adolescent and Young Adult Cancer
Northern California 23781401
342. Gelfand AA, Croen LA, Torres AR, Wu YW
Genetic risk factors for perinatal arterial ischemic stroke
Northern California 23290018
KP author(s): Croen, Lisa A

Recent Trends in Childhood Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
Southern California 23338799
KP author(s): Getahun, Darios T; Jacobsen, Steven J; Fassett, Michael J; Chen, Wansu

344. Gharibian D, Polzin JK, Rho JP
Compliance and Persistence of Antidepressants Versus Anticonvulsants in Patients With Neuropathic Pain During the First Year of Therapy
Southern California 22914245
KP author(s): Gharibian, Derenik; Polzin, Jennifer K; Rho, Jay P

Sedentary Screen Time and Left Ventricular Structure and Function: the CARDIA Study
Northern California 23863618
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Purpose, structure, and function of the United States National Dental Practice-Based Research Network
J Dent. 2013 Apr 15.
Northwest 23597500
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

347. Gilboa M
Unraveling the devil in disguise: how I dodged a bullet and turned the worst possible patient experience into the greatest achievement of my medical career
Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):95.
Southern California 24355898
KP author(s): Gilboa, Martin

Pulmonary contusion in a football player
Colorado 23478553
KP author(s): Sisson, Richard B
KP author(s): Glanz, Jason M; Narwaney, Komal J; Newcomer, Sophia R; Daley, Matthew F; Hambidge, Simon; Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Naleway, Allison; Lugg, Marlene M

KP author(s): Glanz, Jason M; Narwaney, Komal J; Hambidge, Simon; Daley, Matthew F; McClure, David L; Xu, Stan; Wagner, Nicole M; Newcomer, Sophia R; Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Naleway, Allison; Lugg, Marlene M

KP author(s): Glanz, Jason M; Wagner, Nicole M; Narwaney, Komal J; Shoup, Jo Ann; Daley, Matthew F

352. Glasser MH. Commentary on 'Ten-year follow-up of a randomised controlled trial comparing bipolar endometrial ablation with balloon ablation for menorrhagia'. BJOG. 2013 Jul;120(8):970. Northern California 23914357
KP author(s): Glasser, Mark

KP author(s): Glauber, Harry

KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C

Discovery and refinement of loci associated with lipid levels

Northern California 24097068

KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos

356. Go AS, Bauman M, Coleman King SM, Fonarow GC, Lawrence W, Williams KA, Sanchez E

AHA/ACC/CDC Science Advisory: An Effective Approach to High Blood Pressure Control A Science Advisory From the American Heart Association, the American College of Cardiology, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Northern California 24246165

KP author(s): Go, Alan S
357. Go AS, Bauman M, King SM, Fonarow GC, Lawrence W, Williams KA, Sanchez E
   An Effective Approach to High Blood Pressure Control: A Science Advisory From the American
   Heart Association, the American College of Cardiology, and the Centers for Disease Control and
   Northern California 24243703
   KP author(s): Go, Alan S

   S, Fullerton HJ, Gillespie C, Hailpern SM, Heit JA, Howard VJ, Huffman MD, Judd SE, Kissela BM,
   Kittner SJ, Lackland DT, Lichtman JH, Lisabeth LD, Mackey RH, Magid DJ, Marcus GM, Marelli A,
   Matchar DB, McGuire DK, Mohler ER 3rd, Moy CS, Mussolino ME, Neumar RW, Nichol G, Pandey
   DK, Paynter NP, Reeves MJ, Sorlie PD, Stein J, Towfighi A, Turan TN, Virani SS, Wong ND, Woo D,
   Turner MB, on behalf of the American Heart Association Statistics Committee and Stroke
   Statistics Subcommittee Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics--2014 Update: A Report From the American Heart
   Association Circulation. 2013 Dec 18.
   Northern California 24352519
   KP author(s): Go, Alan S

359. Go AS, Mozaffarian D, Roger VL, Benjamin EJ, Berry JD, Borden WB, Bravata DM, Dai S, Ford ES,
   Fox CS, Franco S, Fullerton HJ, Gillespie C, Hailpern SM, Heit JA, Howard VJ, Huffman MD, Kissela
   BM, Kittner SJ, Lackland DT, Lichtman JH, Lisabeth LD, Magid DJ, Marcus GM, Marelli A, Matchar
   DB, McGuire DK, Mohler ER, Moy CS, Mussolino ME, Nichol G, Paynter NP, Schreiner PJ, Sorlie
   PD, Stein J, Turan TN, Virani SS, Wong ND, Woo D, Turner MB, American Heart Association
   Statistics Committee and Stroke Statistics Subcommittee Executive Summary: Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics--2013 Update: A Report From the American Heart
   Northern California 23283859
   KP author(s): Go, Alan S

360. Goddard KA, Whitlock EP, Berg JS, Williams MS, Webber EM, Webster JA, Lin JS, Schrader KA,
   Campos-Outcalt D, Offit K, Feigelson HS, Hollombe C
   Description and pilot results from a novel method for evaluating return of incidental findings
   Northwest; Colorado 23558254
   KP author(s): Goddard, Katrina AB; Whitlock, Evelyn; Webber, Elizabeth M; Webster, Jennifer A;
   Lin, Jennifer S; Feigelson, Heather S; Hollombe, Celine B

361. Godley DR
   Northern California 23520807
   KP author(s): Godley, Dave
Comparison of Medication Practices in Patients With Heart Failure and Preserved Versus Those With Reduced Ejection Fraction (from the Cardiovascular Research Network [CVRN])
Northern California; Colorado; Northwest 23380451
KP author(s): Hsu, Grace; Go, Alan S; Magid, David J; Smith, David H

363. Goodarzi MO, Guo X, Cui J, Jones MR, Haritunians T, Xiang AH, Chen YD, Taylor KD, Buchanan TA, Hsueh WA, Raffel LJ, Rotter JI
Systematic evaluation of validated type 2 diabetes and glycaemic trait loci for association with insulin clearance
Southern California 23494448
KP author(s): Xiang, Anny H

Insulin Sensitivity and Insulin Clearance are Heritable and Have Strong Genetic Correlation in Mexican Americans
Southern California 24124113
KP author(s): Xiang, Anny H

365. Goodman T
An absurdly random, and completely blind, review and prospective validation of mathematical truisms in emergency medicine and critical care
Hawaii 23842057
KP author(s): Goodman, Torrey

Triage of Women With Negative Cytology and Positive High-Risk HPV: An Analysis of Data From the SHENCCAST II/III Studies
Southern California 24270196
KP author(s): Pretorius, Robert G

Antiviral Therapy for Chronic HBV Infection and Development of Hepatocellular Carcinoma in a U.S. Population
Hawaii; Northwest 24107395
KP author(s): Vijayadeva, Vinutha; Henkle, Emily M
Evaluation of Individuals With Pulmonary Nodules: When Is It Lung Cancer?: Diagnosis and Management of Lung Cancer, 3rd ed: American College of Chest Physicians Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines
Chest. 2013 May;143(5 Suppl):e93S-120S.
Southern California 23649456
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

Facility-level analysis of positron emission tomography for staging among U.S. veterans with non-small-cell lung cancer
Chest. 2013 Dec 5.
Southern California 24306819
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

370. Graetz I, Reed M, Shortell SM, Rundall TG, Belows J, Hsu J
The Association between EHRs and Care Coordination Varies by Team Cohesion
Health Serv Res. 2013 Dec 21.
Northern California 24359592
KP author(s): Reed, Mary E; Bellows, Jim

371. Granan LP, Inacio MC, Maletis GB, Funahashi TT, Engebretsen L
Sport-Specific Injury Pattern Recorded During Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
Southern California 24005874
KP author(s): Inacio, Maria C; Maletis, Gregory B; Funahashi, Tadashi T

Development of a Chronic Care Ostomy Self-Management Program
Northwest 23104143
KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C

373. Grant RW, Schmittdie JA, Neugebauer RS, Uratsu CS, Sternfeld B
Exercise as a Vital Sign: A Quasi-Experimental Analysis of a Health System Intervention to Collect Patient-Reported Exercise Levels
Northern California 24309950
KP author(s): Grant, Richard W; Schmittdie, Julie A; Neugebauer, Romain S; Uratsu, Connie S; Sternfeld, Barbara

An automated intervention with stepped increases in support to increase uptake of colorectal cancer screening: a randomized trial
375. Green CA, Janoff SL, Yarborough BJ, Paulson RI
The Recovery Group Project: Development of an Intervention Led Jointly by Peer and Professional Counselors
Psychiatr Serv. 2013 Sep 3.
Northwest 23999845
KP author(s): Green, Carla A; Janoff, Shannon L; Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H

376. Green CA, Johnson KM, Yarborough BJ
Seeking, Delaying, and Avoiding Routine Health Care Services: Patient Perspectives
Northwest 23971522
KP author(s): Green, Carla A; Johnson, Kimberly M; Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H

'The chief of the service is very enthusiastic about it': A qualitative study of the adoption of buprenorphine for opioid addiction treatment
Northwest; Northern California 24268947
KP author(s): Green, Carla A; Mertens, Jennifer; Lynch, Frances; Firemark, Alison J; Weisner, Constance; Pating, David; Anderson, Bradley M

378. Green CA, Perrin NA, Leo MC, Janoff SL, Yarborough BJ, Paulson RI
Recovery From Serious Mental Illness: Trajectories, Characteristics, and the Role of Mental Health Care
Psychiatr Serv. 2013 Sep 3.
Northwest 23999823
KP author(s): Green, Carla A; Perrin, Nancy; Leo, Michael C; Janoff, Shannon L; Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H

379. Greene DN
One step inside
Northern California 23813432
KP author(s): Greene, Dina N

380. Greene DN, Elliott-Jelf MC, Straseski JA, Grenache DG
Facilitating the Laboratory Diagnosis of alpha1-Antitrypsin Deficiency
Northern California 23355203
KP author(s): Greene, Dina N

381. Greene DN, Holmes DT, Lin M, Liang J, Lorey TS, Schmidt RL
Development of an equation to correct for hemolysis in direct bilirubin measurements
Northern California 24373895
KP author(s): Greene, Dina N; Lin, Maun-Jan; Lorey, Thomas

Southern California; Colorado; Northern California; Georgia; Hawaii 23840621
KP author(s): Marcy, S. Michael; Daley, Matthew F; Baxter, Roger; Fireman, Bruce; Omer, Saad; Vijayadeva, Vinutha

Northern California 24326416
KP author(s): Greenhow, Tara; Hung, Yun-Yi; Herz, Arnd; Losada, Elizabeth

Northern California 23539877
KP author(s): Greenstein, Yanina

Northern California 22777105
KP author(s): Qian, Yinge; Croen, Lisa A

Northwest 23715220
KP author(s): Groom, Holly C

Northern California 24100596
KP author(s): Gunderson, Erica

388. Guon J, Wilfond BS, Farlow B, Brazg T, Janvier A Our children are not a diagnosis: The experience of parents who continue their pregnancy after a prenatal diagnosis of trisomy 13 or 18
389. Guppy KH, Chakrabarti I, Isaacs RS, Jun JH
En bloc resection of a multilevel high-cervical chordoma involving C-2: new operative modalities
Northern California 23768022
KP author(s): Jun, Jae H

Possible Drug-Drug Interaction Between Adalimumab and Duloxetine and/or Pregabalin in a
Psoriasis Patient
Southern California 24085041
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

Measurement of Colorectal Cancer Test Use With Medical Claims Data in a Safety-Net Health System
Northern California 22814361
KP author(s): Allison, James E

Contemporary Prevalence and Correlates of Incident Heart Failure with Preserved Ejection Fraction
Colorado; Northwest; Northern California 23499328
KP author(s): Magid, David J; Smith, David H; Thorp, Micah L; Hsu, Grace; Sung, Sue Hee; Go, Alan S

393. Guss J, Sadoughi B, Benson B, Sulica L
Dysphonia in Performers: Toward a Clinical Definition of Laryngology of the Performing Voice
Northern California 24321587
KP author(s): Guss, Joel

394. Haas L
Anesthesia care team risk: considerations to standardize anesthesia technician training
Northern California 23971231
KP author(s): Haas, Lisa E

395. Habel LA, Danforth KN, Quesenberry CP, Capra A, Van Den Eeden SK, Weiss NS, Ferrara A
Cohort Study of Insulin Glargine and Risk of Breast, Prostate, and Colorectal Cancer Among Patients With Diabetes
Northern California; Southern California 24170756
KP author(s): Habel, Laurel; Van Den Eeden, Stephen; Danforth, Kim N; Quesenberry, Charles P; Ferrara, Assiamira; Capra, Angela

396. Habel LA, Sakoda LC, Achacoso NS, Ma XJ, Erlander MG, Sgroi D, Fehrenbacher L, Greenberg D, Quesenberry CP Jr
HOXB13:IL17BR and molecular grade index and risk of breast cancer death among patients with lymph node-negative invasive disease
Northern California 23497539
KP author(s): Habel, Laurel; Sakoda, Lori C; Achacoso, Ninah S; Quesenberry, Charles P; Fehrenbacher, Lou; Greenberg, Deborah

397. Haider S, Dodge LE, Brown BA, Hacker MR, Raine TR
Evaluation of e-mail contact to conduct follow-up among adolescent women participating in a longitudinal cohort study of contraceptive use
Contraception. 2013 Jan 2.
Northern California 23290427
KP author(s): Raine-Bennett, Tina

Risk of Coronary Disease in South Asian Americans
Northern California 23770164
KP author(s): Udaltsova, Natalia; Armstrong, Maryanne; Friedman, Gary; Klatsky, Arthur

399. Hampson SE, Edmonds GW, Goldberg LR, Dubanoski JP, Hillier TA
Childhood Conscientiousness Relates to Objectively Measured Adult Physical Health Four Decades Later
Hawaii; Northwest 23527514
KP author(s): Dubanoski, Joan P; Hillier, Teresa

400. Handler E, Hamans E, Goldberg AN, Mickelson S
Tongue suspension: An evidence-based review and comparison to hypopharyngeal surgery for OSA
Northern California 23729234
KP author(s): Handler, Ethan B

401. Handler EB, Song T, Shih C
Complications of otoplasty
Northern California 24200383
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Handler, Ethan B; Song, Tara E; Shih, Charles

402. Handler J
Commentary in support of a highly effective hypertension treatment algorithm
Southern California 24299690
KP author(s): Handler, Joel

Association between U.S. State AIDS Drug Assistance Program (ADAP) Features and HIV Antiretroviral Therapy Initiation, 2001-2009
Mid-Atlantic; Northern California 24260137
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael; Silverberg, Michael J

Trends and disparities in antiretroviral therapy initiation and virologic suppression among newly treatment-eligible HIV-infected individuals in North America, 2001-2009
Mid-Atlantic; Northern California 23315317
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael; Silverberg, Michael J

405. Harden SM, Burke SM, Haile AM, Estabrooks PA
Generalizing the Findings From Group Dynamics-Based Physical Activity Research to Practice Settings: What Do We know?
Eval Health Prof. 2013 May 28.
Colorado 23716732
KP author(s): Estabrooks, Paul A

Counseling and provision of long-acting reversible contraception in the US: National survey of nurse practitioners
Northern California; Northwest 24128950
KP author(s): Raine-Bennett, Tina; Henderson, Jillian; Postlethwaite, Debbie A

Oncologists' attitudes toward KRAS testing: a multisite study
Northern California; Northwest; Colorado; Hawaii 24403261
KP author(s): Harris, Julie N; Liljestrand, Petra; Goddard, Katrina AB; Kauffman, Tia N; Kolevska, Tatjana; Rahm, Alanna Kulchak; Williams, Andrew E; Somkin, Carol

408. Harrison TN, Ho TS, Handler J, Kanter MH, Goldberg RA, Reynolds K
A randomized controlled trial of an automated telephone intervention to improve blood pressure control
Southern California 24034658
KP author(s): Harrison, Teresa N; Ho, Timothy S; Handler, Joel; Kanter, Michael H; Goldberg, Ruthie A; Reynolds, Kristi L

Incidence and Prevalence of Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis Among Children in a Managed Care Population, 1996-2009
J Rheumatol. 2013 Apr 15.
Northern California; Southern California 23588938
KP author(s): Salman, Craig A; Shoor, Stanford; Asgari, Maryam M; Wu, Jashin J; Herrinton, Lisa

Monocyte activation by interferon-alpha is associated with failure to achieve a sustained virologic response after treatment for hepatitis C virus infection
Northern California 24325966
KP author(s): Shvachko, Valentina; Manos, Michele

Risk Factors for Locoregional Recurrence After Mastectomy in Stage T1 N0 Breast Cancer
Northern California 23428949
KP author(s): Hastings, Joseph R; Iganej, Shahrokh; Slezak, Jeffrey M

Using Electronic Health Records to Conduct Children's Health Insurance Surveillance
Northwest 24249814
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel

413. Hauser SL, Johnston SC
Living in the time of sequestration
Northern California 24038125
KP author(s): Johnston, S. Claiborne
Tumor necrosis factor alpha inhibitor therapy and cancer risk in chronic immune mediated diseases
Northern California 23055441
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa

415. Heaven TJ, Gordan VV, Litaker MS, Fellows JL, Brad Rindal D, Firestone AR, Gilbert GH, for The National Dental PBRN Collaborative Group
Agreement among dentists’ restorative treatment planning thresholds for primary occlusal caries, primary proximal caries, and existing restorations: Findings from The National Dental Practice-Based Research Network
Northwest 23743181
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

416. Hechter RC, Chao C, Sy LS, Ackerson BK, Slezak JM, Sidell MA, Jacobsen SJ
Quadrivalent Human Papillomavirus Vaccine Uptake in Adolescent Boys and Maternal Utilization of Preventive Care and History of Sexually Transmitted Infections
Southern California 23865707
KP author(s): Hechter, Rulin C; Chao, Chun R; Sy, Lina S; Ackerson, Bradley K; Slezak, Jeffrey M; Sidell, Margo; Jacobsen, Steven J

Trends and disparity in zoster vaccine uptake in a managed care population
Vaccine. 2013 Aug 5.
Southern California; Northwest 23928461
KP author(s): Hechter, Rulin C; Tartoff, Sara Yee; Jacobsen, Steven J; Smith, Ning; Tseng, Hung-Fu

418. Hedderson MM, Darbinian J, Havel PJ, Quesenberry CP, Sridhar S, Ehrlich S, Ferrara A
Low Prepregnancy Adiponectin Concentrations Are Associated With a Marked Increase in Risk for Development of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus
Northern California 23990523
KP author(s): Hedderson, Monique M; Darbinian, Jeanne; Quesenberry, Charles P; Sridhar, Sneha; Ehrlich, Samantha; Ferrara, Assiamira

Evolution, current structure, and role of a primary care clinical pharmacy service in an integrated managed care organization
Colorado 23324507
KP author(s): Heilmann, Rachel M; Campbell, Stephanie M; Kroner, Beverly; Proksel, Jenel R; Billups, Sarah J; Witt, Dan M; Helling, Dennis K
420. Henninger M, Crane B, Naleway A
Trends in influenza vaccine coverage in pregnant women, 2008 to 2012
Northwest 23704840
KP author(s): Henninger, Michelle L; Crane, Bradley; Naleway, Allison

421. Henninger M, Naleway A, Crane B, Donahue J, Irving S
Predictors of seasonal influenza vaccination during pregnancy
Northwest 23635673
KP author(s): Henninger, Michelle L; Naleway, Allison; Crane, Bradley

422. Herrinton LJ
Regarding: A Tale of Two Cohorts
Northern California 23357065
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa

Association between anti-TNF-alpha therapy and interstitial lung disease
Northern California; Colorado 23359391
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa; Liu, Liyan; Raebel, Marsha A; Taharka, Ananse

Randomized Double-Blind Placebo-Controlled Trial of Acetyl-L-Carnitine for the Prevention of Taxane-Induced Neuropathy in Women Undergoing Adjuvant Breast Cancer Therapy
Northern California 23733756
KP author(s): Fehrenbacher, Lou

Effects of Testosterone and Progressive Resistance Exercise in Healthy, Highly Functioning Older Men With Low-Normal Testosterone Levels
Colorado 23533227
KP author(s): Barry, Daniel W

Association of serum dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate and cognition in older adults: Sex steroid, inflammatory, and metabolic mechanisms
Colorado 23688217
KP author(s): Gozansky, Wendolyn S
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

427. Hill BJ, Morrell TJ, Zhang MM, Norian JM
Utility of antimullerian hormone level obtained for infertility assessment for alerting to ovarian tumor
Southern California 23344407
KP author(s): Zhang, Mallory M

428. Hilliard ME, Lawrence JM, Modi AC, Anderson A, Crume T, Dolan LM, Merchant AT, Yi-Frazier JP, Hood KK, for the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth Study Group
Identification of Minimal Clinically Important Difference Scores of the Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory in Children, Adolescents, and Young Adults With Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes
Diabetes Care. 2013 Jan 22.
Southern California 23340884
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

429. Hillier TA, Ogasawara KK, Pedula KL, Vesco KK
Markedly different rates of incident insulin treatment based on universal gestational diabetes mellitus screening in a diverse HMO population
Hawaii; Northwest 23816844
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa; Ogasawara, Keith K; Pedula, Kathy; Vesco, Kimberly K

Impact of treatments for depression on comorbid anxiety, attentional, and behavioral symptoms in adolescents with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor-resistant depression
Northwest 23622849
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg; DeBar, Lynn; Lynch, Frances

ITGB5 and AGFG1 variants are associated with severity of airway responsiveness
Southern California 23984888
KP author(s): Zeiger, Robert S

Integration of Mouse and Human Genome-Wide Association Data Identifies KCNIP4 as an Asthma Gene
Southern California 23457522
KP author(s): Zeiger, Robert S

Northern California 24240539
KP author(s): Schuberth, Jack

Northern California 23983240
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

Southern California 23795822
KP author(s): Hitchler, Michael J

Northern California 23609014
KP author(s): Solomon, Matthew D; Go, Alan S

Hlatky MA, Boothroyd DB, Reitz BA, Shilane DA, Baker LC, Go AS Adoption and Effectiveness of Internal Mammary Artery Grafting in Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery Among Medicare Beneficiaries J Am Coll Cardiol. 2013 Sep 27.
Northern California 24080110
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Colorado 24219210
KP author(s): Hogan, Keri; Milchak, Jessica L; Heilmann, Rachel M; Billups, Sarah J; Delate, Tom

439. Holmberg SD, Lu M, Rupp LB, Lamerato LE, Moorman AC, Vijayadeva VX, Boscariino JA, Henkle EW, Gordon SC, for the Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study (CHeCS) Investigators
Non-invasive serum fibrosis markers for screening and staging chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) patients in a large U.S. cohort
Hawaii; Northwest 23592832
KP author(s): Vijayadeva, Vinutha; Henkle, Emily M

440. Holmer HK, Ogden LA, Burda BU, Norris SL
Quality of clinical practice guidelines for glycemic control in type 2 diabetes mellitus
Northwest 23577058
KP author(s): Burda, Brittany U

Incidence of Scleritis and Episcleritis: Results From the Pacific Ocular Inflammation Study
Hawaii 23891336
KP author(s): Tham, Vivien M; Parker, John V; Vinoya, Aleli C; Uchida, Aileen

442. Honik G, Wong IG, Gritz DC
Incidence and Prevalence of Episcleritis and Scleritis in Northern California
Northern California 24145628
KP author(s): Gritz, David

443. Horberg M, Raymond B
Financial policy issues for HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis: cost and access to insurance
Mid-Atlantic; Program Offices 23253752
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael; Raymond, Brian

444. Horberg MA, Hurley LB, Silverberg MJ, Klein DB, Quesenberry CP, Mugavero MJ
Missed Office Visits and Risk of Mortality Among HIV-Infected Subjects in a Large Healthcare System in the United States
Mid-Atlantic; Northern California 23869466
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael; Hurley, Leo; Silverberg, Michael J; Klein, Daniel; Quesenberry, Charles P

When Does an Episode of Care for Cancer Begin?
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest; Colorado 23222500
KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C; Ritzwoller, Debra; O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen

446. Hornbrook MC, Holup J
Population-based health systems as a foundation for prostate cancer control research: The Cancer Research Network
KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C; Holup, Joan L

447. Hoshino CM, Tran W, Tiberi JV, Black MH, Li BH, Gold SM, Navarro RA
Complications following tension-band fixation of patellar fractures with cannulated screws compared with Kirschner wires
Southern California 23553301
KP author(s): Black, MaryHelen; Li, Bonnie H; Navarro, Ronald A

White blood cell count in young adulthood and coronary artery calcification in early middle age: coronary artery risk development in young adults (CARDIA) study
Northern California 24030512
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

449. Hsu PA, Hsu AR, Sutter EG, Levitz SP, Rose DM, Segalman KA, Lee SK
Effect of Anterior Versus Posterior in situ Decompression on Ulnar Nerve Subluxation
Colorado 23805419
KP author(s): Hsu, Patricia A

A simulation study to compare three self-controlled case series approaches: correction for violation of assumption and evaluation of bias
Georgia 23625875
KP author(s): Davis, Robert L

Rates of Complications and Mortality in Older Patients With Diabetes Mellitus: The Diabetes and Aging Study
Northern California 24322595
KP author(s): Moffet, Howard H; Karter, Andy J
Differences in the clinical recognition of depression in diabetes patients: the diabetes study of northern california (DISTANCE)
Northern California 23781889
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Parker, Melissa; Adams, Alyce S; Moffet, Howard H; Zhou, Jufen

Patients' attitudes about the use of placebo treatments: telephone survey
BMJ. 2013 Jul 2;347:f3757.
Northern California 23819963
KP author(s): Avins, Andy L; Gordon, Nancy; Somkin, Carol

Sustaining engagement and partnership
Southern California 23933774
KP author(s): Hung, Yvonne; Ayala, Armida; Morales, Francisco J; Frierman-Hunt, Gina; Moreno, Alva; Nwachuku, Ijeoma

Molecular diagnostic alterations in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck and potential diagnostic applications
Eur Arch Otorhinolaryngol. 2013 Mar 7.
Southern California 23467835
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

456. Hunter KT 2nd, Lopez AR, Yun KL
Emergent cardiopulmonary bypass for a 180 kilogram patient: support with a single oxygenator
Southern California 24303600
KP author(s): Hunter, Kyler T

457. Hwang SS, Li BH, Haigh PI
Gallstone Pancreatitis Without Cholecystectomy
Southern California 23884515
KP author(s): Hwang, Stephanie S; Li, Bonnie H; Haigh, Philip I

458. Imam TH
Propofol-related infusion syndrome: role of propofol in medical complications of sedated critical care patients
Southern California 23704851
KP author(s): Imam, Talha H
459. Imam TH, Wang J, Khayat FS
Bariatric surgery in a patient on peritoneal dialysis
Southern California; Northern California 24335131
KP author(s): Imam, Talha H; Khayat, Fawzi S

Sex and Risk of Hip Implant Failure: Assessing Total Hip Arthroplasty Outcomes in the United States
Southern California 23420484
KP author(s): Inacio, Maria C; Ake, Christopher F; Khatod, Monti

461. Inacio MC, Cafri G, Paxton EW, Kurtz SM, Namba RS
Alternative bearings in total knee arthroplasty: risk of early revision compared to traditional bearings
Southern California 23485105
KP author(s): Inacio, Maria C; Cafri, Guy; Paxton, Liz; Namba, Robert S

462. Inacio MC, Kritz-Silverstein D, Raman R, Macera CA, Nichols JF, Shaffer RA, Fithian DC
The Impact of Pre-Operative Weight Loss on Incidence of Surgical Site Infection and Readmission Rates After Total Joint Arthroplasty
Southern California 24018161
KP author(s): Fithian, Donald

463. Inacio MC, Paxton EW, Sedrakyan A
A different point of view on sex and risk of hip implant failure and failure rate in women-reply
Southern California 24030765
KP author(s): Inacio, Maria C; Paxton, Liz


Analysis of immune-related loci identifies 48 new susceptibility variants for multiple sclerosis
Northern California 24076602
KP author(s): Barcellos, Lisa F; Schaefer, Cathy; Shen, Ling

Enhancing diabetes care by adding a pharmacist to the primary care team
Am J Health Syst Pharm. 2013 May 15;70(10):877-86.
Northern California 23640349
KP author(s): Chan, James

466. Iribarren C, Molloi S
Breast Arterial Calcification: a New Marker of Cardiovascular Risk?
Northern California 23538556
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos

Validation of a population-based method to assess drug-induced alterations in the QT interval: a self-controlled crossover study
Northern California 23857878
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos; Round, Alfred D; Peng, Jonathan A; Lu, Meng; Zaroff, Jonathan G; Holve, Rich; Prasad, Amit

468. Irving SA, Kieke BA, Donahue JG, Mascola MA, Baggs J, DeStefano F, Cheetham TC, Jackson LA, Naleway AL, Glanz JM, Nordin JD, Belongia EA, Vaccine Safety Datalink
Trivalent Inactivated Influenza Vaccine and Spontaneous Abortion
Southern California; Northwest; Colorado 23262941
KP author(s): Cheetham, Thomas C; Naleway, Allison; Glanz, Jason M

469. Irwin AN, McCool KH, Delate T, Witt DM
Assessment of Warfarin Dosing Requirements After Bariatric Surgery in Patients Requiring Long-Term Warfarin Therapy
Colorado 23744816
KP author(s): Irwin, Adriane N; McCool, Kathleen H; Delate, Tom; Witt, Dan M

470. Irwin AN, Olson KL, Joline BR, Witt DM, Patel RJ
Challenges to publishing pharmacy resident research projects from the perspectives of residency program directors and residents
Colorado 24223082
KP author(s): Irwin, Adriane N; Olson, Kari; Witt, Dan M; Patel, Rachana J

471. Ismail MH, Ho NJ, Lara NI
Effect of direct physician involvement on tobacco abstinence rates and other variables affecting participants of a freedom from tobacco class
Perm J. 2013 Spring;17(2):4-11.
Northern California; Southern California 23704836
KP author(s): Ismail, Mike; Ho, Ngoc J

Diabetes Self-Management Education Patterns in a US Population-Based Cohort of Youth With Type 1 Diabetes
Southern California; Hawaii 24248833
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M; Reynolds, Kristi L; Hsu, Jin-Wen Y; Black, Mary Helen; Holmquist, Kimberly J; Takhar, Harpreet S; Kershnar, Ann; Waitzfelder, Beth E; Hillier, Teresa

Vaccination Site and Risk of Local Reactions in Children 1 Through 6 Years of Age
Southern California; Northwest; Colorado; Northern California 23319538
KP author(s): Marcy, S. Michael; Naleway, Allison; Hambidge, Simon; Baxter, Roger

Further Evidence for Bias in Observational Studies of Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness: The 2009 Influenza A(H1N1) Pandemic
Northwest; Northern California; Colorado; Southern California 23978527
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Baxter, Roger; Narwaney, Komal J; Jacobsen, Steven J

475. Jacobs EG, Kroenke C, Lin J, Epel ES, Kenna HA, Blackburn EH, Rason NL
Accelerated Cell Aging in Female APOE-epsilon4 Carriers: Implications for Hormone Therapy Use
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 23418430
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H

476. Jacobs L
A Father's Letter to His Graduating Daughter: Advice to the Medical School Class of 2013 as They Go Forth Into Uncharted Waters
Perm J. 2013 Spring;17(2):e111.
Georgia 23704853
KP author(s): Jacobs, Lee

477. Jaffe MG, Lee GA, Young JD, Sidney S, Go AS
Improved blood pressure control associated with a large-scale hypertension program
Northern California 23989679
KP author(s): Jaffe, Marc; Lee, Grace A; Young, Joseph D; Sidney, Steve; Go, Alan S

Risk of childhood asthma following infant bronchiolitis during the respiratory syncytial virus season
Northern California 23419541
KP author(s): Escobar, Gabriel

2014 Evidence-Based Guideline for the Management of High Blood Pressure in Adults: Report From the Panel Members Appointed to the Eighth Joint National Committee (JNC 8)
JAMA. 2013 Dec 18.
Southern California 24352797
KP author(s): Handler, Joel

480. Jansen CE
Cognitive changes associated with cancer and cancer therapy: patient assessment and education
Northern California 24183158
KP author(s): Jansen, Catherine

Circulation. 2013 Nov 12.
Northwest 24222017
KP author(s): Stevens, Victor J

482. Jensen MD, Ryan DH, Apovian CM, Loria CM, Ard JD, Millen BE, Comuzzie AG, Nonas CA, Donato KA, Pi-Sunyer FX, Hu FB, Stevens J, Hubbard VS, Stevens VJ, Jakicic JM, Wadden TA, Kushner RF, Wolfe BM, Yanovski SZ
Northwest 24239920
KP author(s): Stevens, Victor J

483. Jockel CR, Zlotolow DA, Butler RB, Becker EH
Extensile Surgical Exposures of the Radius: A Comparative Anatomic Study
Colorado 23419709
KP author(s): Jockel, Christopher R

484. Johna S, Dehal A
The power of reflective writing: narrative medicine and medical education
Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):84-5.
Southern California 24361026
KP author(s): Johna, Samir D; Dehal, Ahmed

485. Johna S, Schein M
Study on the Use of T-tube for Patients with Persistent Duodenal Fistula: Is It Useful?
Southern California 23982785
KP author(s): Johna, Samir D

486. Johnson
Focus on the positive
Southern California 23703277
KP author(s): Johnson, Joyce A

ATLAS: Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled, Phase IIIIB Trial Comparing Bevacizumab Therapy With or Without Erlotinib, After Completion of Chemotherapy, With Bevacizumab for First-Line Treatment of Advanced Non-Small-Cell Lung Cancer
Northern California; Southern California 24101054
KP author(s): Fehrenbacher, Lou; Polikoff, Jonathan A

Specific Exercise Heat Stress Protocol for a Triathlete's Return from Exertional Heat Stroke
Southern California 23478561
KP author(s): Martinez, John Michael

489. Johnson JA
Education objectives; business outcomes: are they in synch?
Southern California 23515092
KP author(s): Johnson, Joyce A

490. Johnson JA
Does academic dishonesty result in unethical professional practice?
Southern California 24060664
KP author(s): Johnson, Joyce A

Methods of linking mothers and infants using health plan data for studies of pregnancy outcomes
Southern California; Georgia; Colorado; Northwest; Southern California 23596095
KP author(s): Cheetham, Thomas C; Davis, Robert L; Raebel, Marsha A; Smith, David H; Li, De-Kun

492. Johnson S, Delate T, Boka A, Shaw P, Zager C
Characterizing the financial burden of pulmonary arterial hypertension within an integrated healthcare delivery system
Colorado 24074226
KP author(s): Johnson, Samuel G; Delate, Tom; Shaw, Paul B; Zager, Carol

493. Johnston PC, Guercio AF, Johnson SP, Hollis HW Jr, Pratt CF, Rehring TF
Endovascular recanalization of the superior mesenteric artery in the context of mesenteric bypass graft infection
Colorado 23332240
KP author(s): Johnston, Paul C; Johnson, Stephen P; Hollis, H Whitton; Pratt, Charles F; Rehring, Thomas F

494. Jones B, Gundlapalli AV, Jones JP, Brown SM, Dean NC
Admission Decisions and Outcomes of Community-Acquired Pneumonia in the Homeless Population: A Review of 172 Patients in an Urban Setting
Southern California 24148050
KP author(s): Jones, Jason P
Obesity and the Food Environment: Income and Ethnicity Differences Among People With Diabetes: The Diabetes Study of Northern California (DISTANCE)
Diabetes Care. 2013 May 1.
Northern California 23637355
KP author(s): Moffet, Howard H; Karter, Andy J; Warton, Margaret M

496. Judge MS, Masowick A
A Technique of Lateral Process Blockade for Subtalar Joint Fusion: An Easy, Economical, and Effective Method to Prevent Rotation
Ohio 23321289
KP author(s): Schnirring-Judge, Molly

Predictive Accuracy of the Veterans Aging Cohort Study (VACS) Index for Mortality with HIV Infection: A North American Cross Cohort Analysis
Mid-Atlantic 23187941
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael

Factors associated with kyphosis progression in older women: 15 years' experience in the study of osteoporotic fractures
Northwest 22865329
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa

499. Kahn E, Sossong S, Goh A, Carpenter D, Goldstein S
Evaluation of Skin Cancer in Northern California Kaiser Permanente's Store-and-Forward Teledermatology Referral Program
Northern California 24079264
KP author(s): Kahn, Estelle; Goh, Anne; Carpenter, Diane; Goldstein, Sanford

Adaptation of the 'ten questions' to screen for autism and other neuro-developmental disorders in Uganda
Autism. 2013 Mar 27.
Northern California 23536263
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Aauthored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Croen, Lisa A

501. Kalantar-Zadeh K, Rhee C, Sim JJ, Stenvinkel P, Anker SD, Kovesdy CP
Why cachexia kills: examining the causality of poor outcomes in wasting conditions
Southern California 23749718
KP author(s): Sim, John J

Efficacy of screening in preventing cervical cancer among older women
Cancer Causes Control. 2013 Jun 7.
Northwest 23744043
KP author(s): Weinmann, Sheila; Glass, Andrew

Permanent neonatal diabetes mellitus: prevalence and genetic diagnosis in the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth Study
Southern California 23050777
KP author(s): Black, MaryHelen

504. Kanter MH, Lindsay G, Bellows J, Chase A
Complete care at Kaiser Permanente: transforming chronic and preventive care
Southern California 24294676
KP author(s): Kanter, Michael H; Lindsay, Gail Frances; Bellows, Jim; Chase, Alide L

505. Kanter MH, Nguyen M, Klau MH, Spiegel NH, Ambrosini VL
What does professionalism mean to the physician?
Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):87-90.
Southern California 24355895
KP author(s): Kanter, Michael H; Nguyen, Miki K; Klau, Marc H; Spiegel, Nancy H; Ambrosini, Virginia L

506. Kaplan SJ
Bony complications caused by stack splints
Mid-Atlantic 24207001
KP author(s): Kaplan, Saul

507. Kaptein EM, Yi SS, Endres DB, Kaptein JS, Chan LS
Vitamin D Deficiency in Urban Indigent Patients in Southern California
Southern California 23337149
KP author(s): Kaptein, John S
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

508. Kaptein EM, Yi SS, Endres DB, Kaptein JS, Chan LS
Serum 25-Hydroxyvitamin D Deficiency: A Risk Factor for Chronic Kidney Disease in Ambulatory Indigent Patients
Southern California  24246347
KP author(s): Kaptein, John S

509. Kasman DL
Commentary
Southern California  23611975
KP author(s): Kasman, Deborah L

510. Katz KA, Swetman GL
Imiquimod, Molluscum, and the Need for a Better 'Best Pharmaceuticals for Children' Act
Northern California  23796740
KP author(s): Katz, Kenneth A; Swetman, Glenda L

Initiation of Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha (TNFalpha) antagonists and risk of fractures in patients with selected rheumatic and autoimmune diseases
Northern California  23281339
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa

512. Kearney TE, Lieu D, Singer N, Tsutaoka B, Ho R, Olson K
Investigating the Reliability of Substance Toxicity Information Found on the Internet in Pediatric Poisonings
Northern California  24257590
KP author(s): Singer, Nathan P

513. Kei J
Image diagnosis: pericardial cyst
Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):e149.
Southern California  24361032
KP author(s): Kei, Jonathan

514. Kempe KL, Larson RS, Shetterley S, Wilkinson A
Breast cancer screening in an insured population: whom are we missing?
Perm J. 2013 Winter;17(1):38-44.
Colorado  23596367
KP author(s): Kempe, Karin L; Larson, R Sam; Shetterly, Susan

515. Kessler J, Koebnick C, Smith N, Adams A
Childhood Obesity Is Associated With Increased Risk of Most Lower Extremity Fractures
Southern California 23054515
KP author(s): Kessler, Jeffrey I; Koebnick, Corinna; Smith, Ning; Adams, Annette L

516. Kessler JI, Nikizad H, Shea KG, Jacobs JC Jr, Bebchuk JD, Weiss JM
The Demographics and Epidemiology of Osteochondritis Dissecans of the Knee in Children and Adolescents
Southern California 24272456
KP author(s): Kessler, Jeffrey I; Bebchuk, Judith D; Weiss, Jennifer M

517. Khankhanian P, Baranzini SE, Johnson BA, Madireddy L, Nickles D, Croen LA, Wu YW
Sequencing of the IL6 gene in a case--control study of cerebral palsy in children
Northern California 24314052
KP author(s): Croen, Lisa A

Inactivated influenza vaccine during pregnancy and risks for adverse obstetric events
Northwest 23921876
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison

Northwest 23462917
KP author(s): Goddard, Katrina AB

520. Khush KK, Menza R, Nguyen J, Zaroff JG, Goldstein BA
Donor Predictors of Allograft Utilization and Recipient Outcomes after Heart Transplantation
Northern California 23392789
KP author(s): Zaroff, Jonathan G

The Stanford Leisure-Time Activity Categorical Item (L-Cat): a single categorical item sensitive to physical activity changes in overweight/obese women
Northern California 23588625
KP author(s): Brown, Susan D
   Achieving proficiency with robot-assisted radical prostatectomy: Laparoscopic-trained versus robotics-trained surgeons
   Southern California 24282463
   KP author(s): Kim, Brian J; Chang, Allen X; Kaswick, Jennifer F; Derboghossians, Armen; Jung, Howard; Slezak, Jeffrey M; Wuerstle, Melanie C; Williams, Stephen G; Chien, Gary W

523. Kim Y, Johna S
   Laparoscopic excision of splenic artery aneurysm
   Southern California 23743385
   KP author(s): Kim, Youngjin; Johna, Samir D

524. Kim YS, Wu H, Pawlowska AB, Bautista-Quach MA, Huang Q, Gaal K, Chang KL
   Pediatric Mast Cell Sarcoma of Temporal Bone With Novel L799F (2395 C>T) KIT Mutation, Mimicking Histiocytic Neoplasm
   Southern California 23388130
   KP author(s): Chang, Karen L

525. King CM, Schuberth JM, Christensen JC, Swanstrom KM
   Relationship of Alignment and Tibial Cortical Coverage to Hypertrophic Bone Formation in Salto Talaris Total Ankle Arthroplasty
   Northern California 23522738
   KP author(s): King, Christy M; Schuberth, Jack

526. Kirby AC, Luber KM, Menefee SA
   An Update on the Current and Future Demand for Care of Pelvic Floor Disorders in the United States
   Southern California 24036399
   KP author(s): Kirby, Anna C; Luber, Karl M; Menefee, Shawn Adam

   Relation of Left Ventricular Mass at Age 23 to 35 Years to Global Left Ventricular Systolic Function 20 Years Later (from the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults Study)
   Northern California 24176073
   KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

   Anesthesia case management for video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery
   Southern California 23513327
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Kitabjian, Loretta F; Bordi, Sandra; Elisha, Sass M; Gabot, Mark H; Heiner, Jeremy; Nagelhout, John J; Thompson, Jen L

529. Kivnick, S, Parker W
Robot-assisted laparoscopic myomectomy compared with standard laparoscopic myomectomy
Obstet Gynecol. 2013 Jan;121(1):188.
Southern California 23262947
KP author(s): Kivnick, Seth

530. Kjos SA, Irving SA, Meece JK, Belongia EA
Elementary school-based influenza vaccination: evaluating impact on respiratory illness
absenteeism and laboratory-confirmed influenza
Northwest 23991071
KP author(s): Irving, Stephanie A

531. Klamerus ML, Kerr EA, Bosworth HB, Schmittdiel JA, Heisler M
Characteristics of Diabetic Patients associated with Achieving and Maintaining Blood Pressure
Targets in the Adherence and Intensification of Medications Program
Northern California 23892775
KP author(s): Schmittdiel, Julie A

532. Klapman MH, Sosa VB, Mattson-Gates GF, Baker CN, Sydorak RM, Ong VL, Li BH, Yao JF
Smaller Platelet Volumes Associated With Vascular Malformations
Southern California 22297559
KP author(s): Klapman, Marvin H; Sosa, Valentina; Mattson-Gates, Gail F; Baker, Cindy N;
Sydorak, Roman M; Ong, Victor L; Li, Bonnie H; Yao, Janis

533. Klatsky AL, Udaltsova N
Abounding confounding
Northern California 23947729
KP author(s): Klatsky, Arthur; Udaltsova, Natalia

An absolute risk model to identify individuals at elevated risk for pancreatic cancer in the
general population
One or Two Doses of Quadrivalent Meningococcal Serogroups A, C, W-135 and Y Tetanus Toxoid
Conjugate Vaccine is Immunogenic in 9-12 Month Old Children
Pediatr Infect Dis J. 2013 Jan 23.
Northern California 24058443
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola

Comparative Effectiveness of Acellular Versus Whole-Cell Pertussis Vaccines in Teenagers
Northern California; Program Offices 23690518
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Bartlett, Joan; Fireman, Bruce; Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Baxter, Roger

Long-term Immune Responses to Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccines in Children Previously
Vaccinated With 7-valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine
Northern California 24008739
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Ensor, Kathy

538. Kleinstein SE, Heath L, Makar KW, Poole EM, Seufert BL, Slattery ML, Xiao L, Duggan DJ, Hsu L,
Curtin K, Koepl L, Muehling J, Taverna D, Caan BJ, Carlson CS, Potter JD, Ulrich CM
Genetic variation in the lipoygenase pathway and risk of colorectal neoplasia
Northern California 23404351
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

MH
Consistently High Sports/Exercise Activity Is Associated with Better Sleep Quality, Continuity and
Depth in Midlife Women: The SWAN Sleep Study
Sleep. 2013 Sep 1;36(9):1279-88.
Northern California 23997360
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

Five-Year Healthcare Utilization and Costs Among Lower-Risk Drinkers Following Alcohol
Treatment
Northern California 24117604
KP author(s): Kline-Simon, Andrea H; Weisner, Constance; Parthasarathy, Sujaya; Mertens, Jennifer

541. Kochar M, Min JK
Physiologic assessment of coronary artery disease by cardiac computed tomography
Southern California 23964289
KP author(s): Kochar, Minisha

High Blood Pressure in Overweight and Obese Youth: Implications for Screening
Southern California; Northwest 24119024
KP author(s): Koebnick, Corinna; Black, MaryHelen; Wu, Jun; Martinez, Mayra P; Smith, Ning; Kuizon, Beatriz; Cuan, David T; Young, Deborah Rohm; Lawrence, Jean M; Jacobsen, Steven J

The prevalence of primary pediatric prehypertension and hypertension in a real-world managed care system
Southern California; Northwest 24283596
KP author(s): Koebnick, Corinna; Black, MaryHelen; Wu, Jun; Martinez, Mayra P; Smith, Ning; Kuizon, Beatriz; Jacobsen, Steven J; Reynolds, Kristi L

544. Kohler SW, Chen R, Kagan A, Helvey DW, Buccigrossi D
The use of a fully integrated electronic medical record to minimize cumulative lifetime radiation exposure from CT scanning to detect urinary tract calculi
Southern California 23361445
KP author(s): Kohler, Steven W; Chen, Richard; Kagan, Alex; Helvey, Dustin W; Buccigrossi, David

Oral Bisphenol A (BPA) given to rats at moderate doses is associated with erectile dysfunction, cavernosal lipofibrosis and alterations of global gene transcription
Northern California 24305612
KP author(s): Li, De-Kun

Chronic High Dose Intraperitoneal Bisphenol A (BPA) Induces Substantial Histological and Gene Expression Alterations in Rat Penile Tissue Without Impairing Erectile Function
Northern California 24134786
KP author(s): Li, De-Kun

547. Kovesdy CP, Bleyer AJ, Molnar MZ, Ma JZ, Sim JJ, Cushman WC, Quarles LD, Kalantar-Zadeh K
Blood pressure and mortality in u.s. Veterans with chronic kidney disease: a cohort study
Southern California 24026256
KP author(s): Sim, John J

Ten-Year Trajectory of Potentially Inappropriate Medications in Very Old Women: Importance of Cognitive Status
Hawaii 23320787
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa

549. Koyama A, Steinman M, Ensrud K, Hillier TA, Yaffe K
Long-term Cognitive and Functional Effects of Potentially Inappropriate Medications in Older Women
Northwest; Hawaii 24293516
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa

Long-term depression-like plasticity of the blink reflex for the treatment of blepharospasm
Mid-Atlantic 23401198
KP author(s): Shamim, Ejaz A

Designing a valid randomized pragmatic primary care implementation trial: the my own health report (MOHR) project
Colorado 23799943
KP author(s): Ritzwoller, Debra

552. Kroenke CH, Caan BJ
Response
Northern California 24115359
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H; Caan, Bette

553. Kroenke CH, Kwan ML, Neugut AI, Ergas IJ, Wright JD, Caan BJ, Hershman D, Kushi LH
Social networks, social support mechanisms, and quality of life after breast cancer diagnosis
Northern California 23657404
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H; Ergas, Isaac J; Kwan, Marilyn L; Caan, Bette; Kushi, Larry

554. Kroenke CH, Kwan ML, Sweeney C, Castillo A, Caan BJ
High- and Low-Fat Dairy Intake, Recurrence, and Mortality After Breast Cancer Diagnosis
Relationship between hospital readmission and mortality rates for patients hospitalized with acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, or pneumonia
Mid-Atlantic 23403683
KP author(s): Chen, Jersey

Sex-specific associations between body mass index, waist circumference and the risk of Barrett's oesophagus: a pooled analysis from the international BEACON consortium
Northern California 23355549
KP author(s): Kubo, Ai; Corley, Douglas

Drug safety data mining with a tree-based scan statistic
Georgia; Northern California; Colorado 23512870
KP author(s): Davis, Robert L; Roblin, Douglas W; Herrinton, Lisa; Raebel, Marsha A

558. Kumar VA, Sidell M, Yang WT, Jones JP
PREDICTORS OF PERITONITIS, HOSPITAL DAYS, AND TECHNIQUE SURVIVAL FOR PERITONEAL DIALYSIS PATIENTS IN A MANAGED CARE SETTING
Perit Dial Int. 2013 Oct 1.
Southern California 24084841
KP author(s): Kumar, Victoria A; Sidell, Margo; Yang, Wan-Ting; Jones, Jason P

Contributions of Hysterectomy and Uterus-Preserving Surgery to Health-Related Quality of Life
Northern California 23743451
KP author(s): Lewis, James E

Hospital readmissions and emergency department visits in moderate preterm, late preterm, and early term infants
Northern California 24182960
KP author(s): Kuzniewicz, Michael W; Parker, Sarah-Jane M; Schnake-Mahl, Alina; Escobar, Gabriel
Prevalence and Neonatal Factors Associated with Autism Spectrum Disorders in Preterm Infants
Northern California 24161222
KP author(s): Kuzniewicz, Michael W; Wi, Soora; Qian, Yinge; Walsh, Eileen M; Armstrong, Maryanne; Croen, Lisa A

Invited Commentary: Does Neonatal Hyperbilirubinemia Cause Asthma?
Northern California 24186968
KP author(s): Kuzniewicz, Michael W; Wickremasinghe, Andrea C; Newman, Tom B

563. Kwan K, Chlebowski RT, McTiernan A, Rodabough RJ, La Monte MJ, Bell C, Lane DS, Kaplan RC, Irwin ML
Walking speed, physical activity, and breast cancer in postmenopausal women
Southern California 23669264
KP author(s): Kwan, Karen

Obesity and Mortality After Breast Cancer by Race/Ethnicity: The California Breast Cancer Survivorship Consortium
Northern California 24107615
KP author(s): Kwan, Marilyn L; Caan, Bette; Lee, Valerie S; Roh, Janise M

565. Kwan ML, Tam EK, Ergas IJ, Rehkopf DH, Roh JM, Lee MM, Somkin CP, Stewart AL, Kushi LH
Patient-physician interaction and quality of life in recently diagnosed breast cancer patients
Northern California 23715629
KP author(s): Kwan, Marilyn L; Tam, Emily K; Ergas, Isaac J; Roh, Janise M; Kushi, Larry

FGF23 Modifies the Relationship between Vitamin D and Cardiac Remodeling
Northern California 23748358
KP author(s): Lo, Joan C

567. Ladizinsky DA, Sandholm PH, Jewett ST, Shahzad F, Andrews K
Breast reconstruction with the bostwick autoderm technique
Northwest 23897325
KP author(s): Ladizinsky, Daniel Alan; Sandholm, Patricia H; Jewett, Stiles T
568. Laharnar N, Glass N, Perrin N, Hanson G, Kent Anger W
A training intervention for supervisors to support a work-life policy implementation
Northwest 24106648
KP author(s): Perrin, Nancy; Hanson, Ginger C

Ethnic Differences in Quality of Life in Insured Older Adults with Diabetes Mellitus in an
Integrated Delivery System
Northern California 23796021
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Moffet, Howard H; Liu, Jennifer Y

Piccioni D, Ellingson BM, Buchanan C, Mischel PS, Nghiemphu PL, Green R, Wang HJ, Pope WB,
Liau LM, Elashoff RM, Cloughesy TF, Yong WH, Lai A
Combined analysis of O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase protein expression and
promoter methylation provides optimized prognostication of glioblastoma outcome
Southern California 23328811
KP author(s): Green, Richard M

571. Lam J, Schulman S, Witt DM, Vandvik PO, Qayyum F, Holbrook AM
Anticoagulation Control with Daily Low-Dose Vitamin K to Reduce Clinically Adverse Outcomes
and International Normalized Ratio Variability: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis
Colorado 23744743
KP author(s): Witt, Dan M

572. Lam JR, Schneider JL, Zhao W, Corley DA
Proton pump inhibitor and histamine 2 receptor antagonist use and vitamin B12 deficiency
JAMA. 2013 Dec 11;310(22):2435-42.
Northern California 24327038
KP author(s): Lam, Jameson; Schneider, Jennifer L; Zhao, Wei K; Corley, Douglas

A study of borderline positive Hybrid Capture 2 tests in the Kaiser Permanente Northern
California cervical screening program: Evidence against retesting
Northern California 23384678
KP author(s): LaMere, Brandon J; Fetterman, Barbara; Poitras, Nancy E; Stanley, Mark J; Shieh,
Jen; Lorey, Thomas; Kinney, Walter

574. Lamprecht B, Vanfleteren LE, Studnicka M, Allison M, McBurnie MA, Vollmer WM, Tan WC,
collaborative research group
Sex-related differences in respiratory symptoms: results from the BOLD Study
Eur Respir J. 2013 Sep;42(3):858-60.
Northwest 24000253
KP author(s): Allison, Michael J; McBurnie, Mary Ann; Vollmer, William

575. Langer-Gould A, Beaber BE
Effects of pregnancy and breastfeeding on the multiple sclerosis disease course
Southern California 23434027
KP author(s): Langer-Gould, Annette; Beaber, Brandon Emet

576. Langer-Gould A, Brara SM, Beaber BE, Koebnick C
Childhood obesity and risk of pediatric multiple sclerosis and clinically isolated syndrome
Southern California 23365063
KP author(s): Langer-Gould, Annette; Brara, Sonu Malik; Beaber, Brandon Emet; Koebnick, Corinna

577. Langer-Gould A, Brara SM, Beaber BE, Zhang JL
Incidence of multiple sclerosis in multiple racial and ethnic groups
Southern California 23650231
KP author(s): Langer-Gould, Annette; Brara, Sonu Malik; Beaber, Brandon Emet; Zhang, Jian L

578. Langer-Gould A, Hellwig K
One can prevent post-partum MS relapses by exclusive breastfeeding: Yes
Southern California 24132002
KP author(s): Langer-Gould, Annette; Hellwig, Kerstin

579. Langer-Gould AM
Reply
Southern California 23453770
KP author(s): Langer-Gould, Annette

The American Academy of Neurology’s Top Five Choosing Wisely recommendations
Southern California 23430685
KP author(s): Langer-Gould, Annette; Potrebic, Sonja

Applying dynamic parameters to predict hemodynamic response to volume expansion in spontaneously breathing patients with septic shock: reply
Southern California 23591562
KP author(s): Jones, Jason P

Applying dynamic parameters to predict hemodynamic response to volume expansion in spontaneously breathing patients with septic shock
Southern California 23324885
KP author(s): Jones, Jason P

583. Lapoint J, Perrone J, Nelson LS
Electronic Pharmacopoeia: A Missed Opportunity for Safe Opioid Prescribing Information?
Southern California 24081616
KP author(s): Lapoint, Jeff

584. Lau BJ, Sydorak RM, Shaul DB
Laparoscopic Techniques for Safe and Successful Removal of Common Bile Duct Stones in Pediatric Patients
Southern California 24195783
KP author(s): Lau, Briana J; Sydorak, Roman M; Shaul, Donald B

585. Lauren Crain A, Solberg LI, Unutzer J, Ohnsorg KA, Maciosek MV, Whitebird RR, Beck A, Molitor BA
Designing and Implementing Research on a Statewide Quality Improvement Initiative: The DIAMOND Study and Initiative
Med Care. 2013 Sep;51(9):e58-66.
Colorado 22322100
KP author(s): Beck, Arne

Southern California; Northern California; Georgia; Colorado; Northwest 23262934
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M; Avalos, Lyndsay A; Chiu, Vicki Y; Davis, Robert L; Raebel, Marsha A; Smith, David H; Wang, Jean Q; Cheetham, Thomas C

587. Lawrence JM, Black MH, Zhang JL, Slezak JM, Takhar HS, Koebnick C, Mayer-Davis EJ, Zhong VW, Dabelea D, Hamman RF, Reynolds K
Validation of Pediatric Diabetes Case Identification Approaches for Diagnosed Cases by Using Information in the Electronic Health Records of a Large Integrated Managed Health Care Organization
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(No.)</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>588.</td>
<td>Laws D, Crawford CL</td>
<td>Alternative strategies to constant patient observation and sitters: a proactive approach</td>
<td>J Nurs Adm.</td>
<td>43(10)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590.</td>
<td>Lee A, Lee KW, Khang P</td>
<td>Preventing falls in the geriatric population</td>
<td>Perm J.</td>
<td>17(4)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>592.</td>
<td>Lee EA, Gibbs NE, Fahey L, Whiffen TL</td>
<td>Making hospitals safer for older adults: updating quality metrics by understanding hospital-acquired delirium and its link to falls</td>
<td>Perm J.</td>
<td>17(4)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>593.</td>
<td>Lee J, Osann K, Noblett K</td>
<td>Comparison of Motor and Sensory Response of InterStim(R) for Overactive Bladder Syndrome</td>
<td>Female Pelvic Med Reconstr Surg.</td>
<td>19(6)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sinonasal respiratory epithelial adenomatoid hamartomas: Series of 51 cases and literature review
Southern California 23883815
KP author(s): Lee, Jivianne K; Garg, Rohit; Brunworth, Joseph; Keschner, David B; Thompson, Lester DR

596. Lee JT, Kingdom TT, Smith TL, Setzen M, Brown S, Batra PS
Practice patterns in endoscopic skull base surgery: survey of the American Rhinologic Society
Southern California 24254982
KP author(s): Lee, Jivianne K

Pathoembryogenesis of terminal myelocystocele: terminal balloon in secondary neurulation of the chick embryo
Childs Nerv Syst. 2013 Jun 19.
Northern California 23780405
KP author(s): Pang, Dachling

598. Lee KK, Shilane D, Hlatky MA, Yang J, Steimle AE, Go AS
Effectiveness and Safety of Spironolactone for Systolic Heart Failure
Northern California 24035170
KP author(s): Lee, Keane K; Hlatky, Mark A; Yang, Jingrong; Steimle, Anthony; Go, Alan S

599. Lee SJ, Karter AJ, Thai JN, Van Den Eeden SK, Huang ES
Glycemic Control and Urinary Incontinence in Women with Diabetes Mellitus
Northern California 24032999
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Van Den Eeden, Stephen

600. Lee-Lin F, Menon U, Leo MC, Pedhiwala N
Feasibility of a targeted breast health education intervention for Chinese American immigrant women
Northwest 23803269
KP author(s): Leo, Michael C

601. Lemaster CH, Hoffart N, Chafe T, Benzer T, Schuur JD
Implementing the Central Venous Catheter Infection Prevention Bundle in the Emergency Department: Experiences Among Early Adopters
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Southern California 24120627
KP author(s): LeMaster, Christopher H

602. Lendle SD, Fireman B, van der Laan MJ
Targeted maximum likelihood estimation in safety analysis
Northern California 23849159
KP author(s): Lendle, Samuel D; Fireman, Bruce

603. Leong AB, Green CG, Kurland G, Wood RE
A survey of training in pediatric flexible bronchoscopy
Northern California 24009180
KP author(s): Leong, Albin

Staging of Regional Lymph Nodes in Melanoma: A Case for Including Nonsentinel Lymph Node
Positivity in the American Joint Committee on Cancer Staging System
JAMA Surg. 2013 Sep;148(9):879-84.
Southern California 23903435
KP author(s): DiFronzo, Andrew L

605. Levin TR, Corley DA
Colorectal-cancer screening--coming of age
Northern California 24047066
KP author(s): Levin, Theodore; Corley, Douglas

606. Levin VA
Treatment of anaplastic oligodendrogliomas: should resources be used to codify the old or to
create the new?
Northern California 23781696
KP author(s): Levin, Victor A

Romero Y, Bernstein L, Wu AH, Casson AG, Chanock SJ, Harrington P, Caldas I, Debiram-Beecham
I, Caldas C, Hayward NK, Pharoah PD, Fitzgerald RC, Macgregor S, Whiteman DC, Vaughan TL
A genome-wide association study identifies new susceptibility loci for esophageal
adenocarcinoma and Barrett’s esophagus
Northern California 24121790
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

608. Levis JT
ECG Diagnosis: Hyperkalemia
Perm J. 2013 Winter;17(1):69.
Northern California 23596374
KP author(s): Levis, Joel

609. Levis JT
ECG Diagnosis: Apical Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
Perm J. 2013 Spring;17(2):84.
Northern California 23704850
KP author(s): Levis, Joel

610. Levis JT, Sam DL
Images in emergency medicine: phlegmasia cerulea dolens
Perm J. 2013 Winter;17(1):68.
Northern California 23596373
KP author(s): Levis, Joel; Sam, Danny

Evidence for the management of adolescent depression
Northwest 24043282
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

612. Lewis KH
Uncle sam in your kitchen: using population approaches to improve diet
Georgia 23566785
KP author(s): Lewis, Kristina L

613. Lewis KH, Arterburn D
Gastric bypass surgery is more efficacious than intensive lifestyle and medical treatment for type 2 diabetes remission
Georgia 24282167
KP author(s): Lewis, Kristina L

Racial and Ethnic Differences in Health Care Utilization and Outcomes Among Ulcerative Colitis Patients in an Integrated Health-Care Organization
Northern California 24173809
KP author(s): Li, Dan; Collins, Bernie; Liu, Liyan; Allison, James E; Abramson, Oren; Herrinton, Lisa

Urine bisphenol-a level in relation to obesity and overweight in school-age children
616. Li J, Molnar MZ, Zaritsky JJ, Sim JJ, Streja E, Kovesdy CP, Salusky I, Kalantar-Zadeh K
Correlates of parathyroid hormone concentration in hemodialysis patients
KP author(s): Sim, John J

617. Li Q, Andrade SE, Cooper WO, Davis RL, Dublin S, Hammad TA, Pawloski PA, Pinheiro SP, Raebel
MA, Scott PE, Smith DH, Dashkewsky I, Haffenreffer K, Johnson KE, Toh S
Validation of an algorithm to estimate gestational age in electronic health plan databases
Georgia; Colorado; Northwest 23335117
KP author(s): Davis, Robert L; Raebel, Marsha A; Smith, David H

618. Liebling PD, Baudendistel TE, Wolf AM, Sandhu A
The heart of the matter
Northern California; Southern California 23696242
KP author(s): Liebling, Peter; Baudendistel, Thomas E; Wolf, Amy M

619. Liebling PD, Siu S
A novel cause of eosinophilic pneumonia: recreational marijuana exposure
Northern California 23609259
KP author(s): Liebling, Peter; Siu, Stanton

Neurobehavioral comorbidities of pediatric epilepsies are linked to thalamic structural abnormalities
Southern California 24304435
KP author(s): Gurbani, Suresh G

Screening for Cognitive Impairment in Older Adults: An Evidence Update for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Northwest 24354019
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; O'Connor, Elizabeth; Rossom, Rebecca C; Perdue, Leslie A; Burda, Brittany U; Thompson, Matthew; Eckstrom, Elizabeth

Screening for Cognitive Impairment in Older Adults: A Systematic Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Northwest 24145578
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; O'Connor, Elizabeth; Perdue, Leslie A

The Ankle Brachial Index for Peripheral Artery Disease Screening and Cardiovascular Disease Prediction in Asymptomatic Adults: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Northwest 24156115
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; Olson, Carin M; Johnson, Eric S; Senger, Caitlyn A; Soh, Clara; Whitlock, Evelyn

624. Lin JS, Olson CM, Johnson ES, Whitlock EP
The ankle-brachial index for peripheral artery disease screening and cardiovascular disease prediction among asymptomatic adults: a systematic evidence review for the u.s. Preventive services task force
Northwest 24026319
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; Olson, Carin M; Johnson, Eric S; Whitlock, Evelyn

Response letter to drs. Glind, hooft, and van munster
Northwest 23772743
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; Whitlock, Evelyn; Perdue, Leslie A

626. Lin MJ, Hoke C, Dlott R, Lorey TS, Greene DN
Performance specifications of common chemistry analytes on the AU series of chemistry analyzers for miscellaneous body fluids
Northern California 23981843
KP author(s): Lin, Maun-Jan; Hoke, Carolyn; Dlott, Rick; Lorey, Thomas; Greene, Dina N

627. Lin SK, Cassarino DS
Cystic Trichoilemmal Carcinoma In Situ
Southern California 23759876
KP author(s): Lin, Shinko K; Cassarino, David S

628. Lin SK, Guralnick MP, Cassarino DS
Elusive Diagnosis of Left Ear Nodules
Southern California 24226380
629. Lin YC, Bansal N, Vittinghoff E, Go AS, Hsu CY
Determinants of the creatinine clearance to glomerular filtration rate ratio in patients with chronic kidney disease: a cross-sectional study
Northern California 24305166
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

630. Lindberg NM, Stevens VJ, Halperin RO
Weight-loss interventions for Hispanic populations: the role of culture
Northwest 23533725
KP author(s): Lindberg, Nangel M; Stevens, Victor J

Development, validation, and results of a risk-standardized measure of hospital 30-day mortality for patients with exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Northwest 23913593
KP author(s): Mularski, Richard A

632. Lindquist KJ, Jorgenson E, Hoffmann TJ, Witte JS
The impact of improved microarray coverage and larger sample sizes on future genome-wide association studies
Northern California 23529720
KP author(s): Jorgenson, Eric

633. Linnen D, Rowley A
Making a case for nurse empowerment
Northern California 24141585
KP author(s): Linnen, Daniel T

Comparing cancer care, outcomes, and costs across health systems: charting the course
Northwest; Colorado 23962516
KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C; Ritzwoller, Debra

HbA1c and Risk of Severe Hypoglycemia in Type 2 Diabetes: The Diabetes and Aging Study
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 23900589
KP author(s): Warton, Margaret M; Karter, Andy J; Moffet, Howard H

636. Litaker MS, Gordan VV, Rindal DB, Fellows JL, Gilbert GH, National Dental PBRN Collaborative Group
   Cluster Effects in a National Dental PBRN restorative study
   Northwest 23857643
   KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

   Urine neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin levels do not improve risk prediction of progressive chronic kidney disease
   Northern California 23344473
   KP author(s): Hsu, Chi-yuan

   Automated identification of pneumonia in chest radiograph reports in critically ill patients
   Northern California 23947340
   KP author(s): Liu, Vincent; Clark, Mark P; Mendoza, Guillermo; Saket, Ramin R; Gardner, Marla N; Turk, Benjamin J; Escobar, Gabriel

639. Liu V, Morehouse JJ, Soule J, Whippy A, Escobar GJ
   Fluid Volume, Lactate Values, and Mortality in Sepsis Patients with Intermediate Lactate Values
   Northern California 24004068
   KP author(s): Liu, Vincent; Morehouse, John J; Soule, Jay; Whippy, Alan; Escobar, Gabriel

640. Liu V, Read JL, Scruth E, Cheng E
   Visitation policies and practices in United States intensive care units
   Northern California 23591058
   KP author(s): Liu, Vincent; Read, Julie; Scruth, Elizabeth; Cheng, Eugene

   An electronic simplified acute physiology score-based risk adjustment score for critical illness in an integrated healthcare system*
   Northern California 23222263
   KP author(s): Liu, Vincent; Turk, Benjamin J; Ragins, Arona; Kipnis, Patricia; Escobar, Gabriel

Prevalence of obesity and extreme obesity in children aged 3-5 years
Pediatr Obes. 2013 May 15.
Northern California; Colorado 2367790
KP author(s): Lo, Joan C; Maring, Benjamin L; Chandra, Malini; Daley, Matthew F; Magid, David J; Greenspan, Louise C

Prehypertension and Hypertension in Community-Based Pediatric Practice
Northern California; Colorado 23359583
KP author(s): Lo, Joan C; Chandra, Malini; Daley, Matthew F; Magid, David J; Greenspan, Louise C

Validity of diagnostic codes to identify cases of severe acute liver injury in the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's Mini-Sentinel Distributed Database
Southern California 23801638
KP author(s): Cheetham, Thomas C

645. Lofgren DG, Smith PL
Information is power. Make your stakeholder database a powerful marketing tool
Mark Health Serv. 2013 Winter;33(1):10-1.
Program Offices 23638567
KP author(s): Gage-Lofgren, Diane; Smith, Patrice L

646. Lofgren G
The consummate host
Program Offices 24069680
KP author(s): Gage-Lofgren, Diane

647. Londono DC, Wuerstle MC, Thomas AA, Salazar LE, Hsu JW, Danial T, Chien GW
Accuracy and implications of percutaneous renal biopsy in the management of renal masses
Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):4-7.
Southern California 24355883
KP author(s): Londono, Diana C; Wuerstle, Melanie C; Thomas, Anil A; Salazar, Luis E; Hsu, Jin-Wen Y; Danial, Tarek; Chien, Gary W

Challenges in Designing a National Surveillance Program for Inflammatory Bowel Disease in the United States
Inflamm Bowel Dis. 2013 Nov 25.
Northern California 24280882
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa

649. Loo RK, Lieberman SF, Slezak JM, Landa HM, Mariani AJ, Nicolaisen G, Aspera AM, Jacobsen SJ
      Stratifying Risk of Urinary Tract Malignant Tumors in Patients With Asymptomatic Microscopic Hematuria
      Southern California; Northwest; Hawaii; Northern California 23312369
      KP author(s): Loo, Ronald K; Lieberman, Stephen F; Slezak, Jeffrey M; Landa, Howard M; Mariani, Albert; Nicolaisen, Gary; Aspera, Ann M; Jacobsen, Steven J

650. Loprinzi CL, Qin R, Dakhil SR, Fehrenbacher L, Flynn KA, Atherton P, Seisler D, Qamar R, Lewis GC, Grothey A
      Phase III Randomized, Placebo-Controlled, Double-Blind Study of Intravenous Calcium and Magnesium to Prevent Oxaliplatin-Induced Sensory Neurotoxicity (N08CB/Alliance)
      Northern California 24297951
      KP author(s): Fehrenbacher, Lou

      Impaired Fasting Glucose and Impaired Glucose Tolerance Have Distinct Lipoprotein and Apolipoprotein Changes: The Insulin Resistance Atherosclerosis Study
      Northern California 23450048
      KP author(s): Karter, Andy J

      Transition From Pediatric to Adult Care for Youth Diagnosed With Type 1 Diabetes in Adolescence
      Southern California; Hawaii 23530167
      KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M; Waizfelder, Beth E

      Hepatitis C viremia and the risk of chronic kidney disease in HIV-infected individuals
      Northern California 23904290
      KP author(s): Silverberg, Michael J
   Adiposity and Cognitive Decline in the Cardiovascular Health Study
   Georgia 23445925
   KP author(s): Barzilay, Joshua I

655. Lyles CR, Sarkar U, Ralston JD, Adler N, Schillinger D, Moffet HH, Huang ES, Karter AJ
   Patient-provider communication and trust in relation to use of an online patient portal among diabetes patients: The Diabetes and Aging Study
   Northern California 23676243
   KP author(s): Moffet, Howard H; Karter, Andy J

   DASH for asthma: A pilot study of the DASH diet in not-well-controlled adult asthma
   Northern California 23648395
   KP author(s): Strub, Peg

657. Macy E, Contreras R
   Health care use and serious infection prevalence associated with penicillin 'allergy' in hospitalized patients: A cohort study
   Southern California 24188976
   KP author(s): Macy, Eric M; Contreras, Ricardo

658. Macy E, Ngor E
   Recommendations for the Management of Beta-Lactam Intolerance
   Southern California 23549754
   KP author(s): Macy, Eric M; Ngor, Eunis W

659. Magid DJ, Green BB
   Home blood pressure monitoring: take it to the bank
   Colorado 23821085
   KP author(s): Magid, David J

660. Magid DJ, Olson KL, Billups SJ, Wagner NM, Lyons EE, Kroner BA
   A pharmacist-led, american heart association heart360 web-enabled home blood pressure monitoring program
   Colorado 23463811
   KP author(s): Magid, David J; Olson, Kari; Billups, Sarah J; Wagner, Nicole M; Lyons, Ella E; Kroner, Beverly
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 24022467
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

Southern California 23632671
KP author(s): Maletis, Gregory B; Inacio, Maria C; Desmond, Jamie L; Funahashi, Tadashi T

Southern California 23813802
KP author(s): Maletis, Gregory B; Inacio, Maria C; Funahashi, Tadashi T

Southern California 23749343
KP author(s): Maletis, Gregory B; Inacio, Maria C; Reynolds, Sarah; Desmond, Jamie L; Maletis, Michaela M; Funahashi, Tadashi T

Northwest 23695298
KP author(s): Perrin, Nancy; Hanson, Ginger C

Northern California 23806057
KP author(s): Manos, Michele; Darbinian, Jeanne; Ray, Tom; Shvachko, Valentina; Quesenberry, Charles P

667. Manos MM, Ho CK, Murphy RC, Shvachko VA Physical, Social, and Psychological Consequences of Treatment for Hepatitis C: A Community-Based Evaluation of Patient-Reported Outcomes
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 23420134
KP author(s): Manos, Michele; Ho, Chanda K; Murphy, Rosemary; Shvachko, Valentina

The bidirectional relationship between body mass index and treatment outcome in adolescents with treatment-resistant depression
Northwest 24024532
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

669. Marchiori EC, Barber JS, Williams WB, Bui PQ, O’Ryan FS
Neuropathic Pain Following Sagittal Split Ramus Osteotomy of the Mandible: Prevalence, Risk Factors, and Clinical Course
Northern California 23992780
KP author(s): Marchiori, Erica C; Barber, Jacob S; Williams, W Bradford; Bui, Peter Q; O’Ryan, Felice

670. Marcus NJ, Shrikhande AA, McCarberg B, Gracely E
A Preliminary Study to Determine if a Muscle Pain Protocol Can Produce Long-Term Relief in Chronic Back Pain Patients
Southern California 23692059
KP author(s): McCarberg, Bill H

671. Mark DG, Sonne DC, Vinson DR, Ballard DW, Kaiser Permanente Crest Network Investigators
In reply
Northern California 24054106
KP author(s): Mark, Dustin G; Sonne, D. Christian; Vinson, David R; Ballard, Dustin

672. Mark DG, Vinson DR, Ballard DW
Letter by Mark et al Regarding Article, 'Implementation of the Fifth Link of the Chain of Survival Concept for Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest'
Northern California 23609555
KP author(s): Mark, Dustin G; Vinson, David R; Ballard, Dustin

673. Mark DG, Vinson DR, Ballard DW, Kaiser Permanente CREST Network investigators
In reply
Northern California 23522820
KP author(s): Mark, Dustin G; Vinson, David R; Ballard, Dustin

674. Mark DG, Vinson DR, Ballard DW, Kaiser Permanente Crest Network Investigators
In reply
Northern California 24054104
KP author(s): Mark, Dustin G; Vinson, David R; Ballard, Dustin

Intravascular Extension of a Glomus Jugulare
Otol Neurotol. 2013 Sep 27.
Hawaii 24080975
KP author(s): Burton, Bradford S; Honda, Stacey

676. Martinez SM, Greenspan LC, Butte NF, Gregorich SE, de Groat CL, Deardorff J, Penilla C, Pasch LA, Flores E, Tschann JM
Mother-reported sleep, accelerometer-estimated sleep and weight status in Mexican American children: sleep duration is associated with increased adiposity and risk for overweight/obese status
J Sleep Res. 2013 Dec 16.
Northern California 24329818
KP author(s): Greenspan, Louise C

677. Martires KJ, Kurlander DE, Minwell GJ, Dahms EB, Bordeaux JS
Patterns of cancer screening in primary care from 2005 to 2010
Southern California 24166081
KP author(s): Martires, Kathryn J

678. Masek KP, Levis JT
ECG Diagnosis: Acute Pericarditis
Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):e146.
Northern California 24361030
KP author(s): Masek, Kevin P; Levis, Joel

In reply
Northern California 23969812
KP author(s): Kinney, Walter

2012 updated consensus guidelines for the management of abnormal cervical cancer screening tests and cancer precursors
Northern California 23635684
KP author(s): Kinney, Walter
   2012 updated consensus guidelines for the management of abnormal cervical cancer screening
   tests and cancer precursors
   Northern California 23519301
   KP author(s): Kinney, Walter

   Prevention and Management of Non-Communicable Disease: The IOC Consensus Statement, Lausanne 2013
   Southern California 24169298
   KP author(s): Sallis, Robert E

   Prevention and Management of Non-Communicable Disease: The IOC Consensus Statement, Lausanne 2013
   Southern California 24129783
   KP author(s): Sallis, Robert E

   Prevention and management of non-communicable disease: the IOC consensus statement, Lausanne 2013
   Southern California 24115479
   KP author(s): Sallis, Robert E

685. Matias SL, Dewey KG, Quesenberry CP Jr, Gunderson EP
   Maternal prepregnancy obesity and insulin treatment during pregnancy are independently
   associated with delayed lactogenesis in women with recent gestational diabetes mellitus
   Northern California 24196401
   KP author(s): Matias, Susana L; Quesenberry, Charles P; Gunderson, Erica

   Geographic variation in cardiovascular procedure use among Medicare fee-for-service vs
   Medicare Advantage beneficiaries
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications  
Alphabetical by Author

Colorado; Northern California; Southern California; Hawaii; Georgia; Northwest  23839749  
KP author(s): Matlock, Dan D; Sidney, Steve; Shetterly, Susan; Goodrich, Glenn K; Glenn, Karen A; Xu, Stan; Reynolds, Kristi L; Tom, Jeffrey O; Vupputuri, Suma; Smith, David H; Go, Alan S; Magid, David J

687. Matsuda DK, Burchette RJ  
Arthroscopic Hip Labral Reconstruction With a Gracilis Autograft Versus Labral Refixation: 2-Year Minimum Outcomes  
Southern California  23548806  
KP author(s): Matsuda, Dean K; Burchette, Raoul J

688. Matsuda DK, Safran MR  
Arthroscopic internal fixation of osteochondritis dissecans of the femoral head  
Southern California  23672924  
KP author(s): Matsuda, Dean K

The American Academy of Neurology’s top five Choosing Wisely recommendations  
Southern California  24019388  
KP author(s): Langer-Gould, Annette

Racial/ethnic differences in dementia risk among older type 2 diabetes patients: The Diabetes and Aging Study  
Diabetes Care. 2013 Nov 22.  
Northern California  24271192  
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Moffet, Howard H; Whitmer, Rachel

Controlling the HIV Epidemic with Antiretrovirals: IAPAC Consensus Statement on Treatment as Prevention and Preexposure Prophylaxis  
Mid-Atlantic  23666450  
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael

Patients' and family members' views on patient-centered communication during cancer care  
Mid-Atlantic; Georgia  23780672
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Gaglio, Bridget; Robinson, Brandi E; Roblin, Douglas W

Assessing Patient-Centered Communication in Cancer Care: Stakeholder Perspectives
Mid-Atlantic; Northwest; Colorado 23943884
KP author(s): Gaglio, Bridget; Hornbrook, Mark C; Boggs, Jennifer M

694. McBride D
Genetic variant links hepatitis C virus clearance and treatment response
Northern California 23495532
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

695. McBride D
New radiation therapy prolongs metastatic prostate cancer survival
ONS Connect. 2013 Sep;28(3):49.
Northern California 24028051
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

696. McBride D
Advanced Care Planning Discussions With Adolescents and Young Adults With Cancer
Northern California 23648008
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

697. McBride D
Washington's Death With Dignity program is a rarely used success, according to new study
Northern California 23808075
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

698. McBride DL
New Report Asks Why Pediatric Hospital Readmission Rates Vary Widely
Northern California 23506733
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

699. McBride DL
Like Girls, Boys Are Entering Puberty Earlier New Research Finds
Northern California 23398897
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

700. McBride DL
E-Cigarette Use by Children Increasing
701. McBride DL
Circumcision Benefits Outweigh Risks, But Parents Should Choose According to Revised AAP Policy
Northern California 23153513
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

702. McCarthy NL, Irving S, Donahue JG, Weintraub E, Gee J, Belongia E, Baggs J
Northwest 24135576
KP author(s): Irving, Stephanie A

Mortality Rates and Cause-of-Death Patterns in a Vaccinated Population
Georgia; Colorado; Northern California; Southern California; Northwest; Hawaii 23790993
KP author(s): Glanz, Jason M; Baxter, Roger; Lugg, Marlene M; Naleway, Allison; Omer, Saad; Nakasato, Cynthia

Prospective associations between inflammatory and hemostatic markers and physical functioning limitations in mid-life women: Longitudinal results of the Study of Women’s Health Across the Nation (SWAN)
Northern California 24212137
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

705. McCracken MS, Gordan VV, Litaker MS, Funkhouser E, Fellows JL, Champ DG, Qvist V, Meral JS, Gilbert GH, National Dental Practice-Based Research Network Collaborative Group
A 24-month evaluation of amalgam and resin-based composite restorations: Findings from The National Dental Practice-Based Research Network
Northwest 23729455
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

706. McCullough BJ, Comstock BA, Deyo RA, Kreuter W, Jarvik JG
Major Medical Outcomes With Spinal Augmentation vs Conservative Therapy
Northwest 23836009
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A
707. McDougall C, McDougall J
  Plant-based diets are not nutritionally deficient
  Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):93.
  Northwest 24361028
  KP author(s): McDougal, Craig

  Screening for impaired fasting glucose and diabetes using available health plan data
  J Diabetes Complications. 2013 Apr 12.
  Northern California 23587840
  KP author(s): Adams, Sara R; Schmitttdiel, Julie A; Ferrara, Assiamira; Selby, Joe V

  Interventions aimed at improving performance on medication adherence metrics
  Colorado 24287662
  KP author(s): McGinnis, Brandy D; Kauffman, Yardlee; Olson, Kari; Witt, Dan M; Raebel, Marsha A

710. McGregor JC, Bearden DT, Townes JM, Sharp SE, Gorman PN, Elman MR, Mori M, Smith DH
  Comparison of antibiograms developed for inpatients and primary care outpatients
  Northwest 23541690
  KP author(s): Sharp, Susan E; Smith, David H

711. McGregor JC, Elman MR, Bearden DT, Smith DH
  Sex- and age-specific trends in antibiotic resistance patterns of Escherichia coli urinary isolates from outpatients
  BMC Fam Pract. 2013 Feb 22;14:25.
  Northwest 23433241
  KP author(s): Smith, David H

712. McGregor JC, Quach Y, Bearden DT, Smith DH, Sharp SE, Guzman-Cottrill JA
  Variation in Antibiotic Susceptibility of Uropathogens by Age Among Ambulatory Pediatric Patients
  Northwest 24091131
  KP author(s): Smith, David H; Sharp, Susan E

  Obesity and mental illness: implications for cognitive functioning
  Northern California 23839214
  KP author(s): Ahmed, Ameena T
714. McLeod JD
Juvenile Fibromyalgia Syndrome and Improved Recognition by Pediatric Primary Care Providers
Southern California 23988610
KP author(s): McLeod, Judith D

715. McManus DD, Hsu G, Sung SH, Saczynski JS, Smith DH, Magid DJ, Gurwitz JH, Goldberg RJ, Go AS,
Cardiovascular Research Network PRESERVE Study
Atrial fibrillation and outcomes in heart failure with preserved versus reduced left ventricular
ejection fraction
Northern California; Northwest; Colorado 23525446
KP author(s): Hsu, Grace; Sung, Sue Hee; Go, Alan S; Smith, David H; Magid, David J

716. McMullen CK, Schneider J, Firemark A, Davis J, Spofford M
Cultivating engaged leadership through a learning collaborative: lessons from primary care renewal in Oregon safety net clinics
Northwest 23690384
KP author(s): McMullen, Carmit; Schneider, Jennifer L; Firemark, Alison J; Davis, James V; Spofford, Mark

717. Mebust D
Mixed cryoglobulinemia: an unusual presentation of hepatitis C
Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):e112-3.
Southern California 24355899
KP author(s): Mebust, Donald P

718. Mebust D
Image diagnosis: headache and an isolated oculomotor nerve palsy
Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):e120.
Southern California 24355902
KP author(s): Mebust, Donald P

THE UTILITY OF NODULE VOLUME IN THE CONTEXT OF MALIGNANCY PREDICTION FOR SMALL
PULMONARY NODULES
Southern California 23949741
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

Higher plasma CXCL12 levels predict incident myocardial infarction and death in chronic kidney disease: findings from the Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort study
Eur Heart J. 2013 Dec 19.
Northern California 24306482
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI) cross-resistance: implications for preclinical evaluation of novel NNRTIs and clinical genotypic resistance testing
Southern California; Northern California 23934770
KP author(s): Towner, William J; Fessel, Jeffrey

Dietary flavonol intake is associated with age of puberty in a longitudinal cohort of girls
Northern California 23827127
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry

Genetic determinants of macular pigments in women of the Carotenoids in Age-Related Eye Disease Study
Northwest 23404124
KP author(s): LeBlanc, Erin S

Genetic Evidence for Role of Carotenoids in Age-Related Macular Degeneration in the Carotenoids in Age-Related Eye Disease Study (CAREDS)
Northwest 24346170
KP author(s): LeBlanc, Erin S

725. Michael YL, Gold R, Perrin N, Hillier TA
Built environment and change in body mass index in older women
Health Place. 2013 Feb 16;22C:7-10.
Northwest 23531924
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel; Perrin, Nancy; Hillier, Teresa

726. Midthun DE, Gould MK
Favorable Stage Distribution in the NELSON Trial
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Southern California 23586379
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

The Use of Computed Tomography in Pediatrics and the Associated Radiation Exposure and Estimated Cancer Risk
Hawaii; Northwest; Colorado 23754213
KP author(s): Williams, Andrew E; Weinmann, Sheila; Feigelson, Heather S; Roblin, Douglas W

728. Miller ME, Mafee MF, Bykowski J, Alexander TH, Burchette RJ, Mastrodimos B, Cueva RA
Hearing Preservation and Vestibular Schwannoma: Intracochlear FLAIR Signal Relates to Hearing Level
Southern California 24366469
KP author(s): Burchette, Raoul J; Mastrodimos, Bill; Cueva, Roberto A

729. Miller V, Horberg M
Getting to normal: are we there yet?
Mid-Atlantic 23698066
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael

Video Capsule Endoscopy Impacts Decision Making in Pediatric IBD: A Single Tertiary Care Center Experience
Inflamm Bowel Dis. 2013 Jul 17.
Northern California 23867872
KP author(s): Le-Carlson, Minou

731. Mirmirani P, Carpenter DM
Skin Disorders Associated with Obesity in Children and Adolescents: A Population-Based Study
Northern California 24329996
KP author(s): Mirmirani, Paradi; Carpenter, Diane

Investigating the effects of metabolic dysregulation on hair follicles: a comparison of HIV-infected women with and without central lipohypertrophy
Northern California 23786579
KP author(s): Mirmirani, Paradi
733. Mirmirani P, Tucker LY  
Epidemiologic trends in pediatric tinea capitis: A population-based study from Kaiser  
Permanente Northern California  
Northern California 24094452  
KP author(s): Mirmirani, Paradi; Tucker, Lue-Yen

734. Mishra RK, Li Y, DeFilippi C, Fischer MJ, Yang W, Keane M, Chen J, He J, Kallem R, Horwitz EJ,  
Rafey M, Raj DS, Go AS, Shlipak MG, CRIC Study Investigators  
Association of Cardiac Troponin T With Left Ventricular Structure and Function in CKD  
Northern California 23291148  
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

735. Mohan V, Inacio MC, Namba RS, Sheth D, Paxton EW  
Monoblock all-polyethylene tibial components have a lower risk of early revision than metal-  
backed modular components  
Southern California 24237424  
KP author(s): Mohan, Vivek; Inacio, Maria C; Namba, Robert S; Sheth, Dhiren S; Paxton, Liz

736. Mohr DC, Burns MN, Schueller SM, Clarke G, Klinkman M  
Behavioral Intervention Technologies: Evidence review and recommendations for future  
research in mental health  
Northwest 23664503  
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

737. Monroe CD, Chin KY  
Specialty pharmaceuticals care management in an integrated health care delivery system with  
electronic health records  
J Manag Care Pharm. 2013 May;19(4):334-44.  
Southern California 23627579  
KP author(s): Monroe, Doug C; Chin, Karen Y

Physical activity as determinant of femoral neck strength relative to load in adult women:  
findings from the hip strength across the menopause transition study  
Osteoporos Int. 2013 Jun 28.  
Northern California 23812598  
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

739. Morris NS, Field TS, Wagner JL, Cutrona SL, Roblin DW, Gaglio B, Williams AE, Han PJ, Costanza  
ME, Mazor KM  
The association between health literacy and cancer-related attitudes, behaviors, and knowledge  
Georgia; Mid-Atlantic; Hawaii 24093358
Mosen DM, Feldstein AC, Perrin NA, Rosales AG, Smith DH, Liles EG, Schneider JL, Meyers RE, Elston-Lafata J
More comprehensive discussion of CRC screening associated with higher screening
Northwest 23725359
KP author(s): Mosen, David M; Feldstein, Adrianne C; Perrin, Nancy; Rosales, Ana G; Smith, David H; Liles, Beth G; Schneider, Jennifer L

Albuminuria According to Status of Autoimmunity and Insulin Sensitivity Among Youth With Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes
Diabetes Care. 2013 Jul 11.
Southern California 23846811
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M; Reynolds, Kristi L

Muench J, Hoffman K, Ponce J, Calderon M, Meenan RT, Fiestas F
La atencion primaria en los Estados Unidos y la experiencia peruana en perspectiva
Northwest 23949518
KP author(s): Meenan, Richard

Muir AJ, Gong L, Johnson SG, Michael Lee MT, Williams MS, Klein TE, Caudle KE, Nelson DR
Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) guidelines for IFNL3 (IL28B) genotype and peginterferon alpha based regimens
Colorado 24096968
KP author(s): Johnson, Samuel G

An official american thoracic society workshop report: assessment and palliative management of dyspnea crisis
Northwest 24161068
KP author(s): Mularski, Richard A

Muller S, Thompson LD
An update on salivary gland pathology
Southern California 23821215
746. Munro MG, Nichols JE, Levy B, Vleugels MP, Veersema S
Hysteroscopic Sterilization: Ten-Year Retrospective Analysis of Worldwide Pregnancy Reports
Southern California 24126261
KP author(s): Munro, Malcolm G

747. Munro MG, Southern California Permanente Medical Group's Abnormal Uterine Bleeding Working Group
Acute uterine bleeding unrelated to pregnancy: a southern california permanente medical group practice guideline
Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):43-56.
Southern California 24355890
KP author(s): Munro, Malcolm G

748. Murphy PJ, Williams RL
Weight-Loss Study in African-American Women: Lessons Learned from Project Take HEED and Future, Technologically Enhanced Directions
Ohio 23704845
KP author(s): Murphy, Pamala; Williams, Roger L

A Randomized Trial of Exercise Training in Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Disease
Northern California 23793234
KP author(s): Hill, Bradley B

750. Nageh MF, Watanabe CT, Chou ET
Southern California 23585256
KP author(s): Nageh, Maged F; Watanabe, Colin T; Chou, Eric T

Exploring Workplace Violence Among Home Care Workers in a Consumer-Driven Home Health Care Program
Northwest 24053217
KP author(s): Perrin, Nancy; Hanson, Ginger C

KP author(s): Hamilton, Lawrence

KP author(s): Hamilton, Lawrence

KP author(s): Namba, Robert S; Cafri, Guy; Khatod, Monti; Inacio, Maria C; Brox, Tim; Paxton, Liz

KP author(s): Namba, Robert S; Inacio, Maria C; Paxton, Liz

KP author(s): Nardos, Rahel

759. Navarro RA, Inacio MC, Burke MF, Costouros JG, Yian EH
Risk of Thromboembolism in Shoulder Arthroplasty: Effect of Implant Type and Traumatic Indication
Southern California 23392993
KP author(s): Navarro, Ronald A; Inacio, Maria C; Burke, Mary F; Yian, Edward

Post-diagnosis Cruciferous Vegetable Consumption and Breast Cancer Outcomes: a Report from the After Breast Cancer Pooling Project
Northern California 23765086
KP author(s): Caan, Bette; Kwan, Marilyn L

761. Nelson BL, Thompson LD
Ameloblastic Fibro-Odontoma
Southern California 24197722
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

762. Nelson CM, Nazareth BA
Nonbeneficial treatment and conflict resolution: building consensus
Southern California 24355887
KP author(s): Nelson, Craig M; Nazareth, Blanca

Adapting Group Sequential Methods to Observational Postlicensure Vaccine Safety Surveillance: Results of a Pentavalent Combination DTaP-IPV-Hib Vaccine Safety Study
Northern California; Colorado; Southern California 23292957
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Daley, Matthew F; Jacobsen, Steven J

Impact of Specific Glucose-Control Strategies on Microvascular and Macrovascular Outcomes in 58,000 Adults With Type 2 Diabetes
Diabetes Care. 2013 Jul 22.
Northern California 23877990
KP author(s): Neugebauer, Romain S; Fireman, Bruce

Super learning to hedge against incorrect inference from arbitrary parametric assumptions in marginal structural modeling
Northern California; Colorado; Northwest 23849160
KP author(s): Neugebauer, Romain S; Fireman, Bruce; Raebel, Marsha A; Nichols, Greg

Physical Activity Assessment: Biomarkers and Self-Report of Activity-Related Energy Expenditure in the WHI
Northern California 23436896
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

767. Newcomer SR, Hambidge SJ, McClure DL, Daley MF, Klein NP, Glanz JM
Factors that may explain observed associations between trivalent influenza vaccination and gastrointestinal illness in young children
Vaccine. 2013 Jul 2.
Colorado; Northern California 23831326
KP author(s): Newcomer, Sophia R; Hambidge, Simon; McClure, David L; Daley, Matthew F; Klein, Nicola; Glanz, Jason M

768. Newhouse JP, McWilliams JM, Price M, Huang J, Fireman B, Hsu J
Do Medicare Advantage plans select enrollees in higher margin clinical categories?
Northern California 24308879
KP author(s): Price, Mary; Huang, Jie; Fireman, Bruce

Methods for the design of vasomotor symptom trials: the Menopausal Strategies: Finding Lasting Answers to Symptoms and Health network
Northern California 23760428
KP author(s): Caan, Bette; Sterndorf, Barbara

Efficacy of yoga for vasomotor symptoms: a randomized controlled trial
Menopause. 2013 Sep 16.
Northern California 24045673
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

771. Ng W, Lundstrom R, McNulty E
Impact of Stenting Technique and Bifurcation Anatomy on Long-Term Outcomes of PCI for Distal Unprotected Left Main Coronary Disease
772. Nguyen HM, Graber CJ
Cephalothin susceptibility testing as class representative for oral cephalosporins: is it time to move on?
Northwest 23680238
KP author(s): Nguyen, Hien M

773. Nguyen HM, Jones RN
Treatment of Methicillin-Susceptible Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA) Osteoarticular and Prosthetic Joint Infections: Using the Oxacillin MIC to Guide Appropriate Ceftriaxone Use
Northwest 23537905
KP author(s): Nguyen, Hien M

774. Nguyen HM, Shier KL, Graber CJ
Determining a clinical framework for use of cefepime and beta-lactam/beta-lactamase inhibitors in the treatment of infections caused by extended-spectrum-beta-lactamase-producing Enterobacteriaceae
Northwest 24265230
KP author(s): Nguyen, Hien M

Recreational physical activity in postmenopausal women is stable over 8 years of follow-up
Southern California 23873530
KP author(s): Nguyen, Huong Q

776. Nichols GA, Joshua-Gotlib S, Parasuraman S
Glycemic Control and Risk of Cardiovascular Disease Hospitalization and All-Cause Mortality
Northwest 23665365
KP author(s): Nichols, Greg

777. Nichols GA, Joshua-Gotlib S, Parasuraman S
Independent Contribution of A1C, Systolic Blood Pressure, and LDL Cholesterol Control to Risk of Cardiovascular Disease Hospitalizations in Type 2 Diabetes: An Observational Cohort Study
Northwest 23345072
KP author(s): Nichols, Greg

778. Nichols GA, Rosales AG, Perrin NA, Fortmann SP
The Association Between Different A1C-Based Measures of Glycemia and Risk of Cardiovascular Disease Hospitalization
Northwest 23990520
KP author(s): Nichols, Greg; Rosales, Ana G; Perrin, Nancy; Fortmann, Stephen P

779. Niederkohr RD, Chiu E, Katzel JA
99mTc-Oxidronate Uptake Within Urothelial Carcinoma Confirmed With SPECT/CT Imaging
Northern California 23751825
KP author(s): Niederkohr, Ryan D

780. Niederkohr RD, Greenspan BS, Prior JO, Schoder H, Seltzer MA, Zukotynski KA, Rohren EM
Reporting Guidance for Oncologic 18F-FDG PET/CT Imaging
Northern California 23575994
KP author(s): Niederkohr, Ryan D

Predictors of dyspnoea prevalence: results from the BOLD study
Eur Respir J. 2013 Oct 31.
Northwest 24176991
KP author(s): Vollmer, William

782. Nimick CJ, Collman DR, Lagaay P
Fixation orientation in ankle fractures with syndesmosis injury
Northern California 23540759
KP author(s): Nimick, Craig; Collman, David; Lagaay, Pieter

783. Nishijima DK, Holmes JF, Offerman SR, Ballard DW, Vinson DR, Chettipally UK, Rauchwerger AS, Reed ME
In reply
Northern California 23260697
KP author(s): Offerman, Steven R; Ballard, Dustin; Vinson, David R; Chettipally, Uli; Rauchwerger, Adina S

784. Nishijima DK, Offerman SR, Ballard DW, Vinson DR, Chettipally UK, Rauchwerger AS, Reed ME, Holmes JF, Clinical Research in Emergency Services and Treatment (CREST) Network
Risk of traumatic intracranial hemorrhage in patients with head injury and preinjury warfarin or clopidogrel use
Northern California 23406072
KP author(s): Offerman, Steven R; Ballard, Dustin; Vinson, David R; Chettipally, Uli; Rauchwerger, Adina S; Reed, Mary E
Early Life Air Pollution and Asthma Risk in Minority Children: The GALA II & SAGE II Studies
Northern California 23750510
KP author(s): Buenaventura, Emerita

Longitudinal Validation of a Tool for Asthma Self-Monitoring
Northwest; Southern California 24218469
KP author(s): Mosen, David M; Schatz, Michael

Maternal Safety of Trivalent Inactivated Influenza Vaccine in Pregnant Women
Northwest; Colorado 23635613
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Hambidge, Simon

Safety of the yellow Fever vaccine: a retrospective study
Northwest; Southern California 24118538
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Marcy, S. Michael

789. Norris SL, Holmer HK, Ogden LA, Burda BU, Fu R
Conflicts of Interest among Authors of Clinical Practice Guidelines for Glycemic Control in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
Northwest 24155870
KP author(s): Burda, Brittany U

790. Norris T, Nudelman J
From assessment to investment
Northern California 23520728
KP author(s): Norris, Tyler; Nudelman, Jean

791. Norton ME, Nakagawa S, Norem C, Gregorich SE, Kuppermann M
Effects of changes in prenatal aneuploidy screening policies in an integrated health care system
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 23344275
KP author(s): Norton, Mary E; Norem, Carol

792. Norton WE, Larson RS, Dearing JW
Primary care and public health partnerships for implementing pre-exposure prophylaxis
Colorado 23253766
KP author(s): Larson, R Sam; Dearing, James W

793. Novak SM, Marlowe EM
Automation in the clinical microbiology laboratory
Southern California 23931839
KP author(s): Novak, Susan M; Marlowe-Goslow, Elizabeth M

794. Novotny R, Oshiro CE, Wilkens LR
Prevalence of Childhood Obesity among Young Multiethnic Children from a Health Maintenance
Organization in Hawaii
Hawaii 23373877
KP author(s): Novotny, Rachel; Oshiro, Caryn ES

KCNQ2 encephalopathy: Delineation of the electroclinical phenotype and treatment response
Northern California 24371303
KP author(s): Lewis, Ann J

Ridgeway B, Visco A, Warren LK, Zhang M, Meikle S
Long-term outcomes following abdominal sacrocolpopexy for pelvic organ prolapse
Southern California 23677313
KP author(s): Menefee, Shawn Adam

797. O'Byrne PM, Pedersen S, Schatz M, Thoren A, Ekholm E, Carlsson LG, Busse WW
The poorly explored impact of uncontrolled asthma
Southern California 23381316
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

Screening for Suicide Risk in Primary Care: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force
Northwest 23678511
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): O'Connor, Elizabeth; Gaynes, Bradley; Burda, Brittany U; Williams, Clara B; Whitlock, Evelyn

Screening for and Treatment of Suicide Risk Relevant to Primary Care: A Systematic Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Northwest 23609101
KP author(s): O'Connor, Elizabeth; Burda, Brittany U; Soh, Clara; Whitlock, Evelyn

800. O'Connor EA, Whitlock EP, Gaynes BN
Screening for and treatment of suicide risk relevant to primary care--in response
Northwest 24026268
KP author(s): O'Connor, Elizabeth; Whitlock, Evelyn

801. Offerman SR, Nishijima DK, Ballard DW, Chetipally UK, Vinson DR, Holmes JF
The use of delayed telephone informed consent for observational emergency medicine research is ethical and effective
Northern California 23701349
KP author(s): Offerman, Steven R; Ballard, Dustin; Chettipally, Uli; Vinson, David R

802. Offerman SR, Nishijima DK, Holmes JF
In reply
Northern California 24033629
KP author(s): Offerman, Steven R

803. Offerman SR, Rauchwerger AS, Nishijima DK, Ballard DW, Chetipally UK, Vinson DR, Reed ME, Holmes JF
Use of an electronic medical record 'dotphrase' data template for a prospective head injury study
Northern California 23599842
KP author(s): Offerman, Steven R; Rauchwerger, Adina S; Ballard, Dustin; Chettipally, Uli; Vinson, David R; Reed, Mary E

804. Oh SR, Korn BS, Kikkawa DO
Orbitomalar Suspension With Combined Single Drill Hole Canthoplasty
Northern California 23811597
KP author(s): Oh, Sang-Rog

805. Oh SR, Tung JD, Priel A, Levi L, Granet DB, Korn BS, Kikkawa DO
Reduction of Orbital Inflammation following Decompression for Thyroid-Related Orbitopathy
806. Okafor OO, Crotty JE
Abdominal swelling in a teenaged girl
Northwest 23632727
KP author(s): Okafor, Olubukola Olusade

A standardized relative resource cost model for medical care: application to cancer control programs
Northwest; Colorado 23962514
KP author(s): O'Keefe-Rosetti, Maureen; Hornbrook, Mark C; Keast, Erin M; Staab, Jenny

Clinical evaluation of a novel intraoperative handheld gamma camera for sentinel lymph node biopsy
Northern California 24239343
KP author(s): Niederkohr, Ryan D

Screening for Oral Cancer: A Targeted Evidence Update for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Northwest 23617014
KP author(s): Olson, Carin M; Burda, Brittany U; Beil, Tracy; Whitlock, Evelyn

810. Olson KL, Lash LJ, Delate T, Wood M, Rasmussen J, Denham AM, Merenich JA
Ambulatory treatment gaps in patients with ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack
Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):28-34.
Colorado 24355888
KP author(s): Olson, Kari; Lash, Lisa J; Delate, Tom; Wellwood, Mary; Rasmussen, Jon R; Denham, Anne; Merenich, John A

811. Omachi TA, Gregorich SE, Eisner MD, Penaloza RA, Tolstykh IV, Yelin EH, Iribarren C, Dudley RA, Blanc PD
Risk Adjustment for Health Care Financing in Chronic Disease: What Are We Missing By Failing to Account for Disease Severity?
Northern California 23703646
KP author(s): Tolstykh, Irina V; Iribarren, Carlos
812. Onitilo AA, Onesti JK, Single RM, Engel JM, James TA, Aiello Bowles EJ, Feigelson HS, Barney T, McCahill LE
Utilization of neoadjuvant chemotherapy varies in the treatment of women with invasive breast cancer
Colorado 24376822
KP author(s): Feigelson, Heather S

813. Orbach SA, Bonifacio SL, Kuzniewicz MW, Glass HC
Lower Incidence of Seizure Among Neonates Treated With Therapeutic Hypothermia
J Child Neurol. 2013 Dec 11.
Northern California 24334344
KP author(s): Kuzniewicz, Michael W

814. Ost DE, Yeung SC, Tanoue LT, Gould MK
Clinical and Organizational Factors in the Initial Evaluation of Patients With Lung Cancer: Diagnosis and Management of Lung Cancer, 3rd ed: American College of Chest Physicians Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines
Chest. 2013 May;143(5 Suppl):e121S-41S.
Southern California 23649435
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

Natural history of skeletal-related events in patients with breast, lung, or prostate cancer and metastases to bone: a 15-year study in two large US health systems
Northwest 23884473
KP author(s): Glass, Andrew; Richert-Boe, Kathryn E; Dodge, Tracy L

Forecasting the Future of Stroke in the United States: A Policy Statement From the American Heart Association and American Stroke Association
Northern California 23697546
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Effects of transitioning from conventional methods to liquid-based methods on unsatisfactory Papanicolaou tests: Results from a multicenter US study
Northwest 23658145
KP author(s): Weinmann, Sheila; Williams, Andrew E
818. Page AE, Butler CA, Bozic KJ
Factors Driving Physician-Hospital Alignment in Orthopaedic Surgery
Southern California 23229427
KP author(s): Page, Alexandra Elizabeth

Clinical Assessment of Serious Adverse Events in Children Receiving 2009 H1N1 Vaccination
Northern California 23334340
KP author(s): Baxter, Roger; Klein, Nicola; Aukes, Laurie A

820. Palakodeti S, Hoda K, Munroe CA
Peri-Rectal Burkitt Lymphoma Presenting as an Uncommon Cause of Lower Gastrointestinal Bleeding
Northern California 24135467
KP author(s): Palakodeti, Sundeep

821. Palen TE
Personal health records and medical care use--reply
Colorado 23443433
KP author(s): Palen, Ted E

822. Palen TE, Bayliss EA, Steiner JF
Are patient portals one key to unlocking the door for engaging patients in their healthcare?
Colorado 24236549
KP author(s): Palen, Ted E; Bayliss, Elizabeth; Steiner, John F

823. Palinkas LA, Horwitz SM, Green CA, Wisdom JP, Duan N, Hoagwood K
Purposeful Sampling for Qualitative Data Collection and Analysis in Mixed Method Implementation Research
Northwest 24193818
KP author(s): Green, Carla A

824. Palta R, McClune A, Esrason K
Hodgkin's lymphoma coexisting with liver failure secondary to acute on chronic hepatitis B
Southern California 24303460
KP author(s): Palta, Renee; Esrason, Karl T

825. Pan J, He H, Feng L, Vinuela F, Wu Z, Zhan R
Angioarchitectural Characteristics Associated with Complications of Embolization in Supratentorial Brain Arteriovenous Malformation
Southern California 23886744
KP author(s): Feng, Lei T

826. Pan MG, Xiong Y, Chen F
NFAT Gene Family in Inflammation and Cancer
Northern California 22950383
KP author(s): Pan, Minggui

827. Pang D, Zovickian J, Wong ST, Hou YJ, Le HN
Parallel angulated frontal bone slat cuts for treatment of metopic synostosis and other frontal skull deformities: the 'cathedral dome procedure'
Childs Nerv Syst. 2013 Aug 1.
Northern California 23904041
KP author(s): Pang, Dachling; Zovickian, John; Wong, Sui-to; Hou, Yong Jin; Le, Hop N

828. Pang D, Zovickian J, Wong ST, Hou YJ, Moes GS
Limited dorsal myeloschisis: a not-so-rare form of primary neurulation defect
Childs Nerv Syst. 2013 Sep;29(9):1459-84.
Northern California 24013319
KP author(s): Pang, Dachling; Zovickian, John; Wong, Sui-to; Hou, Yong Jin; Moes, Greg S

829. Pang D, Zovickian J, Wong ST, Hou YJ, Moes GS
Surgical treatment of complex spinal cord lipomas
Childs Nerv Syst. 2013 Sep;29(9):1485-513.
Northern California 24013320
KP author(s): Pang, Dachling; Zovickian, John; Wong, Sui-to; Hou, Yong Jin; Moes, Greg S

830. Parboosing R, Bao Y, Shen L, Schaefer CA, Brown AS
Gestational Influenza and Bipolar Disorder in Adult Offspring
Northern California 23699867
KP author(s): Shen, Ling; Schaefer, Cathy

Urine Stability Studies for Novel Biomarkers of Acute Kidney Injury
Northern California 24200462
KP author(s): Hsu, Chi-yuan

A comparative effectiveness research study of the change in blood pressure during hemodialysis treatment and survival
Southern California 23783241
KP author(s): Sim, John J

833. Park MC
Biomechanical Validation of Rotator Cuff Repair Techniques and Considerations for a ‘Technical Efficiency Ratio’
Southern California 23707185
KP author(s): Park, Maxwell C

834. Park MC, Bui C, Park CJ, Oh JH, Lee TQ
Rotator cuff tendon repair morphology comparing 2 single-anchor repair techniques
Southern California 23809449
KP author(s): Park, Maxwell C

Biomechanical effects of a 2 suture-pass medial inter-implant mattress on transosseous-equivalent rotator cuff repair and considerations for a ‘technical efficiency ratio’
Southern California 24035567
KP author(s): Park, Maxwell C

APOL1 Risk Variants, Race, and Progression of Chronic Kidney Disease
Northern California 24206458
KP author(s): Hsu, Chi-yuan; Jensvold, Nancy

837. Patel PB, Vinson DR
Physician E-mail and Telephone Contact After Emergency Department Visit Improves Patient Satisfaction: A Crossover Trial
Northern California 23465304
KP author(s): Patel, Pankaj; Vinson, David R

Primary Care-Relevant Interventions for Tobacco Use Prevention and Cessation in Children and Adolescents: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Northwest 23229625
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Patnode, Carrie D; O'Connor, Elizabeth; Whitlock, Evelyn; Perdue, Leslie A; Soh, Clara; Hollis, Jack

Fine-Mapping the Genetic Association of the Major Histocompatibility Complex in Multiple Sclerosis: HLA and Non-HLA Effects
Northern California 24278027
KP author(s): Barcellos, Lisa F; Schaefer, Cathy

Fracture Risk in Older, Long-Term Survivors of Early-Stage Breast Cancer
Southern California 23647433
KP author(s): Haque, Reina

841. Paxton EW, Kiley ML, Love R, Barber TC, Funahashi TT, Inacio MC
Kaiser Permanente implant registries benefit patient safety, quality improvement, cost-effectiveness
Southern California; Northern California 23789161
KP author(s): Paxton, Liz; Kiley, Mary-Lou; Love, Rebecca M; Barber, Thomas C; Funahashi, Tadashi T; Inacio, Maria C

842. Payne DC, Baggs J, Zerr DM, Klein NP, Yih K, Glanz J, Curns AT, Weintraub E, Parashar UD
Protective Association Between Rotavirus Vaccination and Childhood Seizures in the Year Following Vaccination in US Children
Northern California; Colorado 24265355
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Glanz, Jason M

843. Pearl ML, van de Bunt F, Pearl M, Lightdale-Miric N, Rethlefsen S, Loiselle J
Assessing Shoulder Motion in Children: Age Limitations to Mallet and ABC Loops
Southern California 24136803
KP author(s): Pearl, Michael L; Pearl, Michaela

Geometry of the proximal humeral articular surface in young children: a study to define normal and analyze the dysplasia due to brachial plexus birth palsy
Southern California 23478467
KP author(s): Pearl, Michael L; Woolwine, Spencer; Burchette, Raoul J
Northwest 23519758
KP author(s): Fortmann, Stephen P

Northern California; Georgia; Northwest; Hawaii; Southern California; Colorado 24258527
KP author(s): Hunkeler, Enid; Owen-Smith, Ashli A; Lynch, Frances; Waitzfelder, Beth E; Coleman, Karen J; Beck, Arne

Northern California 23349197
KP author(s): Crabtree, John H

Northern California 24096338
KP author(s): Lesser, Rebecca

Northern California 24016508
KP author(s): Caan, Bette; Iribarren, Carlos; Risch, Neil

Northern California 23350859
KP author(s): Somkin, Carol
Does neighborhood walkability moderate the effects of intrapersonal characteristics on amount of walking in post-menopausal women?
Southern California 23416232
KP author(s): Nguyen, Huong Q

852. Peterson PN, Greiner MA, Qualls LG, Al-Khatib SM, Curtis JP, Fonarow GC, Hammill SC, Heidenreich PA, Hammill BG, Piccini JP, Hernandez AF, Curtis LH, Masoudi FA
QRS duration, bundle-branch block morphology, and outcomes among older patients with heart failure receiving cardiac resynchronization therapy
Colorado 23942680
KP author(s): Peterson, Pamela N; Masoudi, Frederick A

Association of single- vs dual-chamber ICDs with mortality, readmissions, and complications among patients receiving an ICD for primary prevention
Colorado; Northern California 23677314
KP author(s): Peterson, Pamela N; Varosy, Paul D; Go, Alan S; Magid, David J; Masoudi, Frederick A

Liver Transplantation in Highest Acuity Recipients: Identifying Factors to Avoid Futility
Southern California 24263317
KP author(s): Wu, Victor

Southern California 24041677
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

856. Pham MT, Brubaker K, Pruett K, Caughey AB
Risk of childhood obesity in the toddler offspring of mothers with gestational diabetes
Northern California; Southern California 23635733
KP author(s): Pham, Michelle T; Brubaker, Katherine; Pruett, Kimberly
Northern California 24019452
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

858. Pierce JP, Patterson RE, Senger CM, Flatt SW, Caan BJ, Natarajan L, Nechuta SJ, Poole EM, Shu XO, Chen WY
Lifetime Cigarette Smoking and Breast Cancer Prognosis in the After Breast Cancer Pooling Project
Northern California 24317179
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

Southern California 23771925
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

Serum biomarkers of polyfluoroalkyl compound exposure in young girls in Greater Cincinnati and the San Francisco Bay Area, USA
Environ Pollut. 2013 Oct 1;184C:327-334.
Northern California 24095703
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry

Germline loss-of-function mutations in LZTR1 predispose to an inherited disorder of multiple schwannomas
Northern California 24362817
KP author(s): Kobelka, Christine

Predicting Degree of Benefit From Adjuvant Trastuzumab in NSABP Trial B-31
Northern California: 24262440
KP author(s): Fehrenbacher, Lou

863. Poole EM, Shu X, Caan BJ, Flatt SW, Holmes MD, Lu W, Kwan ML, Nechuta SJ, Pierce JP, Chen WY
Postdiagnosis supplement use and breast cancer prognosis in the After Breast Cancer Pooling Project
Northern California: 23660948
KP author(s): Caan, Bette; Kwan, Marilyn L

864. Poon K, Vakulenko M, Young C, Gupta N
Runaway Pacemaker Protection --- or a Problem?
Heart Rhythm. 2013 Apr 23.
Southern California; Northern California: 23623801
KP author(s): Poon, Kimble; Vakulenko, Marta; Young, Charlie; Gupta, Nigel

Racial and ethnic differences in time to treatment for patients with localized prostate cancer
Southern California: 23374784
KP author(s): Porter, Kimberly R; Hsu, Jin-Wen Y; Chien, Gary W; Xiang, Anny H; Jung, Howard; Chao, Chun R; Jacobsen, Steven J

Effectiveness and Reach of the FLU-FIT Program in an Integrated Health Care System: A Multisite Randomized Trial
Northern California: 23597357
KP author(s): Ackerson, Lynn M; Gomez, Vicky; Levin, Theodore; Somkin, Carol

867. Pottorf BJ, Alfaro L, Hollis HW
A Clinician’s Guide to the Diagnosis and Management of Gallbladder Volvulus
Perm J. 2013 Spring;17(2):80-3.
Colorado: 23704849
KP author(s): Alfaro, Leonardo

868. Powell CB, Littell R, Hoodfar E, Sinclair F, Pressman A
Does the Diagnosis of Breast or Ovarian Cancer Trigger Referral to Genetic Counseling?
Northern California: 23354368
KP author(s): Pressman, Alice

Long term follow up of BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers with unsuspected neoplasia identified at risk reducing salpingo-oophorectomy
Northern California 23391663
KP author(s): Powell, Bethan

Predictive value of FRAX for fracture in obese older women
Northwest 22890977
KP author(s): Cauley, Jane A; Hillier, Teresa

871. Pretorius RG, Belinson JL, Peterson P, Azizi F, Lo A
Yield and Mode of Diagnosis of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia 3 or Cancer Among Women With Negative Cervical Cytology and Positive High-Risk Human Papillomavirus Test Results
J Low Genit Tract Dis. 2013 Apr 16.
Southern California 23595040
KP author(s): Pretorius, Robert G; Peterson, Patricia C; Azizi, Faramarz; Lo, Andrew

Initiation and continuation of randomized trials after the publication of a trial stopped early for benefit asking the same study question: STOPIT-3 study design
Northwest 24131702
KP author(s): Sun, Xin

873. Puopolo KM, Escobar GJ
Early-onset sepsis: a predictive model based on maternal risk factors
Northern California 23407183
KP author(s): Escobar, Gabriel

874. Putchakayala K, DiFronzo LA
Acute hemodilution is safe in patients with comorbid illness undergoing partial hepatectomy
Southern California 24160806
KP author(s): Putchakayala, Krishna G; DiFronzo, Andrew L

875. Puterman E, Haritatos J, Adler NE, Sidney S, Schwartz JE, Epel ES
Indirect effect of financial strain on daily cortisol output through daily negative to positive affect index in the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults Study
Northern California 23969421
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

876. Pyrzanowski J, Curtis CR, Crane LA, Barrow J, Beaty B, Kempe A, Daley MF
Adolescents' Perspectives on Vaccination Outside the Traditional Medical Home: A Survey of Urban Middle and High School Students
Colorado 23406720
KP author(s): Daley, Matthew F

877. Quinn KK, Cherry JD, Shah NR, Christie LJ
A 3-month-old Boy With Concomitant Respiratory Syncytial Virus Bronchiolitis and Infant Botulism
Northern California 23328826
KP author(s): Shah, Neeta R; Christie, Laura J

878. Rabin BA, Gaglio B, Sanders T, Nekhlyudov L, Dearing JW, Bull S, Glasgow RE, Marcus A
Predicting cancer prognosis using interactive online tools: A systematic review and implications for cancer care providers
Colorado; Mid-Atlantic 23956026
KP author(s): Rabin, Borsika A; Gaglio, Bridget; Sanders, Tristan J; Dearing, James W

Predictors of asthma control and lung function responsiveness to step 3 therapy in children with uncontrolled asthma
Southern California 24084071
KP author(s): Zeiger, Robert S

Chronic use of opioid medications before and after bariatric surgery
JAMA. 2013 Oct 2;310(13):1369-76.
Colorado; Northwest; Northern California 24084922
KP author(s): Raebel, Marsha A; Newcomer, Sophia R; Reifler, Liza M; Bayliss, Elizabeth; DeBar, Lynn; Ahmed, Ameena T; Fisher, David

Standardizing terminology and definitions of medication adherence and persistence in research employing electronic databases
Colorado; Northern California 23774515
KP author(s): Raebel, Marsha A; Schmittdiel, Julie A; Karter, Andy J; Steiner, John F
Initial Antihyperglycemic Drug Therapy Among 241 327 Adults With Newly Identified Diabetes From 2005 Through 2010: A Surveillance, Prevention, and Management of Diabetes Mellitus (SUPREME-DM) Study
Colorado; Northern California; Northwest; Southern California; Georgia 24259692
KP author(s): Raebel, Marsha A; Xu, Stan; Goodrich, Glenn K; Schroeder, Emily; Schmittdiel, Julie A; Nichols, Greg; Lawrence, Jean M; Butler, Melissa G; Steiner, John F

883. Rahm AK, Wrenn M, Carroll NM, Feigelson HS
Biobanking for research: a survey of patient population attitudes and understanding
Colorado 23605056
KP author(s): Rahm, Alanna Kulchak; Wrenn, Michelle G; Carroll, Nikki M; Feigelson, Heather S

Pravastatin and cardiovascular outcomes stratified by baseline eGFR in the lipid-lowering component of ALLHAT
Georgia 23816477
KP author(s): Barzilay, Joshua I

885. Raine-Bennett T
'Do ask, do provide' contraception for women in the u.s. Military
Northern California 23344269
KP author(s): Raine-Bennett, Tina

886. Raine-Bennett T
In reply
Northern California 23635760
KP author(s): Raine-Bennett, Tina

Use of web-based shared medical records among patients with HIV
Northern California; Mid-Atlantic 23725449
KP author(s): Silverberg, Michael J; Leyden, Wendy; Horberg, Michael


Sex-stratified Genome-wide Association Studies Including 270,000 Individuals Show Sexual Dimorphism in Genetic Loci for Anthropometric Traits

Northern California 23754948
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos

Northern California 23489650
KP author(s): Durston, William; Ballard, Dustin

Northern California 23277199
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Parker, Melissa; Moffet, Howard H; Warton, Margaret M
891. Ray GT, Suaya JA, Baxter R
Incidence, microbiology, and patient characteristics of skin and soft-tissue infections in a U.S. Population: a retrospective population-based study
Northern California 23721377
KP author(s): Ray, Tom; Baxter, Roger

892. Ray GT, Suaya JA, Baxter R
Microbiology of skin and soft tissue infections in the age of community-acquired methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
Northern California 23537783
KP author(s): Ray, Tom; Baxter, Roger

Mid-Atlantic; Northern California 23242158
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael; Silverberg, Michael J

894. Reddy KK
Vitamin d level and Basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and melanoma risk
Hawaii 23399821
KP author(s): Reddy, Kavita S

895. Reddy KK
Correction of original article requested, page 592: 'Because UV exposure remains a well-known skin carcinogen, oral vitamin D, or cholecalciferol, presents the safest and most reliable supplementation method.'
Hawaii 23639977
KP author(s): Reddy, Kavita S

Northern California 24026601
KP author(s): Reed, Mary E; Huang, Jie; Graetz, Ilana P; Neugebauer, Romain S; Fireman, Bruce; Jaffe, Marc; Ballard, Dustin
Menopausal Quality of Life: A RCT of Yoga, Exercise and Omega-3 Supplements
Northern California 24215858
KP author(s): Caan, Bette; Sternfeld, Barbara

Subclinical atherosclerotic calcification and cognitive functioning in middle-aged adults: The CARDIA study
Northern California 24125414
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Cardiovascular health through young adulthood and cognitive functioning in midlife
Northern California 23443990
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Heterozygous frameshift mutation in keratin 5 in a family with Galli-Galli disease
Hawaii 24372084
KP author(s): Reisenauer Amy K

901. Ren X, Apostolakos C, Vo TH, Shaw RE, Shields K, Banki NM, Zuckermann DW, Flint AC, Hongo RH, Goldschlager NF
Remote monitoring of implantable pacemakers: in-office setup significantly improves successful data transmission
Northern California 24105924
KP author(s): Ren, Xiushui M; Apostolakos, Chris; Shields, Korey; Banki, Nader M; Vo, Thuy Hong; Flint, Alexander C; Zuckerman, Douglas Walter

The bi-directional relationship between parent-child conflict and treatment outcome in treatment-resistant adolescent depression
Northwest 23582868
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

903. Retrum JH, Boggs J, Hersh A, Wright L, Main DS, Magid DJ, Allen LA
Patient-Identified Factors Related to Heart Failure Readmissions
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Colorado 23386663
KP author(s): Boggs, Jennifer M; Wright, Leslie A; Magid, David J

Primary non-adherence to bisphosphonates in an integrated healthcare setting
Osteoporos Int. 2013 Apr 18.
Southern California 23595561
KP author(s): Reynolds, Kristi L; Cheetham, Thomas C; Harrison, Teresa N; Vansomphone, Southida

Validation of the Kidney Disease Quality of Life Short Form 36 (KDQOL-36) US Spanish and English versions in a cohort of Hispanics with chronic kidney disease
Northern California 23530302
KP author(s): Go, Alan S; Ackerson, Lynn M

Neonatal Outcomes After Antenatal Influenza Immunization During the 2009 H1N1 Influenza Pandemic: Impact on Preterm Birth, Birth Weight, and Small for Gestational Age Birth
Georgia; Mid-Atlantic 23378281
KP author(s): Richards, Jennifer L; Hansen, Craig A; Bednarczyk, Robert A; Adjaye-Gbewonyo, Dzifa E; Gallagher, Mia A; Orenstein, Walter; Davis, Robert L; Omer, Saad; Bredfeldt, Christine E

Electronic health records based phenotyping in next-generation clinical trials: a perspective from the NIH Health Care Systems Collaboratory
J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2013 Aug 16.
Northwest 23956018
KP author(s): Bauck, Alan; Dickerson, John F; Laws, Reesa

Obesity and Late-Age Survival Without Major Disease or Disability in Older Women
Northern California 24217806
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H

909. Rioux JG, Ritenbaugh C
Narrative review of yoga intervention clinical trials including weight-related outcomes
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest 23709458
KP author(s): Ritenbaugh, Cheryl

910. Ritter AV, Bader JD, Leo MC, Preisser JS, Shugars DA, Vollmer WM, Amaechi BT, Holland JC
Tooth-surface-specific effects of xylitol: randomized trial results
Northwest 23589387
KP author(s): Leo, Michael C; Vollmer, William

911. Ritzwoller DP, Carroll N, Delate T, O'Keeffe-Rossetti M, Fishman PA, Loggers ET, Aiello Bowles EJ,
Elston-Lafata J, Hornbrook MC
Validation of Electronic Data on Chemotherapy and Hormone Therapy Use in HMOs
Colorado; Northwest 22531648
KP author(s): Ritzwoller, Debra; Carroll, Nikki M; Delate, Tom; O'Keeffe-Rossetti, Maureen;
Hornbrook, Mark C

912. Ritzwoller DP, Glasgow RE, Sukhanova AY, Bennett GG, Warner ET, Greaney ML, Askew S,
Goldman J, Emmons KM, Colditz GA, For the Be Fit Be Well Study Investigators
Economic Analyses of the Be Fit Be Well Program: A Weight Loss Program for Community Health
Centers
Colorado 23733374
KP author(s): Ritzwoller, Debra; Sukhanova, Anna

L, Sarwar S, Margolese RG, Farrar WB, Brufsky AM, Shibata HR, Bandos H, Paik S, Costantino JP,
Swain SM, Mamounas EP, Wolmark N
Lapatinib as a component of neoadjuvant therapy for HER2-positive operable breast cancer
(NSABP protocol B-41): an open-label, randomised phase 3 trial
Colorado; Northern California 24095300
KP author(s): Azar, Catherine Anne; Fehrenbacher, Lou

McCarberg B
Longitudinal Observation of Treatment Patterns and Outcomes for Patients with Fibromyalgia:
12-Month Findings from the REFLECTIONS Study
Southern California 23758985
KP author(s): McCarberg, Bill H

915. Roblin DW
Validation of a Neighborhood SES Index in a Managed Care Organization
Georgia 22437617
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W
916. Rohlman DS, Parish M, Elliot DL, Montgomery D, Hanson G
Characterizing the Needs of a Young Working Population: Making the Case for Total Worker Health in an Emerging Workforce
Northwest 24284751
KP author(s): Hanson, Ginger C

Geriatric Syndromes and Incident Disability in Older Women: Results from the Women's Health Initiative Observational Study
Northwest 23452034
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel

Purchaser preferences in strategies to improve depression treatment
Colorado
KP author(s): Xu, Stan

919. Roth R, Schatz M
Allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis presenting as chronic cough in an elderly woman without previously documented asthma
Southern California 23704852
KP author(s): Roth, Richard M; Schatz, Michael

Effect of Age on the Risk of Fever and Seizures Following Immunization With Measles-Containing Vaccines in Children
Northern California; Northwest; Southern California; Colorado 24126936
KP author(s): Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Fireman, Bruce; Lewis, Edwin M; Naleway, Allison; Jacobsen, Steven J; Hambidge, Simon; Baxter, Roger; Klein, Nicola

921. Russell M, Pauly MP, Moore CD, Chia C, Dorrell JM, Cunanan RJ, Witt G
The impact of lifetime drug use on hepatitis C treatment outcomes in insured members of an integrated health care plan
Northern California 24262649
KP author(s): Pauly, Marypat; Moore, Charlie; Chia, Constance; Dorrell, Jennifer M; Cunanan, Renee J; Witt, Gayle

Patient Preference and Contraindications in Measuring Quality of Care: What Do Administrative Data Miss?
Southern California    23752110
KP author(s): Ryoo, Joan J; Gould, Michael K

923. Sacks DA, Metzger BE
Classification of diabetes in pregnancy: time to reassess the alphabet
Southern California    23344285
KP author(s): Sacks, David A

Patterns of Comorbidity in Older Adults with Heart Failure: The Cardiovascular Research Network PRESERVE Study
Northern California; Colorado; Northwest    23311550
KP author(s): Go, Alan S; Magid, David J; Smith, David H

925. Sadaf A, Richards JL, Glanz J, Salmon DA, Omer SB
A systematic review of interventions for reducing parental vaccine refusal and vaccine hesitancy
Colorado; Georgia    23859839
KP author(s): Glanz, Jason M; Omer, Saad

926. Said M, Chiu V, Haigh PI
Hypothyroidism After Hemithyroidectomy
Southern California    23982782
KP author(s): Chiu, Vicki Y; Haigh, Philip I

927. Sako EY, Famenini S, Wu JJ
Bullous drug eruption in a patient with psoriasis after a test dose of methotrexate
Southern California    24124857
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

928. Sakoda LC, Jorgenson E, Witte JS
Turning of COGS moves forward findings for hormonally mediated cancers
Northern California    23535722
KP author(s): Sakoda, Lori C; Jorgenson, Eric

929. Saleem JJ, Flanagan ME, Russ AL, McMullen CK, Elli L, Russell SA, Bennett KJ, Matthias MS, Rehman SU, Schwartz MD, Frankel RM
You and me and the computer makes three: variations in exam room use of the electronic health record
J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2013 Sep 3.
Northwest 24001517
KP author(s): McMullen, Carmit

Closing the Gap: Increases in Life Expectancy among Treated HIV-Positive Individuals in the United States and Canada
Northern California 24367482
KP author(s): Silverberg, Michael J

931. Sanchez MA, Rabin BA, Gaglio B, Henton M, Elzarrad MK, Purcell P, Glasgow RE
A systematic review of eHealth cancer prevention and control interventions: new technology, same methods and designs?
Colorado; Mid-Atlantic 24294327
KP author(s): Rabin, Borsika A; Gaglio, Bridget; Henton, Michelle D; Glasgow, Russ

932. Sandoval M, Coleman P, Govani R, Siddiqui S, Todd KH
Pilot Study of Human Recombinant Hyaluronidase-Enhanced Subcutaneous Hydration and Opioid Administration for Sickle Cell Disease Acute Pain Episodes
Southern California 23527666
KP author(s): Govani, Rahim S

933. Sangoi AR, Cassarino DS
PAX-8 Expression in Primary and Metastatic Merkel Cell Carcinoma: An Immunohistochemical Analysis
Southern California 23612030
KP author(s): Cassarino, David S

Sex differences matter in the gut: effect on mucosal immune activation and inflammation
Northern California 23651648
KP author(s): Flamm, Jason A

Self-perceived physical health predicts cardiovascular disease incidence and death among postmenopausal women
Northern California 23672763
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H

Use of the Refill Function Through an Online Patient Portal is Associated With Improved Adherence to Statins in an Integrated Health System
Northern California; Program Offices 24374412
KP author(s): Parker, Melissa; Allen, Jill Y; Nguyen, Robert; Moffet, Howard H; Karter, Andy J

Racial Differences in Longitudinal Changes in Serum Prostate-specific Antigen Levels: The Olmsted County Study and the Flint Men's Health Study
Southern California 24139354
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J

Sasson C, Magid DJ, Haukoos JS
Neighborhood characteristics and bystander-initiated CPR
Colorado 23343070
KP author(s): Magid, David J

Satre DD, Delorenze GN, Quesenberry Jr CP, Tsai A, Weisner C
Factors Associated With Treatment Initiation for Psychiatric and Substance Use Disorders Among Persons With HIV
Psychiatr Serv. 2013 Apr 15.
Northern California 23584606
KP author(s): Satre, Derek; DeLorenze, Gerald N; Quesenberry, Charles P; Tsai, Ailin; Weisner, Constance

Schatz M, Hsu JW, Zeiger RS, Chen W, Dorenbam A, Chipps BE, Haselkorn T
Phenotypes determined by cluster analysis in severe or difficult-to-treat asthma
Southern California 24315502
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael; Hsu, Jin-Wen Y; Zeiger, Robert S; Chen, Wansu

Prevalence of subclinical atherosclerosis is increased in systemic sclerosis and is associated with serum proteins: a cross-sectional, controlled study of carotid ultrasound
Southern California 24357811
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Au, Karen M

Electronic dental record use and clinical information management patterns among practitioner-investigators in The Dental Practice-Based Research Network
Northwest 23283926
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

943. Schmidt MA, Gold R, Kurosky SK, Daley MF, Irving SA, Gee J, Naleway AL
Uptake, coverage, and completion of quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine in the vaccine safety datalink, July 2006-June 2011
Northwest; Colorado 24138765
KP author(s): Schmidt, Mark A; Gold, Rachel; Kurosky, Samantha K; Daley, Matthew F; Naleway, Allison

944. Schmittdiel JA, Adams SR, Segal J, Griffin MR, Roumie CL, Ohnsorg K, Grant RW, O'Connor PJ
Novel Use and Utility of Integrated Electronic Health Records to Assess Rates of Prediabetes Recognition and Treatment: Brief Report From an Integrated Electronic Health Records Pilot Study
Diabetes Care. 2013 Nov 22.
Northern California 24271190
KP author(s): Schmittdiel, Julie A; Adams, Sara R; Grant, Richard W

Health-Plan and Employer-Based Wellness Programs to Reduce Diabetes Risk: The Kaiser Permanente Northern California NEXT-D Study
Program Offices 23369768
KP author(s): Brown, Sue Ann; Neugebauer, Romain S; Adams, Alyce S; Wiley, Deanne

The Effect of a Communications Campaign on Middle School Students' Nutrition and Physical Activity: Results of the HEALTHY Study
Northwest 23409792
KP author(s): DeBar, Lynn

947. Schneider PA, Caps MT, Nelken N
Re-entry into the true lumen from the subintimal space
Hawaii 23642923
KP author(s): Schneider, Peter; Caps, Michael T; Nelken, Nicolas A

948. Schott ML, Pierog JE, Williams SR
Pitfalls in the Use of Ocular Ultrasound for Evaluation of Acute Vision Loss
Northern California 23522956
KP author(s): Schott, Meghan L

949. Schuberth JM, Babu NS, Richey JM, Christensen JC
Gutter impingement after total ankle arthroplasty
Northern California 23520289
KP author(s): Schuberth, Jack; Richey, Johanna M

Diabetes and change in bone mineral density at the hip, calcaneus, spine, and radius in older women
Northwest 23755040
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa

951. Schwartz HC
Does computer-aided surgical simulation improve efficiency in bimaxillary orthognathic surgery?
Southern California 24332585
KP author(s): Schwartz, Harry C

Risk factors for anal HPV infection and anal precancer in HIV-infected men who have sex with men
Northern California 23908478
KP author(s): Follansbee, Stephen; Borgonovo, Sylvia; Fetterman, Barbara; Tokugawa, Diane; Lorey, Thomas

Fibroblast Growth Factor-23 and Cardiovascular Events in CKD
Northern California 24158986
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

954. Sedlak T, Shufelt C, Iribarren C, Lyon LL, Bairey Merz CN
Oral Contraceptive Use and the ECG: Evidence of an Adverse QT Effect on Corrected QT Interval
Northern California 23879279
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos; Lyon, Liisa L
   Deep brain stimulation for the treatment of severe, medically refractory obsessive-compulsive
   disorder
   Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):47-51.
   Northern California 24361021
   KP author(s): Sedrak, Mark F; Wong, William; Wilson, Paul; Bruce, Diana; Bernstein, Ivan P;
   Khandhar, Suketu M; Pappas, Conrad; Heit, Gary; Sabelman, Eric

956. Seewald L, Hurley L, Crane LA, Dong F, Stokley S, Daley MF, Barrow J, Babbel C, Dickinson LM,
   Kempe A
   Things are not as bad as they seem: physicians’ ability to predict their clinical practice when a
   new vaccine becomes available
   Colorado 23968639
   KP author(s): Daley, Matthew F

957. Selby J
   Putting patients at the center. Interview by Marty Stempniak
   Northern California 23617117
   KP author(s): Selby, Joe V

   AB, Talbot TR
   Reducing blood culture contamination in the emergency department: an interrupted time series
   quality improvement study
   Northwest 23570482
   KP author(s): Arbogast, Patrick G

   A pilot study of the use of kaolin-impregnated gauze (Combat Gauze) for packing high-grade
   hepatic injuries in a hypothermic coagulopathic swine model
   Northern California 23541814
   KP author(s): Sena, Matthew J

960. Sharma SD, Fong CL, Tzung BS, Law M, Nayak KS
   Clinical Image Quality Assessment of Accelerated Magnetic Resonance Neuroimaging Using
   Compressed Sensing
   Invest Radiol. 2013 Mar 27.
   Southern California 23538890
   KP author(s): Fong, Caroline L

961. Sharpe E, Pettit J, Ellsbury DL
   A National Survey of Neonatal Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter (PICC) Practices
Northern California 23360860
KP author(s): Pettit, Janet

Informing the design of clinical decision support services for evaluation of children with minor blunt head trauma in the emergency department: A sociotechnical analysis
Northern California 23892207
KP author(s): Ballard, Dustin; Offerman, Steven R; Mark, Dustin G; Vinson, David R

The top patient safety strategies that can be encouraged for adoption now
Northern California 23460091
KP author(s): Adams, Alyce S

Associations among food groups, dietary patterns, and cardiorespiratory fitness in the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults study
Northern California 24088719
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

965. Shil AB, Greer JR, Marwaha A
Uric Acid for prediction of cardiovascular mortality in older adults
Southern California 24329848
KP author(s): Shil, Asit B; Greer, Jonathan R; Marwaha, Anupam

966. Shin HM, McKone TE, Nishioka MG, Fallin MD, Croen LA, Hertz-Picciotto I, Newschaffer CJ, Bennett DH
Determining Source Strength of Semivolatile Organic Compounds using Measured Concentrations in Indoor Dust
Indoor Air. 2013 Oct 1.
Northern California 24118221
KP author(s): Croen, Lisa A

967. Sidney S
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Coronary Heart Disease
Northern California 23810873
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

968. Siegel EO, Leo MC, Young HM, Castle NG
Nursing home administrator self-assessed preparedness
Northwest 23652940
KP author(s): Leo, Michael C

HIV Infection Status, Immunodeficiency, and the Incidence of Non-Melanoma Skin Cancer
Northern California 23291375
KP author(s): Silverberg, Michael J; Leyden, Wendy; Warton, Margaret M; Quesenberry, Charles P; Asgari, Maryam M

970. Silvestri GA, Gonzalez AV, Jantz MA, Margolis ML, Gould MK, Tanoue LT, Harris LJ, Detterbeck FC
Methods for Staging Non-small Cell Lung Cancer: Diagnosis and Management of Lung Cancer,
3rd ed: American College of Chest Physicians Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines
Chest. 2013 May;105(5 Suppl):e211S-50S.
Southern California 23649440
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

Characteristics of resistant hypertension in a large, ethnically diverse hypertension population of
an integrated health system
Southern California 24079679
KP author(s): Sim, John J; Bhandari, Simran K; Shi, Jiaxiao M; Liu, In-Lu Amy; McGlynn, Elizabeth A; Jacobsen, Steven J

Phosphorus and Risk of Renal Failure in Subjects with Normal Renal Function
Southern California 23375678
KP author(s): Sim, John J; Bhandari, Simran K; Smith, Ning; Chung, Joanie WL; Liu, In-Lu Amy; Jacobsen, Steven J

973. Simonds NI, Khoury MJ, Schully SD, Armstrong K, Cohn WF, Fenstermacher DA, Ginsburg GS,
Goddard KA, Knaus WA, Lyman GH, Ramsey SD, Xu J, Freedman AN
Comparative Effectiveness Research in Cancer Genomics and Precision Medicine: Current
Landscape and Future Prospects
Northwest 23661804
KP author(s): Goddard, Katrina AB

974. Sinaiko AD, Ross-Degnan D, Soumerai SB, Lieu T, Galbraith A
The experience of Massachusetts shows that consumers will need help in navigating insurance exchanges.

Health Aff (Millwood). 2013 Jan;32(1):78-86.
Northern California 23297274
KP author(s): Lieu, Tracy A

A New Risk Scheme to Predict Ischemic Stroke and Other Thromboembolism in Atrial Fibrillation: The ATRIA Study Stroke Risk Score  
Northern California; Southern California 23782923
KP author(s): Pomernacki, Niela; Udaltsova, Natalia; Reynolds, Kristi L; Go, Alan S

Predictors of coronal caries progression in adults: results from the Prevention of Adult Caries Study  
Northwest 23834229
KP author(s): Vollmer, William; Laws, Reesa; Snyder, John J

977. Singhal NS, Hills NK, Sidney S, Fullerton HJ  
Role of trauma and infection in childhood hemorrhagic stroke due to vascular lesions  
Northern California 23825175
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Southern California 24202240
KP author(s): Polikoff, Jonathan A

979. Skold A, Lesandrini J, Gorbatkin S  
Ethics and Health Policy of Dialyzing a Patient in a Persistent Vegetative State  
Georgia 24115197
KP author(s): Skold, Anna

Chronic Kidney Disease and Outcomes in Heart Failure With Preserved Versus Reduced Ejection Fraction: The Cardiovascular Research Network PRESERVE Study  
Northwest; Northern California; Colorado 23685625
981. Smith DK, Dearing JW, Sanchez T, Goldschmidt RH
Introducing wicked issues for HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis implementation in the U.S
Colorado 23253763
KP author(s): Dearing, James W

Recommendations for a national agenda to substantially reduce cervical cancer risk
Northern California 23828553
KP author(s): Kinney, Walter

Tuberculosis control in a socially vulnerable area: a community intervention beyond DOT in a Brazilian favela
Northwest 24200272
KP author(s): Vollmer, William

The DIAMOND initiative: implementing collaborative care for depression in 75 primary care clinics
Colorado 24238225
KP author(s): Beck, Arne

Cardiovascular Risk in Rheumatoid Arthritis: Comparing TNF-alpha Blockade with Nonbiologic DMARDs
Northern California 23885678
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa; Liu, Liyan

Heart failure risk among patients with rheumatoid arthritis starting a TNF antagonist
Northern California 23155221
KP author(s): Liu, Liyan
987. Soltani AM, Francis CS, Kane JT, Kazimiroff PB, Edgerton BW
Neural Sheath Tumors of the Brachial Plexus: A Multidisciplinary Team-Based Approach
Southern California  23392262
KP author(s): Kazimiroff, Paul; Edgerton, Brad

Effect of Medical Oncologists’ Attitudes on Accrual to Clinical Trials in a Community Setting
Northern California  24151327
KP author(s): Somkin, Carol; Ackerson, Lynn M; Husson, Gail; Gomez, Vicky; Kolevska, Tatjana; Goldstein, Desiree; Fehrenbacher, Lou

989. Sommers R, Goold SD, McGlynn EA, Pearson SD, Danis M
Focus groups highlight that many patients object to clinicians’ focusing on costs
Southern California  23381527
KP author(s): McGlynn, Elizabeth A

990. Soper MS, Thompson LD, Iganej S
Definitive treatment of androgen receptor-positive salivary duct carcinoma with androgen deprivation therapy and external beam radiotherapy
Head Neck. 2013 May 29.
Southern California  23720164
KP author(s): Soper, Margaret S; Thompson, Lester DR; Iganej, Shahrokh

991. Spence MM, Shin PJ, Lee EA, Gibbs NE
Risk of injury associated with skeletal muscle relaxant use in older adults
Southern California  23821610
KP author(s): Spence, Michele M; Lee, Eric R; Gibbs, Nancy E

992. Spencer C, Fatemi S
Thyroglobulin antibody (TgAb) methods - Strengths, pitfalls and clinical utility for monitoring TgAb-positive patients with differentiated thyroid cancer
Southern California  24094640
KP author(s): Fatemi, Shireen

Consistency of Influenza A Virus Detection Test Results across Respiratory Specimen Collection Methods Using Real-Time Reverse Transcription-PCR
Northwest  24108606
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Henkle, Emily M
994. Spetz J, Brown DS, Aydin C, Donaldson N
The Value of Reducing Hospital-Acquired Pressure Ulcer Prevalence: An Illustrative Analysis
Northern California 23528690
KP author(s): Brown, Diane

Risk of Large-for-Gestational-Age Newborns in Women With Gestational Diabetes by Race and Ethnicity and Body Mass Index Categories
Northern California 23812460
KP author(s): Sridhar, Sneha; Ferrara, Assiamira; Ehrlich, Samantha; Brown, Susan D; Hedderson, Monique M

996. Stanford RH, Shah MB, D'Souza AO, Schatz M
Predicting asthma outcomes in commercially insured and medicaid populations?
Southern California 23379745
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

Use and Associated Risks of Concomitant Aspirin Therapy with Oral Anticoagulation in Patients with Atrial Fibrillation: Insights from the ORBIT-AF Registry
Northern California 23861512
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

Efficacy of exercise for menopausal symptoms: a randomized controlled trial
Northern California 23899828
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara; Caan, Bette

Design and methods of a multi-site, multi-behavioral treatment trial for menopausal symptoms: The MsFLASH experience
Northern California 23462342
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

1000. Stevanovic M, Sharpe F
Soft-tissue coverage of the elbow
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Southern California 23985651
KP author(s): Sharpe, Frances E

1001. Stevenson C, Tasto JP
RE: The Affordable Care Act: Politics Over Policy
Southern California 24078950
KP author(s): Stevenson, Craig

1002. Stiefel M, Nolan K
Measuring the triple aim: a call for action
Northern California 23941047
KP author(s): Stiefel, Matt

1003. Stiles LE
Comment on: Halitosis in obese patients and those undergoing bariatric surgery
Colorado 22266278
KP author(s): Stiles, Sasha LE

1004. Stilp E, Baird C, Gray WA, Schneider PA, Simonton CA, Verta P, Mena-Hurtado CI
An evidence-based review of the impact of periprocedural myocardial infarction in carotid revascularization
Hawaii 23765902
KP author(s): Schneider, Peter

1005. Stoddard PJ, Laraia BA, Warton EM, Moffet HH, Adler NE, Schillinger D, Karter AJ
Neighborhood Deprivation and Change in BMI Among Adults With Type 2 Diabetes: The Diabetes Study of Northern California (DISTANCE)
Northern California 23275367
KP author(s): Warton, Margaret M; Karter, Andy J; Moffet, Howard H

Graft-Versus-Host Disease and Graft-Versus-Tumor Effects After Allogeneic Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation
Southern California 23478054
KP author(s): Sahebi, Firoozeh

1007. Stotts NA, Brown DS, Donaldson NE, Aydin C, Fridman M
Eliminating Hospital-Acquired Pressure Ulcers: Within Our Reach
Northern California 23263395
KP author(s): Brown, Diane

1008. Suba EJ, Gonzalez-Mena LE, Van Thai NE, Raab SS
RE: Population-Level Impact of the Bivalent, Quadrivalent, and Candidate Nonavalent Human Papillomavirus Vaccines: A Comparative Model-Based Analysis
Northern California 23503601
KP author(s): Suba, Eric

1009. Suba EJ, Raab SS
Response
Northern California 23907340
KP author(s): Suba, Eric

1010. Suh-Burgmann E, Hung YY, Mura J
Abnormal vaginal bleeding after epidural steroid injection: a paired observation cohort study
Northern California 23816843
KP author(s): Suh-Burgmann, Betty; Hung, Yun-Yi; Mura, James L

Surviving Colorectal Cancer: Long-term, Persistent Ostomy-Specific Concerns and Adaptations
Northwest; Northern California 23222968
KP author(s): McMullen, Carmit; Altschuler, Andrea; Hornbrook, Mark C; Herrinton, Lisa

Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia Grade 3 and Adenocarcinoma in situ: Comparison of ICD-9 Codes and Pathology Results - Kaiser Permanente, United States, 2000-2005
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2013 Apr 5.
Northwest; Northern California 23563889
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Weinmann, Sheila; Klein, Nicola; Baxter, Roger

1013. Sutijono D, Declerck M
Point-of-Care Ultrasound Diagnosis of A Post-Cholecystectomy Abscess
Northern California 23485267
KP author(s): Sutijono, Darrell; DeClerck, Matthieu P

Greater weight loss with increasing age in the weight loss maintenance trial
KP author(s): Fehrenbacher, Lou; Polikoff, Jonathan A; Azar, Catherine Anne

KP author(s): Yoon, Hyo-Chun

KP author(s): Shen, Ling; Schaefer, Cathy

KP author(s): Tam, Michael S; Abbas, Maher A

KP author(s): Tam, Michael S; Abbass, Mohammad Ali; Tsay, Anna T; Abbas, Maher A

KP author(s): Tam, Michael S; Shaul, Donald B; Sydorak, Roman M

Targeted versus tailored multimedia patient engagement to enhance depression recognition and treatment in primary care: randomized controlled trial protocol for the AMEP2 study
BMC Health Serv Res. 2013 Apr 17;13:141.
Northern California 23594572
KP author(s): Kelly-Reif, Steven

Waning immunity to pertussis following 5 doses of DTaP
Southern California 23478868
KP author(s): Tartoff, Sara Yee

Multiple Determinants of the Abortion Care Experience: From the Patient's Perspective
Northern California 23585554
KP author(s): Postlethwaite, Debbie A; Calhoun, Amanda

Booster Breaks in the workplace: participants' perspectives on health-promoting work breaks
Southern California 23466367
KP author(s): Yancey, Antronette K

Wheezing in Children with Pertussis Associated with Delayed Pertussis Diagnosis
Southern California 24168977
KP author(s): Taylor, Zackary W; Ackerson, Bradley K; Bronstein, Michael; Lewis, Kaeryn; Steinberg, Evan A; Stone, Margaret M; Viraraghavan, Roopa; Wong, Victor K; Salzman, Mark B

1026. Terrault NA, Dodge JL, Murphy EL, Tavis JE, Kiss A, Levin TR, Gish RG, Busch MP, Reingold AL, Alter MJ
Sexual transmission of HCV among monogamous heterosexual couples: The HCV partners study
Northern California 23175457
KP author(s): Levin, Theodore

Socioeconomic Status and Childhood Asthma in Urban Minority Youths: The GALA II & SAGE II Studies
Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2013 Sep 19.
Northern California    24050698  
KP author(s): Buenaventura, Emerita  

1028.  Tham SW, Holley AL, Zhou C, Clarke GN, Palermo TM  
Longitudinal Course and Risk Factors for Fatigue in Adolescents: The Mediating Role of Sleep Disturbances  
Northwest    23860262  
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg  

Do Patient-perceived Pros and Cons of Opioids Predict Sustained Higher-Dose Use?  
Northern California    23535150  
KP author(s): Campbell, Cynthia I; Weisner, Constance  

Extracting data from electronic medical records: validation of a natural language processing program to assess prostate biopsy results  
Southern California    23417341  
KP author(s): Thomas, Anil A  

1031.  Thompson LD  
Endolymphatic sac tumor  
Ear Nose Throat J. 2013 Apr-May;92(4-5):184-8.  
Southern California    23599098  
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR  

1032.  Thompson LD  
Osteosarcoma  
Southern California    23904301  
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR  

1033.  Thompson LD  
Larynx: Nodules and polyps  
Ear Nose Throat J. 2013 Sep;92(9):426-8.  
Southern California    24057901  
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR  

1034.  Thompson LD  
Undifferentiated thyroid carcinoma  
Southern California    24170460  
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal Details</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Southern California</td>
<td>23354886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>types</td>
<td>Southern California 23532645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma: A</td>
<td>Southern California 24037641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clinicopathologic and Immunophenotypic</td>
<td>KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR; Ho, Ngoc J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Study of 86 Cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Odouli R, Henninger ML, Kauffman TL, Avalos LA, Ball S, Williams JL, Irving SA, Shay DK, Naleway AL, for The Pregnancy and Influenza Project Workgroup</td>
<td>influenza vaccine for preventing</td>
<td>Northern California; Northwest 24280090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>influenza virus illness among</td>
<td>KP author(s): Li, De-Kun; Ferber, Jeannette R; Odouli, Roxana; Henninger, Michael L; Kauffman, Tia N; Avalos, Lyndsay A; Irving, Stephanie A; Naleway, Allison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pregnant women: a population-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>case-control study during the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2010-2011 and 2011-2012 influenza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>seasons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>influenza vaccination requirement</td>
<td>Northern California 23845807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>versus traditional vaccine promotion</td>
<td>KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Henkle, Emily M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>strategies on unvaccinated healthcare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wintertime Febrile Acute Respiratory</td>
<td>Northwest 23795705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Illness Among Women Healthcare</td>
<td>KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Henkle, Emily M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1041. Tian W, Ding W, Kim S, Xu X, Pan M, Chen S
Efficacy and safety profile of combining agents against epidermal growth factor receptor or
vascular endothelium growth factor receptor with gemcitabine-based chemotherapy in patients
with advanced pancreatic cancer: A meta-analysis
Northern California 23890141
KP author(s): Pan, Minggui

Efficacy and safety profile of combining vandetanib with chemotherapy in patients with
advanced non-small cell lung cancer: a meta-analysis
Northern California 23861835
KP author(s): Pan, Minggui

1043. Timbie JW, Hussey PS, Adams JL, Ruder TW, Mehrotra A
Impact of socioeconomic adjustment on physicians' relative cost of care
Med Care. 2013 May;51(5):454-60.
Northern California 23552439
KP author(s): Adams, John L

A postlicensure evaluation of the safety of Ann Arbor strain live attenuated influenza vaccine in
children 24-59 months of age
Vaccine. 2013 Feb 6.
Northern California 23395734
KP author(s): Eaton, Abigail; Hansen, John; Aukes, Laurie A; Lewis, Edwin M; Baxter, Roger

DP, Maguire GP, Musk AW, Walters EH, Wood-Baker R, Hunter ML, Graham BJ, Southwell PJ,
Vollmer WM, Buist AS, Marks GB
Respiratory symptoms and illness in older Australians: the Burden of Obstructive Lung Disease
(BOLD) study
Northwest 23418694
KP author(s): Vollmer, William

Rapid assessment of cardiovascular risk among users of smoking cessation drugs within the US
Food and Drug Administration's Mini-Sentinel program
Colorado; Georgia; Hawaii; Mid-Atlantic; Northern California; Northwest; Southern California
23529063
KP author(s): Raebel, Marsha A; Nyirenda, Carsie A; Butler, Melissa G; Cromwell, Lee; Nakasato,
Cynthia; Parker, John V; Schmidt, Mark M; Bredfeldt, Christine E; Song, Veronica R; Herrinton,
Lisa; Smith, David H; Bachman, Don
1047. Toh S, Gagne JJ, Rassen JA, Fireman BH, Kulldorff M, Brown JS
Confounding adjustment in comparative effectiveness research conducted within distributed research networks
Northern California 23752258
KP author(s): Fireman, Bruce

Southern California; Georgia; Northern California; Colorado; Northwest 23389622
KP author(s): Cheetham, Thomas C; Davis, Robert L; Li, De-Kun; Avalos, Lyndsay A; Raebel, Marsha A; Smith, David H; Lawrence, Jean M

Multivariable confounding adjustment in distributed data networks without sharing of patient-level data
Northern California 23878013
KP author(s): Fireman, Bruce

1050. Tom JO, Chen C, Zhou YY
Personal Health Record Use and Association with Immunizations and Well-Child Care Visits Recommendations
Hawaii; Northwest 24120019
KP author(s): Tom, Jeffrey O; Chen, Chuhe; Zhou, Yvonne Y

1051. Tom JO, Mangione-Smith R, Grossman DC, Solomon C, Tseng C-W
Well-child care visits and risk of ambulatory care-sensitive hospitalizations
Hawaii
KP author(s): Tom, Jeffrey O

Context matters: the experience of 14 research teams in systematically reporting contextual factors important for practice change
Northwest 23690380
KP author(s): McMullen, Carmit
1053. Trail-Mahan T, Mao CL, Bawel-Brinkley K
Complementary and alternative medicine: nurses' attitudes and knowledge
Northwest 24315251
KP author(s): Goddard, Katrina AB

1054. Tran HN, Li Y, Siu S, Baer D, Friedman GD, Udaltsova N, Klatsky AL
Predictors of lung cancer: noteworthy cell type differences
Northern California 23704839
KP author(s): Tran, H Nicole; Li, Yan; Siu, Stanton; Baer, David; Friedman, Gary; Udaltsova, Natalia; Klatsky, Arthur

1055. Tsai HT, Penson DF, Makambi KH, Lynch JH, Van Den Eeden SK, Potosky AL
Efficacy of Intermittent Androgen Deprivation Therapy vs Conventional Continuous Androgen Deprivation Therapy for Advanced Prostate Cancer: A Meta-analysis
Northern California 23896094
KP author(s): Van Den Eeden, Stephen

1056. Tsai J, Shaul DB, Sydorak RM, Lau ST, Akmal Y, Rodriguez K
Ingestion of magnetic toys: report of serious complications requiring surgical intervention and a proposed management algorithm
Perm J. 2013 Winter;17(1):11-4.
Southern California 23596362
KP author(s): Tsai, Jerry Y; Shaul, Donald B; Sydorak, Roman M; Lau, Stanley T; Akmal, Yasir; Rodriguez, Karen A

A genome-wide survey of transgenerational genetic effects in autism
Northern California 24204716
KP author(s): Croen, Lisa A; DeLorenze, Gerald N; Yoshida, Cathleen K; Zerbo, Ousseny

1058. Tsao SW, Fong DS
Do Statins Have a Role in the Prevention of Age-Related Macular Degeneration?
Southern California 23423861
KP author(s): Tsao, Sean Wade; Fong, Donald S

1059. Tschann JM, Gregorich SE, Penilla C, Pasch LA, de Groat CL, Flores E, Deardorff J, Greenspan LC, Butte NF
Parental feeding practices in Mexican American families: initial test of an expanded measure
Northern California 23324120
KP author(s): Greenspan, Louise C
Statin Exposure is Associated with Decreased Asthma-Related Emergency Department Visits and Oral Corticosteroid Use
Georgia; Northwest; Northern California 24093599
KP author(s): Butler, Melissa G; Vollmer, William; Lieu, Tracy A

Postlicensure surveillance for pre-specified adverse events following the 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine in children Vaccine. 2013 Apr 8.
Southern California; Northern California; Colorado; Northwest 23579258
KP author(s): Tseng, Hung-Fu; Sy, Lina S; Liu, In-Lu Amy; Qian, Lei; Marcy, S. Michael; Baxter, Roger; Glanz, Jason M; Naleway, Allison; Jacobsen, Steven J

1062. Tuso P
Southern California 23596376
KP author(s): Tuso, Phillip J

1063. Tuso P
Choosing wisely and beyond: shared decision making and chronic kidney disease Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):75-8.
Southern California 24361024
KP author(s): Tuso, Phillip J

The readmission reduction program of kaiser permanente southern california-knowledge transfer and performance improvement Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):58-63.
Southern California; Program Offices; Northern California 24355891
KP author(s): Tuso, Phillip J; Huynh, Dan Ngoc; Garofalo, Lynn M; Lindsay, Gail Frances; Watson, Heather L; Lenaburg, Douglas; Lau, Helen; Florence, Brandy I; Jones, Jason P; Harvey, Patti A; Kanter, Michael H

1065. Tuso PJ, Ismail MH, Ha BP, Bartolotto C
Southern California 23704846
KP author(s): Tuso, Phillip J; Ismail, Mike; Ha, Benjamin P; Bartolotto, Carole A
Impact of 5-year weight change on blood pressure: results from the weight loss maintenance trial
Northwest 23815533
KP author(s): Vollmer, William; Hollis, Jack; Stevens, Victor J

Issues in biomedical research: what do hispanics think?
Northwest 22943104
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

1068. Van Den Eeden SK, Ferrara A, Shan J, Jacobsen SJ, Quinn VP, Haque R, Quesenberry CP
Impact of type 2 diabetes on lower urinary tract symptoms in men: a cohort study
Northern California; Southern California 23421436
KP author(s): Van Den Eeden, Stephen; Ferrara, Assiamira; Shan, Jun; Jacobsen, Steven J; Quinn, Virginia P; Haque, Reina; Quesenberry, Charles P

1069. Van Le M, Swap C
Image diagnosis: a 16 year old with chest pain after blunt trauma
Perm J. 2013 Fall;17(4):e147-8.
Southern California 24361031
KP author(s): Le, Minh; Swap, Clifford J

1070. Van Pelt RE, Gozansky WS, Kohrt WM
A novel index of whole body antilipolytic insulin action
Colorado 23505199
KP author(s): Gozansky, Wendolyn S

1071. van Santen KL, Bednarczyk RA, Adjaye-Gbewonyo D, Orenstein WA, Davis R, Omer SB
Effectiveness of Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine in Infants by Maternal Influenza Vaccination Status
Georgia 23856786
KP author(s): van Santen, Katharina L; Bednarczyk, Robert A; Adjaye-Gbewonyo, Dzifa E; Orenstein, Walter; Davis, Robert L; Omer, Saad

Asthma and physical activity in multiracial girls from three US sites
Northern California 24192016
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry
Prototypical Recombinant Multi-Protease Inhibitor Resistant Infectious Molecular Clones of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type-1
Northern California 23796938
KP author(s): Fessel, Jeffrey

1074. Vassy JL, Donelan K, Hivert MF, Green RC, Grant RW
Genetic susceptibility testing for chronic disease and intention for behavior change in healthy young adults
Northern California 23435806
KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

The fluctuation of nocturia among men with lower urinary tract symptoms allocated to placebo during a 12 month randomized controlled trial
Georgia 24333108
KP author(s): Howard, Marion

Housing Instability and Incident Hypertension in the CARDIA Cohort
Northern California 22752301
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Racial Disparities in Posttraumatic Stress After Diagnosis of Localized Breast Cancer: The BQUAL Study
Northern California 23434900
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry; Kroenke, Candyce H

1078. Vinson DR, Hoehn CL
Sedation-assisted Orthopedic Reduction in Emergency Medicine: The Safety and Success of a One Physician/One Nurse Model
Northern California 23447756
KP author(s): Vinson, David R
Programmatic Design for Teaching the Introductory Skills and Concepts of Lumbar Spine Procedures to Physiatry Residents: A Prospective Multiyear Study
Northern California 23051759
KP author(s): Rittenberg, Joshua D

1080. Vohra S, Taylor R, Aronowitz P
The tell-tale heart: Aspergillus fumigatus endocarditis in an immunocompetent patient
Northern California 23466974
KP author(s): Vohra, Sheba

1081. Von Ah D, Storey S, Jansen CE, Allen DH
Coping strategies and interventions for cognitive changes in patients with cancer
Northern California 24183160
KP author(s): Jansen, Catherine

The economic burden of progressive chronic kidney disease among patients with type 2 diabetes
Georgia; Northwest 24211091
KP author(s): Vupputuri, Suma; Kimes, Terry; Nichols, Greg

1083. Wade RL, Chaudhari P, Natoli JL, Taylor RJ, Nathanson BH, Horn D
Comparison of Adverse Events and Hospital Length of Stay Associated With Various Amphotericin B Formulations: Sequential Conventional Amphotericin B/Lipid Versus Lipid-Only Therapy For the Treatment of Invasive Fungal Infections in Hospitalized Patients
Southern California 23946621
KP author(s): Natoli, Jaime L

Branched chain and aromatic amino acids change acutely following two medical therapies for type 2 diabetes mellitus
Metabolism. 2013 Aug 15.
Northern California 23953891
KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

A tool for assessing the feasibility of comparative effectiveness research
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest
KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C

1086. Walker KO, Labat A, Choi J, Schmittdiel J, Stewart AL, Grumbach K
Patient perceptions of integrated care: confused by the term, clear on the concept
Northern California 23687476
KP author(s): Schmittdiel, Julie A

1087. Wallner LP, Frencher SK, Hsu JW, Chao CR, Nichol MB, Loo RK, Jacobsen SJ
Changes in serum prostate-specific antigen levels and the identification of prostate cancer in a
large managed care population
Southern California 23320750
KP author(s): Wallner, Lauren P; Hsu, Jin-Wen Y; Chao, Chun R; Loo, Ronald K; Jacobsen, Steven J

1088. Wallner LP, Hollingsworth JM, Dunn RL, Kim C, Herman WH, Sarma AV, Urologic Diseases of
America Project
Hyperglycemia, Hyperinsulinemia, Insulin Resistance, and the Risk of BPH/LUTS Severity and
Progression Over Time in Community Dwelling Black Men: The Flint Men's Health Study
Southern California 23915515
KP author(s): Wallner, Lauren P

1089. Wallner LP, Jacobsen SJ
Prostate-specific antigen and prostate cancer mortality: a systematic review
Southern California 23953359
KP author(s): Wallner, Lauren P; Jacobsen, Steven J

Androgen deprivation therapy for treatment of localized prostate cancer and risk of second
primary malignancies
Southern California 23292083
KP author(s): Wallner, Lauren P; Wang, Renyi; Jacobsen, Steven J; Haque, Reina

1091. Walsh KE, Mazor KM, Roblin D, Biggins C, Wagner JL, Houlahan K, Li JW, Keuker C, Wasilewski-
Masker K, Donovan J, Kanaan A, Weingart SN
Multisite parent-centered risk assessment to reduce pediatric oral chemotherapy errors
Georgia 23633976
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W

1092. Walsh KE, Roblin DW, Weingart SN, Houlahan KE, Degar B, Billett A, Keuker C, Biggins C, Li J,
Wasilewski K, Mazor KM
Medication errors in the home: a multisite study of children with cancer
Georgia 23629608
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W

1093. Walton DL, Gunderson EP, Go AS
Peripartum cardiomyopathy: population-based birth prevalence and 7-year mortality
Northern California 23635700
KP author(s): Walton, David; Gunderson, Erica; Go, Alan S

Team-based learning exercise efficiently teaches brief intervention skills to medicine residents
Northern California 24159904
KP author(s): Satre, Derek

The risk of maternal and placental complications in pregnant women with asthma: a systematic
review and meta-analysis
Southern California 24111742
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

Impact of Pressure Ulcers on Outcomes in Inpatient Rehabilitation Facilities
Northern California 24088778
KP author(s): Wang, Hua; Camicia, Michelle; Appelman, Jed

1097. Wang JY, Abbas MA
Current management of fecal incontinence
Perm J. 2013 Summer;17(3):65-73.
Northern California 24355892
KP author(s): Wang, Jennifer Y; Abbas, Maher A

1098. Wang SL, Lloyd AJ
Clinical review: Inferior vena cava filters in the age of patient-centered outcomes
Northern California 24099038
KP author(s): Wang, Stephen L

Dunne WM, Hoppe-Bauer J, Johnson M, Brecher SM, Newton DW, Walk ST
Clostridium difficile ribotype diversity at six healthcare institutions in the United States
Northwest 23554188
2013 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Sharp, Susan E

1100. Wei NJ, Wexler DJ, Nathan DM, Grant RW
Intensification of diabetes medication and risk for 30-day readmission
Northern California 23126686
KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

1101. Wei WQ, Feng Q, Jiang L, Waitara MS, Iwuchukwu OF, Roden DM, Jiang M, Xu H, Krauss RM,
Rotter JJ, Nickerson DA, Davis RL, Berg RL, Peissig PL, McCarty CA, Wilke RA, Denny JC
Characterization of Statin Dose-response within Electronic Medical Records
Georgia 24096969
KP author(s): Davis, Robert L

Incidence and Clinical Characteristics of Herpes Zoster Among Children in the Varicella Vaccine Era, 2005-2009
Northwest 23922376
KP author(s): Weinmann, Sheila

DL, Kallakury BV, Alumkal JJ
Immunohistochemical Expression of ERG in the Molecular Epidemiology of Fatal Prostate Cancer Study
Northwest 23661613
KP author(s): Weinmann, Sheila; Van Den Eeden, Stephen; Haque, Reina; Chen, Chuhe; Richert-
Boe, Kathryn E

1104. Wellons MF, Bates GW, Schreiner PJ, Siscovick DS, Sternfeld B, Lewis CE
Antral follicle count predicts natural menopause in a population-based sample: the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults Women's Study
Menopause. 2013 Feb 15.
Northern California 23422869
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

1105. Wells AF, Arnold LM, Curtis CE, Dunegan LJ, Lapp CW, McCarberg BH, Clair A
Integrating health information technology and electronic health records into the management of fibromyalgia
Southern California 23933895
KP author(s): McCarberg, Bill H

1106. Wheatley B
Transforming Care Delivery through Health Information Technology
Program Offices  23596377
KP author(s): Wheatley, Benjamin P

Northern California  24136113
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Southern California  23760141
KP author(s): White, Gary M; Zhou, Hui; Burchette, Raoul J

Northern California  23732732
KP author(s): Whitmer, Rachel; Kushi, Larry

Northern California  23403251
KP author(s): Kuzniewicz, Michael W

Southern California  22814873
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

Southern California  23525679
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

Comprehensive Assessment of Serious Adverse Events Following Immunization by Health Care Providers
Northern California 23452584
KP author(s): Baxter, Roger; Klein, Nicola

115. Wilson JJ, Schwartz HC, Tehrany GM
Brown Tumor of the Posterior Maxilla as Initial Manifestation of Primary Hyperparathyroidism: Case Report
Southern California 23385162
KP author(s): Schwartz, Harry C; Tehrany, Gabriella M

116. Windham GC, Sumner A, Li SX, Anderson M, Katz E, Croen LA, Grether JK
Use of Birth Certificates to Examine Maternal Occupational Exposures and Autism Spectrum Disorders in Offspring
Northern California 23361991
KP author(s): Li, Sherian Xu; Croen, Lisa A

117. Wing DA, Fassett MJ, Getahun D
Acute pyelonephritis in pregnancy: an 18-year retrospective analysis
Southern California 24100227
KP author(s): Fassett, Michael J; Getahun, Darios T

118. Wingate S
Commentary on: A Controlled Trial of a Nurse Follow-up Dietary Intervention on Maintaining a Heart-Healthy Dietary Pattern Among Patients After Myocardial Infarction
Mid-Atlantic 22469591
KP author(s): Wingate, Suzanne

119. Wingo BC, Desmond RA, Brantley P, Appel L, Svetkey L, Stevens VJ, Ard JD
Self-efficacy as a Predictor of Weight Change and Behavior Change in the PREMIER Trial
Northwest 23433966
KP author(s): Stevens, Victor J

120. Winship B, Grisell M, Yang CB, Chen RX, Bauer AS
The Quality of Pediatric Orthopaedic Information on the Internet
Northwest 24276228
KP author(s): Yang, Carolyn B

Association between the initiation of anti-tumor necrosis factor therapy and the risk of herpes zoster
JAMA. 2013 Mar 6;309(9):887-95.
Northern California 23462785
KP author(s): Liu, Liyan; Herrinton, Lisa

1122. Witbrodt J, Ye Y, Bond J, Chi F, Weisner C, Mertens J
Alcohol and drug treatment involvement, 12-step attendance and abstinence: 9-year cross-lagged analysis of adults in an integrated health plan
Northern California 24342024
KP author(s): Chi, Felicia W; Weisner, Constance; Mertens, Jennifer

Nonadherence with INR Monitoring and Anticoagulant Complications
Colorado 23800635
KP author(s): Witt, Dan M; Delate, Tom; Clark, Nathan

1124. Witt DM, Delate T, Crowther MA
Resumption of warfarin therapy after gastrointestinal tract bleeding: benefit or bias?-Reply
Colorado 23700016
KP author(s): Witt, Dan M; Delate, Tom

1125. Witt MA, Arias L, Katz PH, Truong ET, Witt DJ
Reduced Risk of Pertussis Among Persons Ever Vaccinated With Whole Cell Pertussis Vaccine Compared to Recipients of Acellular Pertussis Vaccines in a Large US Cohort
Northern California 23487373
KP author(s): Witt, Maxwell A; Arias, Larry; Katz, Paul H; Truong, Elizabeth T; Witt, David J

1126. Witt MA, Katz PH, Truong ET, Witt DJ
Response to Andre, et al
Northern California 23956170
KP author(s): Katz, Paul H

Adverse events associated with pelvic organ prolapse surgeries that use implants
Southern California; Hawaii 24201675
KP author(s): Wong, Keri; Nguyen, John N; White, Terry; Menefee, Shawn Adam; Walter, Andrew J; Jakus, Sharon

Prognostic biological features in neck dissection specimens
Southern California 22983222
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

A qualitative study of the activities performed by people involved in clinical decision support: recommended practices for success
J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2013 Sep 2.
Northwest 23999670
KP author(s): Wasserman, Joseph A; McMullen, Carmit

The California Breast Cancer Survivorship Consortium (CBCSC): prognostic factors associated with racial/ethnic differences in breast cancer survival
Cancer Causes Control. 2013 Jul 18.
Northern California 23864487
KP author(s): Kwan, Marilyn L; Caan, Bette; Lee, Valerie S; Roh, Janise M

1131. Wu BU, Banks PA
Clinical management of patients with acute pancreatitis
Southern California 23622137
KP author(s): Wu, Bechien U

Prediction of Malignancy in Cystic Neoplasms of the Pancreas: A Population-Based Cohort Study
Southern California 24080609
KP author(s): Wu, Bechien U; Sampath, Kartik; Berberian, Christopher E; Kwok, Karl K; Lim, Brian S; Kao, Kevin T; Giap, Andrew Q; Kosco, Anne; Akmal, Yasir; DiFronzo, Andrew L; Yu, Wei; Ngor, Eunis W

Napsin a expression in primary mucin-producing adenocarcinomas of the lung: an immunohistochemical study
Southern California 23355200
KP author(s): Lau, Sean K

1134. Wu JJ
Tumor necrosis factor inhibitors and myocardial infarction in psoriasis
Southern California 24026609
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

1135. Wu JJ, Caperton C
Images in clinical medicine. Psoriasis flare from Koebner’s phenomenon after acupuncture
Southern California 23614589
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

1136. Wu JJ, Poon KY
Association of gender, tumor necrosis factor inhibitor therapy, and myocardial infarction risk in patients with psoriasis
Southern California 24034374
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J; Poon, Kwun-Yee T

1137. Wu JJ, Poon KY, Bebchuk JD
Association between the type and length of tumor necrosis factor inhibitor therapy and myocardial infarction risk in patients with psoriasis
Southern California 23986163
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J; Poon, Kwun-Yee T; Bebchuk, Judith D

1138. Wu YM, Pietrone R, Cashmere JD, Begley A, Miewald JM, Germain A, Buysse DJ
EEG Power During Waking and NREM Sleep in Primary Insomnia
Northern California 24127147
KP author(s): Wu, You Meme

Methadone-Related Overdose Deaths in Rural Virginia: 1997 to 2003
Northern California 23839313
KP author(s): Wunsch, Martha J

1140. Wyatt RW, Inacio MC, Liddle KD, Maletis GB
Factors Associated With Meniscus Repair in Patients Undergoing Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
Northern California; Southern California 24029723
KP author(s): Wyatt, Ronald; Inacio, Maria C; Maletis, Gregory B

1141. Xiang AH, Takayanagi M, Black MH, Trigo E, Lawrence JM, Watanabe RM, Buchanan TA
Longitudinal changes in insulin sensitivity and beta cell function between women with and
without a history of gestational diabetes mellitus
Diabetologia. 2013 Sep 13.
Southern California 24030069
KP author(s): Xiang, Anny H; Takayanagi, Miwa; Black, MaryHelen; Lawrence, Jean M

1142. Xiang AH, Watanabe RM, Buchanan TA
HOMA and Matsuda indices of insulin sensitivity: poor correlation with minimal model-based
estimates of insulin sensitivity in longitudinal settings
Diabetologia. 2013 Dec 5.
Southern California 24305964
KP author(s): Xiang, Anny H

MT, Chang CP
Brg1 Governs a Positive Feedback Circuit in the Hair Follicle for Tissue Regeneration and Repair
Northern California 23602386
KP author(s): Pan, Minggui

1144. Xu S, Hambidge SJ, McClure DL, Daley MF, Glanz JM
A scan statistic for identifying optimal risk windows in vaccine safety studies using self-
controlled case series design
Colorado 23303643
KP author(s): Xu, Stan; Hambidge, Simon; McClure, David L; Daley, Matthew F; Glanz, Jason M

1145. Yahyavi M, Abouzeid H, Gawdat G, de Preux AS, Xiao T, Bardakjian T, Schneider A, Choi A,
Jorgenson E, Baier H, El Sada M, Schorderet DF, Slavotinek AM
ALDH1A3 loss of function causes bilateral anophthalmia/microphthalmia and hypoplasia of the
optic nerve and optic chiasm
Northern California 23591992
KP author(s): Jorgenson, Eric

1146. Yancey AK, Sallis RE, Bastani R
Changing physical activity participation for the medical profession
Southern California 23299602
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